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•This study attempts two things t to provide a wide-ranging review
of Ihglish-languaf e lexicography* and to inquire into the nature
of Ihglish words. It stents from a belief that these two are
complementary aspects of one inquiry.
It should be noted that the bibliography stops at publications
in 1973» Because of the sco-"e of the inquiry — ranging over
lexicography, linguistics, anthropology and related disciplines —
it was thought that this cut-off point was realistic in order to
allow the work to finish.
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Chapters 1 and 2 of this study trace the development of Ihglish-
language lexicography through two distinct traditions t the glossary-
to-dictionary line and the less well-documented vocabulary-to-
thesaurus line. It shows that compilers have never explicitly
formulated a theory of fthe word'. Instead* they developed many
practical teohnioues for listing, retrieving, defining- and
illustrating1 language items which (they assumed) every educated
person automatically knew were words,
lixglish-language lexicography began as an exercise in translation
between Latin and hglish, but, as latin material was absorbed into
iligLish lexis (from the Renascence onwards), lexicography Became an
apparently unilingual activity, '.The evidence indicates, however,
that despite appearances the original bilingualisia remains with us,
translation being now intra- instead of inter-linguistic.
Chapter 5 reviews the counters of words from the early 19th
century on, surveying the objective counters (such as 'Aorndiice), and
those who sorted words subjectively (such as lainor), along with a
■uarallel loglco-semantic approach (Ogden's Basic nglish), Here
again there v»as a lads of explicit theory, and the counts were less
than successful because of a failure to be clear on what to count
and where to go for the basio data. The word-counters were also
inevitably drawn by the logic of their work into the business of
compiling dictionaries.
In Chapter 4 linguistics is seen as having made few explicit
attempts to define words, nevertheless frequently appealing to our
inherent assumptions about what words are, so that such units as
'morphemes' could be postulated and put to work.
Chapter 5 synthesizes elements in the earlier chapters. A
typology is offered for the English word, and a distinction
established between words and lexical bases for word-formation. A
number of devices are proposed as useful in any theory of words,
including structure formulas, a root-and-base distinction, holism,
derivational paradigms and compounding patterns. The theoretical
position adopted derives from the work of many linguists, but in
particular from Vendryes, Sapir, Eoss, Entwhistle and Karchand. A
review is also ma e of the problems relating to semantic analysis,
as undertaken by the American cognitive anthroplogists and by Lyons.
It is proposed that English lexis, historically and functionally.
is polysystemic, a composite of two (Vernacular and Meo-Latin)
'streams'. These interact in the living language to provide parallel
morphologies and reservoir areas for word-coining.
Chapter 6 is an attempt to demonstrate how the principles of
Chapter 5 can be applied to a specific area: suffixal word-formation
; ' /
in English. It adopts the polysystemic approach, is both diachronic
and synchronic, and uses derivational paradigms, paraphrases and
glosses to create a new model of productive suffixation. It is
argued that the lexis and morphology of English cannot be adequately
understood without recourse to polystemic models of this kind.
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1 The Glossary Tradition in English Lexicography
1.1 Introduction
Dictionaries have a sanctity similar to Holy Writ, Samuel Johnson may
have characterized the lexicographer as a 'harmless drudge', but this
drudgery puts its victim in the company of the prophets. People do
not distinguish readily between this or that dictionary, or between
better or worse dictionaries, but conflate them (with that prestigious
definite article) in company with The Bible, The Koran and The Bhagavad
(Sita.
f.eekley (1924 (1962:9)) saw something touching in the belief that
'the dictionary, like photography, does not lie', and observes that
'almost the only individual to approach the sacred book in the spirit
of a doubter is the lexicographer himself,'
The Dictionary, that spurious monolith, has a long and convoluted
history* Its progress within the English language has been mapped by
such historians of lexicography as Murray (1900), Mathews (1933),
Starnes and Noyes (1946) and Whitehall (1958), and in this chapter I
shall try to review and supplement these commentators, to establish the
stages in the growth of the lexicographic tradition in English and to
consider how the makers of dictionaries viewed the .English word,
1.2 Gloss, Glossary and Vooabulary
General agreement assigns the origins of .English-language lexicography
to the 7th century AD, to the time of St Isidore of Seville. The
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Latin language was the vehicle of culture and religious authority at
that time, and young aspirants to clerical careers in V,"astern Europe
had to master it, whether they were Provencals, Burgundians, Celts or
Anglo-daxons.
Manuscript books in the 7th and subsequent centuries were scarce
and valuable, but students and teachers did not scruple to write on
them. In all literate cultures, users of books have tended to insert
the 'meanings* of difficult words in the margins and between the lines,
and it is in such practices that the great lexical works of English had
their start. A hard Latin word would be *explained' by means of a
simpler one or by a vernacular term, usually put in just above the word
in question. The Creek word for a difficult or special term was
hlossa. and in Neo-Latin the meaning of this word was extended to
include the explanation of a difficult term as well as the term itself.
In consequence, these mediaeval notes are referred to today as 'inter¬
linear glosses'.
By the 8th century, glossae collectae were being prepared by
copying the hard words and their explanations into short lists. Such
lists, put together into larger lists, were called glossaria and with
their recopying, development and increasing length some kind of
ordering for purposes of retrieval became necessary. Crude alphabetic
order was introduced and later lists were re-cast with increasing
sophistication. Detailed alphabetic ordering came slowly. Thus, the
Leiden Glossary is the most primitive: a collection of lists each with
the name of the treatise from which items had been extracted, the items
left in order of extraction. The Spinal Glossary moves to first-
letter order, with, for example, 550 entries under 'A*. The Corpus
Glossary (Cambridge, compiled about 725 AD) contains material from
these and others, -with second-letter ordering, -which allows, for example,
95 unordered words under 'Ah'. There is a 10th-century glossary in
the British Museum (Harl. 3376) with third-letter order, but no
contemporary evidence of further refinement.
The alphabetization which a 20th-century user might take for
granted was therefore a slow acquisition, as was columnar listing.
Up to the l6th century, it was optional whether entries would be listed
torisontally (the explanation above the explained term, as in the inter¬
linear glosses) or vertically (the explanation to the right of the
explained tern).
Most commentators follow Murray (1900:9f) in assuming that these
Latin glossaries were a major source of lexicography, but not the only
source. The other was pedagogical, from the classroom rather than
the reader. It was necessary to learn the words (vooabula) as well
as the graisaar of Latin, and although this was largely an oral under¬
taking, lists were compiled of parts of the body, animals, heavenly
objects, geographical features etc. Such a list was known as a
vocabularium and was distinct in style and use from a rlossarium.
Alphabetization was of little interest in such groupings of words under
semantic heads.
Glossary and vocabulary were employed for complementary work and
were often interwoven; but as becomes clear in Stames and llbyes
(SH: 197ff) the two represented distinct traditions which might converge,
but which tended to keep separate courses. This separateness is
important, and should not be pre-judged by labelling the two traditions
by their current end-products. Better instead to refer to them as the
glossary tradition on the one hand (characterized by explanation end
alphabetization) and the vocabulary tradition on the other (characterized
by grouping into fields of interest). The history of lexicography
tends to emphasize the first at the expense of the second, but the
second tradition is also important. We shall return to it in the
second chapter.
1.3 Latin and English: Distinct Languages
The ancient glossaries not only became fuller and more orderly as
time passed, but also began to emphasize the vernacular rather than
the Latin. In the Epinal Glossary the English words are relatively
few throughout, in the Corpus Glossary they are more numerous, and in
lQth-llth century lists (glossary or vocabulary) v/e find tame Latin-
to-2nglish translation. The bilingual principle had emerged, as opposed
to a rule-of-thucb approach offearing anything Latin or English which
might help the student to understand.
Both Murray and Mathews maintain that the librman Conquest halted
the development of lexicography, creating an unstable linguistic situation
for over three centuries. Certainly, the compilers Ydright-Wuicker
(1857 and 1884) show only two slender vocabularies between 1066 and
1400 - but after that year output becomes prodigious, with English more
and more in the ascendant. The development of both lexioal traditions
was assured not only by educational development, but by the invention
of the printing press.
The Medulla Granroatices is an anonymous Latin-to-English glossary
of the mid-15th century. It was never printed but served as the basis
%
for the later Ortus (- hortus, *garden*) Vocabulorum of 1^00, the first
printed Latin-to~2nglish wordbook.
A Dominican friar called Galfridu3 Gramnaaticus (Geoffrey the
Graonarian) appears to have been the first to make the revolutionary
switch-round in language order. About 1440, he produced an Gnglish-
to-Latin glossary, called the I-tomptoriua Parvulortgn (sive Clerlcorma).
or * storehouse for little ones (and clerics).' Some 10,000 nouns and
verbs were provided in two lists, with other adjectives and particles
thrown in where they seemed appropriate. In 1499 Pynaon issued the
first printed version, and with the Ortus a commercially successful
tradition of bilingual glossaries was set underway.
The compilers of the various lists up to the 16th century had no
specific word for what they were doing. They sou^it elegant metaphors
to express their aims. Wynkyn de Vtorde, the printer of the Ortus.
justified its title by saying that it wa3 like a garden filled with
wholesome flowers, fruit and herbs. The ij-omotorium (= promptuarlum)
suggests a store from which words can readily be plucked for use. As
will be seen, other terms abounded; thesaurus ( = treasury), roanioulus
(= handful), dlctlonaritga phrasebookj collection of dictions,
sayings), alvearle (= beehive), bibliotheoa and library (= place of
books, knowledge etc) and the vivid abecedarium. saying so much for
the system of ordering.
Thomas S3yot chose 'dictionary* as the name for his wordbook, a
compilation in 1538 which had notable success. Thorns Cooper of
Magdalen College, Oxford, brought out augmented versions of Elyot
(1548, 1552 and 1559) and using additional continental material absorbed
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the Hlyot list into his own larger 'Thesaurus Linjgmo Loaanae et
■dritannioae (1555)# Cooper was in turn abridged by Thomas Thomas in
his hictio^iutii hi^uae nutinae ot /^licanae (71538) which was
successful well into the 17th century and was to have immense
repercussions on English lexicography# The Elyot-Coopor-Thomas line
is one of the strongly influential traditions within the glossary
tradition at large, giving us not only techniques cf definition and
coverage, but also the important names 'dictionary' and 'thesaurus',
although not yet used in an/thing like their currant senses.
The impetus of trade, travel and exploration in 15th-century
Europe promoted not only the Latin language but also the vernaculars
which developed in its shade. In 1514 a Londoner, John Palsgrave, was
commissioned to teach French to Henry VIII* s sister Hary, The treatise
which lie produced to help her was published in 1530 as Esclorciosement
de la. lannue francoyse. combining features of the grammar, the teaching
manual and the vocabulary. A profusion of bilingual works followed,
and English could be studied by looking at how its words were used in
comparison with French, Spanish, Italian, Welsh and Latin words.
'vhile thin interest in other languages flourished, a controversy
was gathering regarding the nature and future of English itself. It
is difficult to date its beginning, but Hathew3 (14) notes that
' iiiutterings of protest were beginning to be heard* by 1491, the year in
which Caxton the printer died. He had characterized his people mid their
language as under the domination of the ever-changing moon, and the
dispute concerned how much change and transfusion from abroad English
could take without being corrupted beyond redemption.
7.
1*4 Latin in English: the Distinction Blurred
The controvert was between the Innovators and the purists, those who
willingly imported foreign words, and those who resisted the Impertinence.
The Renasceno® was characterized by the influence of Neo-Latin on the
emerging vernaculars of western Europe; the vernaculars were subject
to an immense cultural pressure from Nso-L&tin, the language of learning
and international debate, SijjrLficantly, the purists of English
objected more to the Leo-Latin intrusion than to the lesser inrush of
Hebrew and non-European words. Not only did they resist Leo-Latin,
but they also objected to new coinages within Leo-Latin. There were
those who argued that Leo-Latin was itself a corruption of Latin* s
Ciceronian glories.
The controversy lasted some 200 years, and in the opinion of Victor
Grove (1950) in The Language Bar, the c laall of Leo-Latin and original
English has never been satisfactorily resolved, Many in his opinion
still feel deprived and shut-out through an inability to cope with
* high-brow* Latinate vocabulary; the Elizabethan Wilson, in his Art of
Rhetoriaue (1553) may still speak for many whan he says: 'Some seeke
so farre for outlandishe English, that thei forget altogether their
mothers tongue.*
Many Renascence figures, while venerating Neo-Latin, encouraged
the growth of their own vernaculars, the result being an infusion of
the vocabulary of the cultural language into the emerging language both
in England and Scotland, Although his dictionary chows him a confirmed
Latinist, Sir Thomas Elyot wrote in English very successfully. He
considered his own language in need of supplementation where it fell
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abort, and borrowed and coined freely to this end (SK:6). At the
same time, however, he felt he was being moderate: he could congratulate
himself on Hairy VIII's opinion that The Oovcmour was not 'therby made
derke or harde to be vnderstand©' (Mathews: 15). Excessive Latinization
of English was however severely mocked, as we see from Shakespeare's
Holofernes.
Neo-Latin as the dominant cultural language of Christendom can be
compared to Classical Arabic in the Middle-East and to Sanskrit in the
Indian subcontinent. The local vernaculars (whether related histori¬
cally to the dominant medium or not) have been unable to resist lexical
intrusion from Arabic and Sanskrit and Latin, so that strata of special¬
ized vocabularies form within them. Similarly, modern Indian vernaculars
like Hindi and iiarathi are subjeot to extensive intrusion from English,
and feelings in India today about innovation and purism are similar to
those of the Elizabethans.
By the end of the 16th century, ileo-Latin was both outside and
inside English, and in Whitehall's phrase (158), 'a race of Holofernes
pedants* preferred the Latinate to the English, using ' Latino-Creek
polysyllables in a Latino-iiiglish syntax.' Sometimes emphasis on the
more outlandish constructions obscures an important point: that the
intrusion was on many stylistic levels, not just in academic pedantry.
George Pettie (1586) observed of the learned words: 'If they should
be all counted inkpot tearmes, I know not how we should speak anie thing
without blacking our mouths with inke.*
whatever the merits of abetting or resisting the influence of the
dominant mediua, schoolmasters had the problem of coming to terms with
the swirl of words. They were interest®! in some kind of standard¬
isation of spelling, some yardstick for grammar, scans kind of clarity
about vocabulary. /aid they began to suggest a dictionary of sonic kind.
A grammar in 1594 by cms *P,Gr* contained a dictionqrioluEu a vocabulary
of dnglish words with their Latin equivalents, vjhile Richard lulcaster
had in 1582 written a marginal note: *a perfit liJnglish dictionarie
v/iahad for.* He even compiled some 8,000 words worth defining in such
a dictionary. Ldmund Coote (She Lnj&tah Cchoole .faster. 159 6) created
a model with a collection of some 1,500 'hard words* and their simpler
definitions, and provided the foundation for a small but momentous
octavo volume in 1604: Robert Cawdrey* s A Table Alphabetical! (of
words), which discussed borrowings from Latin, Greek and other
tongues, 'gathered for the benefit & helpe of Ladies, Gentlewomen, or
any other unaldllfull persons.*
Cawdrey* s 3,GGC-itam book was followed by John Bullokar* s The
English expositor (1616), Henry Cockeram's The ,Biy?llah. Dictfor^ie
(1623), Thomas Blount* s Glossoforapfaia (1656) and ;32ward Phillips' a The
Hew „orld of English V.orda (1658). These are the tradition of the
'hard-word dictionaries*, their popularity wondered at by later
generations of critics. Like the bilingual glossaries, they were a
coExoeroial success, tiirough to the 13th edition of Bullokar in Dublin
in 1726, a run of over a century. The social history of the compilers
and their books is fascinating (of 3N, 13ff), but our iranediate concern
is their Incipient lexicographic raethod. Thsy can be said to have set
in motion two techniques which are still powerful and indeed expected
in dictionaries:
1 fixing the spelling of a word
2 giving a synonym for it.
10.
The following 15 Ixard words and definitions taken casually from
Cawdrey' s Table Alphabetical! show a spelling close to what is still
acceptable, along with an interesting contrast of Latin and Anglo-Saxon
words (the Anglo-Saxon material in the explanation column being under¬
lined here for convenient display):
abrogate take awa.V, disanull. disallow
acquisition setting, purchasing
aggravate make more prievous. and more heavie
direct fluide or rule: rirht. straight. also to order
disadvantageous hindering much
gratulate to be glad for anothers 3ake





paucitie fewness or smale number
prompt rea^r. cuioke
ruinous Feady, to fall
ruminate to chew over againe. to studio earnestlis uppon
This contrast is much the same as the kind of contrast offered in
the Latin-te-Snglish dictionaries of a few decades earlier. It is a
kind of translation, but intra- rather than inter-linguistic. We can
return to this point in a moment: the significance of Gawdrey can be
highlighted another way. If we consult the Random house Dictionary
(RHD, 1966) as the most recent unabridged dictionary of English, and
take each of these hard words of Cawdrey in turn, the similarity of
definition in every case (even to the item pratulate) is quite remarkable.
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The definitions are longer, better organised, supported by etymologies
and subdivided into senses, but they are based upon the sane kind of
Latin-veraus-^inglxwiaxon translation. Suffice it here to cite four
only (tine Anglo-Saxon material again being underlined):
edifice a building, esp. one of large siae or imposing appearance
impose 1 to lay on or set as semething to be borne, endured,
obeyed, fulfilled, paid etc. " "*"*
2 to B&L or ^et by or as by authority
prompt ready in aotionj quick to act as occasion demands
ruminate id 1 to ohew the cud, as a ruminant 2 to meditate or
muse j ponder vt 3 to chew again or over and over
4 to meditate onj ponder
here we have not Just an indication of consistency in definition
within the Lriglish language (one assumes that the editors of the RHP
were not referring to Cawdrey for their definitions!) but also evidence
of an on-going tradition of internal translation, more usually described
a3 * definition by synonym'.
Starnes and Noyes (21f) impliaitly establish this process of
extemal-beooming-intei«na1-translation where they examine Cawdrey' s
successor Bullokar, whose adoption and adaptation of Latin words was
wholesale. They correlate material in the Thomas Latin-to-Lnglish




Catalogue... a rehearsall in wordes, or
table in writing of the number of
things, a roll, a bill, a scroll, a





Catalogue. A roll, a till,
a register of names or
other tilings.
Rumino... To chew the cudde as neete
doe; also to call to remembrance and
consider with ones selfe, to study
and tldnke upon matters.
Ruminate. To chew over again©
as beasts doe, that chew
the cud; wherefore it
is often taken to siudie
and thinke much of t matter.
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Cockertun (whose book is the firat ' dictionary' of English so named)
took the matter further. The volume has three parts:
1 an alphabetic list of 'hard words' explained by 'vulgar* words
2 an alphabetic list of 'vulgar1 words with corresponding 'liard words'
3 a glossary of the names of gods, monsters, birds, people etc.
The first tvo are a bilingual dictionary inside English, to help the
user convert to and from planes of style: the elegant/refined and the
vulgar. ..gain, the evidence of his intention and sources is plentiful
(cf SN: 3iff )• His first section relies heavily on Thorns, as
Bullokar did (natatio becoming natation. ' swimming'; neeessltudo
becoming nacos..itude. 'kinn?, alliance in bloud* etc). Additionally,
both first and second sections leaned even more heavily on the Engliah-
to-Latin compilation of PJLdar (1539) and Rider-*lolyoke (1617), thus:






















Starnes and Noyes conriient: 'It in obvious that Cockers® found
most, if not all, of his so-called "vulgar" words in the Inglinh-Latin
section of tine i :ider-Holyoke dictionary; and the "more refined and
elegant" terms represent Cockeram's attempts to Anglicize Rider* s Latin
equivalents of the English. This process is significant in thus intro¬
ducing a great many Latin words into the English vocabulary. Some of
these were already current; others were not' (33).
13.
The compilers of the hard-word dictionaries were not therefore
recorders of usage, a3 lexicographers are nowadays assumed to be#
They were manufacturers, transferrers of words wholesale, animated by
a belief in the value of what they were doing. The later charges of
plagiarism and corruption would have made no sense to them, and it is
small wonder that purists had little ouocess in steaming the Neo-Latin
tide, when lexicographers as well as schoolmasters and writers were
ranged against them# It seems reasonable to suppose that these compilers
(themselves well-versed in hao-Latin) did not draw a sharp line between
Heo-Latin vocabulary and the refined, elegant or academic vocabulary of
English# It was the same vocabulary, convertible from international
currency to local use by means of a few well-tried morpho-graphologicol
rules# At that time the floodgates were at their widest, and the
entire lexis of Loo-Latin was available for adaptation to use within an
English graumatical framework.
It is not possible to measure Just how consciously English was
Latinized at that time, but here we have clear evidence of conscious
systematic transfer within the general flux. Gawdroy and his successors
knew exactly what they were doing, and were a commercial success in
doing it#
They possessed one consistent trait: they sought to broaden the
base of the educated Elect. Their books were for the non-scholarly,
the artisans, the raorchants, the wives of gentiy and bourgeoisie, and
all other aspirants to education and elegance. They offered access to
High English for those who felt they only knew the lew variety.
Bullokar i3 quite explicit about it in his preface to the 'courteous
reader':
14.
'And heroin I hope such learned (professors) will deaiae no wrong
offered to themselves or dishonour to Learning, in that I open the
signification of such words, to the capacitie of the ignorant, Thereby
they may conceive and use them as well as those which have bestowed long
study in the languages, for considering it is familiar among best
writers to usurpe strange words... I suppose withall their desire is
that they should be understood.'
1.5 The Legislative Urge
The hard-word dictionary of the 17th century was the direct and logical
descendant of the interlinear gloss. In it the alphabetic principle
is finally established, although the idea of one composite list was not
insisted upon. A dictionary might contain one, three or more separate
alphabetic lists, under subject headings, a practice still adopted by
some publications (as v/ith the Readers Digest Great ihcyclopaedio
Dictionary. Vol. Ill, 1972). Attention was devoted to difficult and
strange words flowing in under the pressures of the Renascence, but even
with such an emphasis the compilers were not unaware of spelling
problems, indicators of pronunciation, grammatical notes, etymology,
cant expressions, dialect words, proverbial sayings and such other
scraps which would one day have lexicographic traditions of their own.
The work of these men is often reviewed in a spirit of amusement,
conmentatora enjoying so much to quote their quainter and more risible
entries that the bulk of acceptable material is obscured. Murray,
Mathews and otters have tended to divide the Leo-Latin innovations of
these compilers into two categories:
1 the astonishing-amusing-unsuccessful
2 words now accepted in the vocabulary.
15.
This is a dichotomy dictated by hindsight, not on© which had any meaning
in their day, Murray notes (18) that in Klyot* s time no one could
have predicted that the word 'dictionary* would win the day as the term
for wordbooks} in the same way, we can say that none of the hard-word
compilers could have foreseen that some words would fail and others
succeed,
Gonraentators suggest in quoting items like bubulcitate ('to cry
like a cow-boy* ) that oddity and length ware enough to make them extinct,
like the Brontosaurus, This is a kind of Darwinian view, and of course
the words arc funny to us: but other monsters have survived despite
everything, such terms as bibliography, inooatrovertibility and
hallucinatory which seem to have much in common with the extinct terms.
Conversely, many small and tidy words have failed in the race: vility.
nexlble. and naustible did not survive while and ablepsy, have.
One man* s monstrous term may be another man* a everyday companion, said
one has to take care in pronouncing a word safely *extinct' • In some
remote discipline it may still have work to do.
Internal translation (the form which definition by synonym commonly
takes) is an established practice in English, not only among dictionary-
makers but also in the general educated world, and especially in
explaining liarder words to younger people, Latinate verbs like
abrogate and ruminate v/era explained in Cawdrey's Table by means of the
phrasal Anglo-Saxon verbs 'take away' and 'chew over*. Dictionaries
still go in for circularities like feminine explained as 'womanly* and
womanly explained as 'feminine*. In a two-tier vocabulary like English,
this kind of thing is the easy way out of a problem. It becomes rather
daunting however when bull is explained by the gloss male bovine quadruped.
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an explanation perhaps with some scientific merit, but serving generally
to 'make derke or harde to be vnderstands'.
The dispute between purist and Innovator gave way to a different
emphasis, one which began to emerge in the rndd-lSOOs. The Italian and
French Academies had impressed Vigilsh writers by the verve with which
they had set out to 'fix' their respective languages. In 1664, the
Royal Society formed a committee 'for improving the JSngliah tongue' and
initiated an interventionist approach to the English language aid its
lexicography. When, after 20 years of preparation and >-X> years of
work, the French Academy produced it 3 non-alphabetic Dictionnaire de
1' Academic Prancaise. envy was felt across the Channel.
The French achievement was a serious challenge to Dryden, Addison,
Swift, Rope and the other proponents of a perfectible English. Variously,
they deplored corruptions in the tongue while setting up in their own
writings literary models which others might emulate. That period seems
to have combined a Stoic fear of corruption with a sense that men ware
participating in a new Golden Age, but one which might pass away too
quickly If something were not done to halt decay. When the French
dictionary was re-cast in 1718 in alphabetic form, discussion in the
coffee house3 and salons turned to an English equivalent. Addison
appears to have planned a dictionary of quotations; Ambrose Phillips
outlined a plan for a dictionary including orthography, etyroolo^r,
definitions both literal and figurative, idioms etc; Pope approved the
idea and probably drew up a list of quotowortby authors, but no society
emerged to do what the Forty Iiaaortals had done for French.
In the meantime the hard-word dictionaries carried on, the work
of schoolmasters and amateurs who called themselves 'bibliophiles'.
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And just aa Cawdrey* s littlo volume turned one kind of lexicography
into anothex», so a small hook in 1702 changed the emphasis from hard
words to the general mass of English wards. This was 'J.K's* Few
runrlish .Dint^-^^yr which in the new spirit declared itself in favour
of 'genuine* English words as 'used by Persons of clear Judgment and
good Style'.
This J.K. was probably the John Kersey vho later made his name
both as a reviser of Phillips (The New World of JSngllsh "'.'errIn. 1658,
revised 1706) and vdth his own Dictionsrlma ;'n'?.lo-Trit.mnicur, in 1708.
He has a number of 'firsts* to his credit:
1 blending the hard words and the general vocabulary in one list
2 bringing out the first folio 'universal* dictionary and then an
abridgement of it
3 giving special attention to the definition of technical terras.
His various works, re-issued at regular intervals, were not supplanted
by anything new fbr thirteen years.
Kersqy's successor was Nathan(iel) Bailey, a schoolmaster and
prolific writer of various educational, works. Among his dictionaries
two stand pre-eminent: hi3 Universal Et.viaolopi.cal English Dictionary
(1721) and the folio Dictionarium Britannicum (1730). The first is
the dominant wordbook of the 18th century, running to 30 editions up
to 1802, while the second provided Johnson with a foundation for his
work.
Whitehall (159) asserts Bailey's place in lexicography as
follows: 'The position of dictionary pioneer, commonly granted to
Johnson or to Noah Webster, belongs in reality to one of the few
geniuses lexicography ever produced; Nathaniel Bailey.' Staraes and
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Noyce (98) are not so sure; 'The spotlight of fame which has long been
focused on Johnson and ha3 recently spread to his immediate predecessor,
Bailey, has unfortunately thrown Kersey into the shadow. Kersey was,
however, a notable pioneer, rejecting outmoded material and methods,
working towards modem concepts, and in general playing his role of
lexicographer with responsibility and intelligence.*
Osaius and intelligence are difficult to assess, and it might be
ss well to spread the spotlight far enough to include all three, to
propose a Kersey-Bailey-Johnson tradition similar to the bilingual
Tudor tradition of Slyot-Cooper-Thomas. Evidence abounds to suggest
that all three men helped to create the •modern* dictionary.
The idea of a comprehensive English dictionary grows through Kersey
and Bailey, parallel to the cry in the coffee houses for something to
match the French. In Bailey certain olear fundamentals appear;
1 a necessary place for etymology, but bracketed so that the user may
by-pass history if he wishes
2 elementary help with syllabification, accent position, spelling and
pronunciation
3 woodcut and copperplate illustrations
4 appended proverbs, idionms, current sayings and illustrative
quotations.
Bailey was not an academic; he was a commercial compiler, interested
in entertaining as well as informing his readers. This can be seen
in the entry for the verb live;
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To live (llbhafft or jeofail- 3&x. IcTwe. bar*. Icfwa. 3u. Lfbea.
Du. and L. G. liben. H.G. ). to enjoy life-
He Liveth long who Liveth well.
Or,
It is not how long btti how well we Live#
v. Life consist5, Sns. under Life-
As long Lives a merry heart as a sad.
We may very well add, and longer too. The meaning however of
this proverb is that immoderate sorrow tends to no good end.
One may Live and Learn.
Or,
W* are never to old to learn.
In the opinion of 3tames and -Lyes, trie 1735 edition is inferior
to the 1730 original, largely because of its chattier and more diffuse
delivery. 'The author has yielded to the cardinal temptations which
have beset lexicographers all along; ha has included too many oddities
and he has drawn no clear or consistent distinction between the provinces
and cietnods of the dictionary ana the encyclopedia, • To which they add,
•Bailey was merely of liis time, 'shawas in innumerable other respects
ha was very much in advance of it.1
The book was however a commercial success, which is what Bailey
was interested in. In his day, the distinction between dictionary and
encyclopaedia had hardly be can mooted, leave alone drawn, and one may
wonder whether the distinction is yet as clear as Starnes and Loyes
might wish.
With Bailey an era closed: the period when a dictionary could grow
simply by feeding on its predecessors and amending their Vndstakes* •
The groundswell for a standardizing dictionary to legislate in terms of
the best literary English was now too powerful to be denied. darnel
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Johnson's Plan for a Dictionary of the Emdish Language (1747)
together with the less well-known notes In Benjamin Martin's Limr.ua
Britannioa Reformats (1749) ushered in the new era of method and
citation*
1*6 Johnson: Consistencies and Contradictions
Johnson was not a schoolmaster; and from journalism and drama he turned
for an important period in his life to professional lex±eograpi$r. His
Plan and his subsequent Dictionary are widely considered to have ' raised
ihglish lexicography altogether to a higher level* (Murray: 42) and
to have 'invested the calling with lasting dignity' (SNi 196), Greene
(1970:181) observes: 'Johnson's Dictionary is a very great and serious
achievement in the history of the study of the English language* It
is not merely a curious vhim of a quaint eccentric, but a most important
landmark in the development of English, from a set of unimportant local
dialects spoken by a small group of islanders on the fringe of
civilization, to a great world language.'
Johnson was invited to compile the long-awaitod answer to the
French Academy by a group of booksellers in London, and not by
representatives erf* the elite. He was paid £1,575 to cover three years'
work, and was not set at the head of 40 men over 40 years. Johnson was
well acquainted with the current trends in language study and debate,
and appears not to have been in the least daunted at setting out with
a handful of mainly Scottish clerks to emulate the French. His work
however took four years longer than he had planned. The labour in
Gough Square, working from an interleaved folio edition of Bailey and
passing marked books to his helpers is now legendary, but from it emerge
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three cardinal points that affect much of subsequent dictionary-
making:
1 it would be teamwork rather than the solitary effort of one man
2 dependence on previous compilers would be secondary to study of
current 'best* usage
3 such usage would be presented citationally in as many assigned
quotations as space permitted.
In Johnson* s musty garret the great co-operative ventures of Oxford
and Merriam-Webster had their beginning.
In his Plan he presented his aim of * fixing* the language, in
the Stoic belief that *all change is of itself evil* and * ought not to
be hazarded but for evident advantage'• This view was echoed and
enlarged by his patron Lord Chesterfield who, in surrendering his
independence as 'a free-bom British subject* to the new arbiter of
the language, observed:
'I cannot help thinking it a sort of disgrace to our nation, that
hitherto we have had no such standard of our language (as the French);
our dictionaries at present being more properly what our neighbours the
Dutch and the Germans call theirs, WORD-BOOKS, than dictionaries in the
superior sense of that title. All words, good and bad, are there
jumbled indiscriminately together, insomuch that the injudicious reader
may speak, and write as inelegantly, improperly, and vulgarly as he
pleases, by and with the authority of me or other of our WORD-BOOKS.
*It must be owned that our language is at present in a state of
anarchy; and hitherto, perhaps, it may not have been the worse for it.
During our free and open trade, many words and expressions have been
imported, adopted and naturalised from other languages, which have
greatly enriohed our own. Let it still preserve what real strength
and beauty It may have borrowed from others, but let it not, like the
Tarpeian maid, be overwhelmed and crushed by unnecessary foreign
ornaments. The time for discrimination seems to be now come.
Toleration, adoption and naturalisation have run their lengths. Good
order and authority are now necessary.1
Johnson set to work.
In the Preface to A Dictionary of the -iiglish language (1755), he
begins with the Stoic line that the language had been ♦neglected1,
• suffered to spread, under the direction of chance, into wild exuberance;
resigned to the tyranny of time and faction; and exposed to the
corruptions of ignorance and caprices of innovation'. The only optimum
in his observations is an admission that every increase of knowledge
will demand new words arid tire tropes of poetry lead to new extensions
of moaning and use. Such attitudes did not, however, survive the actual
work. his hope to catch, fix and forever protect the language was
abandoned in the light of eight years' experience. 'Fixing* became
' embalming', and ' to enchain syllables, and to lash the wind, are
equally the undertakings of pride.' The pessimism at the end of his
gargantuan work is deep: 'If the changes that we fear be thus
irresistible, what remains but to acquiesce with silence, as in the
other insurmountable distresses of humanity? It remains that vie retard
what we cannot repel, that we palliate what we cannot cure.* This is
the only recourse of the Stoic, because 'tongues, like governments,
have a natural tendency to degeneration.*
Intervention could only be a delaying action, never outright
success. His pessimism contrasts strongly with the optimism of the
hard-word compilers, who believed they were doing a service by their
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kind of intervention. It is typical of the social potency of diction¬
aries, however, that Johnson has been regarded as successful in his
aim: he might not have fixed tbo language, but he had the right idea,
and slowed the rot. Greene (1970:170), puts this point of view when
he says: * Johnson, however, thinks stability in language is desirable,
and he of course is perfectly ri^it... English was rapidly becoming
a world language; and in such a situation lack of stability and
standardization must cause much greater inconvenience to communication
than it would when English was merely the language of a handful of
people in a small inland off the western coast of Europe. Indeed, since
the time of the publication of Johnson's dictionary, the rate of
linguistic change in written English, at least, has been notably
retarded; and with modern methods of comaunication... the tendency of
the language has been to standardization.'
It is difficult to be certain that Johnson appreciated, the
world-language role which English was just beginning to acquire in his
day. Again, he mi^it not have equated fixing the language with any
tendency in the language towards being fixed. These are not the same
thing, and Johnson' a urge to fix the language arose from a fear that
there was no such tendency. If there is indeed a tendency in language
(especially in a literate society) towards being fixed, then Johnson
need not have been so thoroughly pessimistic, but we unfortunately have
no clear proof of it. Greene* s remarks serve to indicate, however,
that there is still today a strong current of approval for the policy
of retardation, for the lexicographer viio stands at the city gate and
forbid3 entry to the Goths and Vandals. In fact, the great controversy
over Webster's Third International Dictionary in the early 1950s is
proof positive that Johnson still has his followers.
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1.7 Orthography and Orthoepy
In an age which deemed standardisation and correctness necessities after
the profusion of the Renascence, spelling and pronunciation were matters
of great importance. In consequence, 18th-century lexicography was
greatly exercised over orthography (the right way to spell) and orthoepy
(the right v/ay to speak).
Efforts towards a standardised spelling had been proceeding for
decades, from incipient Tudor beginnings, and every dictionary (copying
diligently from its predecessors) encouraged increasing standardisation.
i/iOdem commentators often assume that confusion existed during tire 17th
and 18th centuries not only over spelling, but about the relation between
toe spoken sound and toe written letter. This confusion was not however
as abysmal as we tend to believe (of Abercromble on letters. 1949
(1965s?6ff))» There was however a general optimism that just as the
26-letter alphabet could be used to everyone1s advantage on paper, so
refined people could harmonise their pronunciation, and compilers could
appropriately indicate the 'best' pronunciation in their wordbooks.
Just how to decide on the best pronunciation was not however clear,
dome suggested following the House of Lords, others a spelling
pronunciation accompanied by elocution.
The pioneers of orthoepy ware in toe main not Englishmen. The
impulse appears rather to have come from the Irish and the hoots and
to have linked speech to writing as much as to any prestige accent-
form. Llathews comments as follows on the matter (31): 'Sheridan,
though an Irishman, felt himself capable of grappling with the difficult
questions of English pronunciation'. hathaws may have been ironic in
this remark: there is no necessary reason why an Irishman should hold
back from such an undertaking, unleoe one lias a belief that Irish
speakers of .English are In some sense defective. The example quoted
by ISathews however indicates that Sheridan followed Iris own Irish norm
in offering a standard — a kind of bias not unusual in orthoepists.
Between 17^9 and 1791 four dictionaries of orthoepy appeared,
from James Buchanan, . illiam Kenrick, Thomas Sheridan and John alker.
These developed the earlier but still commercially successful v/orks by
Thomas lycha: ,tQ foe Engllfo Toxyrue (1709) and The Spell
Dictionary (1723). Byche placed an accent mark after the accented
syllable, as in di' nnar and ji'ocase. William Kenrick (A 'tew
Dictionary. 1773) inserted the accent end also marked the separate
syllables with numbers referring the reader- to a table of pronunciation.
John Talker (Critical Pronouncing pigt.ionary and, Expositor of,the
Language. 1791) used snail superscript numbers indicating the 'powers*
of the various written vowels, and this method proved so popular that
a number of books appeared which claimed to blend the definitions of
Johnson with the pronunciations of Walker.
A wide range of suppleiscntary orthographies has been employed
since than to help dictionaxy-uaors with pronunciation and accentuation.
Discussion of this plethora would take up too much space here (of kJathows,
76ff, for detailed examples), but the development of the purely
orthoopic dictionary can be said to have faltered until the develop¬
ment of phonetic transcription. In 1886, for example, the Inter¬
national Phonetic Association was formed in Franc® by a group of
language teachers. Systems of diaeritio&l rnrks and ro-spelling to
indicate phonetic values are still popular, however, in corsnercial
dictionaries, and it is mainly in teaching English to foreign learners
that phonetic transcription has been used.
Orthotopic entries in the dictionaries of the 18th century may
have had a profound and lasting impact on speakers of English* especially
in Ataerica, Head (1973:71) quotes to chow that in the early 19th
century, the dictionary of the Scotsmen William Persy had lad consider¬
able standardizing effects throughout the United States, In 1828 one
John Pickering observed that 'the Scotch dictionary of Perry' had had
more effect on Hew -England speech than any otter, and that 'where we
differ from the English, particularly in corns of the vowels, it will be
found that we agree with the Scotch,'
This would suggest that Perry had followed Sheridan in using hie
own accent as the moat convcsxient model, a procedure followed in more
recent times in England by Daniel Jones, in his An English Pronouncing
Dictionary (1917), Crimson notes that in this work Jones ' shows only
one type of British. English pronunciation — basically his own — but
indicates in the case of many entries a great variety of forms'
(1973:115), Jones uses the symbols of the IPA, and avowedly record®
a specific accent called Received Pronunciation (EP) or Received
Standard, which he accepts as linked with both region and class. It
is 'the pronunciation used by a considerable number of typical Southern
English people in ordinary conversation,* people * who have been educated
at the public schools', In this instance, public refers to the system
of private (largely hoarding) schools in England, Jones does not
explicitly advocate it as the 'best* type of English, but instead notes:
•The book is a record of facts, not of theories or personal preferences,
llo attempt is made to decide how people ought to pronounce; all that
the dictionary aims at doing is to give a faithful record of the manner
in which certain people do pronounce.'
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Jones therefore disclaims authority, but since 1917 his book has
been regarded in English-teaching circles as a prime authority. The
orthoepic tradition predisposes people to take such works as authoritative,
whatever their prefaces may say, and the selection of the accent of one
class is, like the choices of Sheridan and Perry, implicitly a recommend¬
ation of the worthwhileness of that accent. It is prestigiously
associated with royalty (as the King's or Queen's English), with an
upper-class minority possessing significant social power, and indeed
during the 1930s at least was openly the sole accent acceptable for BBC
announcers operating from London (cf Lloyd-James, 1935} Abercrombie,
1951 (l965:10ff)). The accent is distinguished by diphthongization and
a systemic linking 'r' and is considered to have the advantage of being
very widely understood. At the same time, however, the Jones model is not
now taken as a norm for speakers of RP, and is little other than a
convenient device for teaching one English accent-type to foreigners
(cf Gimson, 116).
RP poses the problem of any individual's or group's accent being
elevated as a norm towards which others can aspire (whether that norm
be Irish, Scottish or Southern English). It arises from the assumption
that speech harmonization is possible or desirable, and since the 18th
century has been linked to the idea of orthography: spelling standard¬
ization has been largely achieved, so speech standardization can also
be achieved. The two are not however commensurate, since writing uses
only 26 clearcut symbols and speech demands complex actions dependent
on the articulatory set of mouth and jaw. There is no evidence that
speech harmonization in the English-using world is an achievable aim,
or that a specific model for foreign learners aids their ultimate
inte ligibility. It is questionable therefore whether de facto
orthoepic works like Jones's dictionary (excellent as phonetic records)
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should be offered, as authorities. Lloyd-James, although in the
1930s he perpetuated the use of EP in the BBC, himself questioned the
rationale of doing so: 'The dual education 37stem of our country, State
and private schools, reacts upon our ideas of standard pronunciation,
and the steady growth of the State secondary school must cause ua to
think twice before wo accept unquestioningly the traditional definitions
of Standard English* (164).
Dictionary-compiler's are still faced with fundamental problems,
such as
1 whether to include pronunciation at all
2 whether to include a set of important alternative pronunciations
3 whether only to indicate the pronunciation of some rather than all
words
4 whether to use diacritical marks, re-spelling or IPA symbols or
some other system like Pitman's Initial Teaching Alphabet
5 how to marie accentuation or word-stress.
We have seen that to some extent the Jones model is a convenient
fiction, and there is always a possibility that for World ngliah in
future another convenient fiction may arise, midwived by a council of
phoneticians and lexicographers. It could have some such name as
*World Standard' and judiciously balance the contending forces. It
might have an influence over general international English, for purposes
of the widest intelligibility among the .'ngllsJi-using nations, and could
even proceed with the healthy proviso that it implies nothing pejorative
about any accent anywhere.
1.8 The Encyclopaedia
In defining words, the compilers of dictionaries through the 15th to
the 18th centuries teetered constantly on the edge of 'general knowledge'.
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Various compilers have felt the urge to capture all knowledge in a
single net (witness St Isidore himself), and tills urge appears to
have originated in the Greek conception of education. For them, the
arts and sciences belonged in the enkuklios palaela. the ' encircling
training* or general education of each generation. The Romans
Quintilian and Pliny favoured an in-gathering of such necessary
knowledge, and Renascence scholars were not averse to collections of
various kinds. It was left to the rationalists of the 18th century
however to begin the work seriously.
The first wordbook in Lnglish with this kind of title was Sphraim
Chambers* s Cyclopaedia, or General Liotlonary of Arts and Rciencos
(1728), This work developed the important, well-illustrated Lexicon
Technicum of John Harris (1704), and is among the first attempts to
provide special wnrd-lists and definitions for the sciences. The main
inspiration for future work was however French, in the ihcyclopedle ou
dictionnaire raisonne doa sciences, des arts et des metiers (1751-72),
As with the legislative dictionary, the French set the pace and the
Rnglish were hesitant to follow. It should be noted however that both
in Britain and France 'encyclopaedia* and 'dictionary* were synonymous
at that time.
The Loots pioneered the iinglish-language encyclopaedia. It was
in Edinburgh that a *Cociety of Gentlemen* published (1768-1771) the
three volumes of the first encyclopaedia Britannica. covering the arts
and sciences with profuse notes and illustrations, but not at that time
including biography and history.
The label 'Britannics' is significant. According to the present-
day American publishers of this encyclopaedia, the title always referred
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to the whole Bnglish-U3ing world, the area encompassed by the British
Empire of the time. We have seen also that there was a tradition in
the Latin naming of wordbooks for 'Britannicus* to appear as often as
'Anglicanus* as the name for the language. The last two of this kind
of title were Kersey's Dictionarium /nrlo-Britannloi»a (1708) and Bailey's
Elctiorarium. Britannioum (1730). It is reasonable to suppose that these
titles were influenced by the increasingly close association of the two
kingdoms of iiigland and Scotland after the union of the crowns (1603)
and the union of Parliaments (1707). Johnson chose the title 'English
Language' in 1755# but there were precedents for a possible 'British
Language', on the analogies of these Latin titles. Johnson was not
however known for his willingness to accommodate the Scots.
These competing titles point to an important and often forgotten
historical fact. As the name for a language, 'English' antedates the
name for a political entity called 'England*. In its earliest state,
the .Anglo-Saxon complex was spoken on both sides of the North Sea;
later it spread through the eastern districts of the island which was
later divided into the polities of Scotland, England and Wales, competing
with various Celtic tongies. It was never therefore the national
possession of any people, whether or not a national name happened to
be identical to the name of the language. To cope with the amalgamation
of North and South the old Celtic name 'Britain' was resurrected, but
not applied consistently to the oonmon language. Indeed to call
'English' British would have been a historical and linquistic misnomer.
It seems reasonable however that an encyclopaedia dealing with general
knowledge should retain the Latin aover-teria.
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Some weight was in due course added, to the decision of the Scots
encyclopaedists to favour a term other than 'Anglicana'. Their three
volumes were not long in circulation before the outbreak of the
American War of Independence (1776).
1.9 webster: Consistencies and Contradictions
The extension of English through colonization posed a new problem,
quite distinct from the infusion of Heo-Latin or the need for a literary
standard. Communities separated by thousands of miles, living in very
different environments and with divergent social ideals can hardly keep
their language undifferentiated, and if they have fought each other,
can hardly be expected tc want to. The 'mother country* would label
special expressions from the colonies and ex-colonies 'barbarous*, and
the term * Americanism* with its pejorative ring would be added to
•Scotticism', 'Irishism* and the like. The Americans in turn would
assert that their usage was every bit as good as in a far-off dictatorial
island — and indeed better.
The optimism of the new land prevailed, Mathews quotes an
anonymous 'American', writing before the break, in 1774, that *the
English language has been greatly improved in Britain within a century*
but its highest perfection, with every other branch of human knowledge,
is perhaps reserved for this Land of light and freedom' (36),
Suggestions were later made that an American Acadercy be set up to
supervise this vast amelioration of the English language, but as in
Britain the achievement was left to individuals.
Noah Webster was not the first compiler of American-English word¬
books, but he is the first serious innovator among American lexicographers.
lie holds the same position in the American mythology of letters that
Johnson holds in Britain and in his long life (1758-1843) spans the
formative period of American hiatoxy. Webster was not an admirer of
Johnson, but they had much in commons they set out to tanas the lexicon,
standardise what might be standardized, and provide the right citations
for the best use and appreciation of the language. They shared a faith
in good writers, Webster quoting Johnson (' The chief glory of a nation
arises from its authors') as justification for adding quotations from
the American Founding Fatheads to pre-existing inglish-national writers.
In this he did move than Johnson to internationalize the language.
Both men ware Stoic in outlook; we have seen Johnson* 3 pessimism
and his final aim of retarding corruption. Webster had a particularly
pure Stoic ideal: 'to ascertain the true principles of the language,
in it3 orthography and structure; to purify it from some palpable
errors, and reduoe the number of its anomalies,* and so to proceed to a
standardisation fit for the future 'three hundred millions of people'
whom he confidently predicted would inhabit the United States (1828).
He differed from Johnson on two counts:
1 he included most lexicographers as among the corrupting influence on
language
2 was curiously shot through with optimism.
At one and the same time he wanted to stave off 'the mischievous
influence of ... that dabbling spirit of innovation which is perpetually
disturbing settled usage* and looked forward to great advances in his
pioneering homeland.
Johnson was not Webster's idea of a model, and he contributed to
Ms own unpopularity at home and in Britain by strongly criticizing
both Johnson and Jchnson-worship. In this he saw himself as a latter-
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day Copernicus, a publisher of truth (1807:125), taking heart from the
opinion of John Home Took©, a British etymologist, that Johnson* s
works were *moat truly contemptible performances; and a reproach to
the learning and industry of a nation, which could receive them with
the slightest approbation' •
His own conclusion rns simple: *1 am prepared, by a minute
examination of this subject, to affirm, that not a single page of
Johnson's Dictionary is correct' (140). And apart from that he
castigated his predecessor cm seven points;
1 the insertion of Latin barbarisms on the sole authority of earlier
compilers like Bailey and Phillips
2 injudicious choice of authorities to quote, as for example the
Latin-oriented Thomas Browne
3 the inclusion of low sad vulgar words
4 the lack of satisfactory sense discriminations in defining words
5 failure to distinguish near-synonyms properly
6 quotations which often fail to illustrate meaning and in the case
of the coranon words of English are redundant anyway
7 appallingly inaccurate etymologies
Lexicographers have often put out ouch criticism, only in time
to be hoist with their own petard. In the question of etymology alone -
on which Webster fulminates with special heat - there is evidence in
plenty that Johnson was inaccurate and lacking in knowledge.
Unfortunately, Murray (43) and. Mathews (41f) both upbraid Webster for
his unbridled etymological fantasies and tendency to invent. Like
Isidore of Seville, Webster believed in the Tower of Babel and assumed
that a quick mind with the right theory could see affinities between
words far separated In time and place, without needing to check the
available records.
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A schoolmaster by profession, Noah Webster began his publishing
career with the famous Elementary Spelling Book (1783), In 1806 there
followed his Compendious Dictionary of the English Language and in 1828
(when he was 70 years old) his 70,000-antry An /jaerioan Dictionary of
the iinglish Language came out. Definition, citation, orthography and
etymology were his mainstays, together with encyclopaedic elements such
as all the post offices in the United States, wei^its and measures,
currencies and chronology. His spelling plan has been particularly
subject to scrutiny and criticism, and rested en the principles of
reversion to earlier models and analogical resemblances. Color and
labor are nearer to Latin and hence more desirable than colour and
labour. Some spelling reforms survived; some did not, home stayed
resolutely at home; others conquered the old country. His physic
and logic are now universally preferred to the older British forma
phvalok and lopjck. Webster added many 'wards to the lists of Tiihat
were acceptable, including such controversial items as applicant,
departmental, presidential, advisory, ascertainable and subsidize.
very much a part of today* s vocabulary end apparently as barbarously
Latinate as anything in Johnson.
"Webster had his admirers, but was not generally popular with his
fellow Americans in his lifetime. He also had a rival in Joseph
Worcester, who had greater personal success at the time but who has
been eclipsed by Webster* 3 afterglow. Dorcestsr began his career as
a careful reviser of Johnson and abridger of V'ebster, but branched out
into a series of three works; A Comprehensive Pronouncing and
Explanatory .Actional? of the Ery^ah Language (1830); A Universal
and Critical Dictionary of the huliah Language (1846): and A
Dictionary of the English Language (i860). This last covered 104,000
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entries, the largest collection to date# Bynanyms were given attention
and illustrations so well integrated into the text that Worcester is
sonatinas given the credit of introducing illustration as a technique,
Whitehall (1958 (1971:162)) observes: ' Temperamentally the
flamboyant Noah Webster and the cautious Joseph Worcester were natural
rivals', but their rivalry was minimal compared with the commercial
war between their respective publidiars. Worcester was conservative
and a recorder; Webster was radical, innovative and iconoclastic.
These contrasts however dulled in a war of the dictionaries where rival
publishera plagiarized, pushed and manoeuvred to drive each other off
the market. In the United States dictionaries graduated from good
steady business to very big business. Immigration, expansion and a
public-schools programme demanded wordbooks. Flaws of style and method
were eliminated in the fierce competition and Whitehall considers that
the rivalry had the side-effect of promoting better lexicography.
Some time after Noah's death, the Webster dictionaries, published by
Merriam, won the field, but in the process had so synthesized the work
of the two rivals that it is probably best to link than posthumously
as the ,<ebster-V.orcester tradition,
1,10 The Dictionary on Historical Principles
Back across the Atlantic (but aware of the American developments)
lexicography entered a new phase, Hie hard-word dictionary had left
its legacy cm how people thought about wordbooks, as had the standard
universal dictionary - but in the 19th century in Britain concern was
developing over a new historical view, some expression of unfolding
change (and perhaps improvement in keeping with the scientific spirit
of progress).
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Two men stand out in this approach; Charles Richardson in his
1,'gw dictionary of the English Language (1836), and Richard Chenevix
Trench (1857) in his two addresses to the Philological Society On .".tens
Deficiencies in Our Isfoglish Dictionaries.
Richardson was impressed both by the copious quotations in Johnson
and by the etymological ideas of Horns Tcoke, and considered that
quotation alone ought to provide meaning. Hot only that; graduated
quotation through time would show change and development. He did not
dispense entirely with short definitive statements, but sought to make
them dependent on the quotations rather than have quotations simply to
buttress definitions. Murray (44) considers this approach excellent
in theory, but vitiated by the practical problems cf space: 'Quotations
tell the full meaning of a word, if one has enough of them: but
it takes a great many to be enough, and it takes a reader a long time
to read and weigh all the quotations, and to deduce from them the
meanings which might be put before him in a line or two.' Murray,
with this proviso, remained impressed by the mass and exactness of
Richardson's work.
The clergyman Trench was largely in agreement with Richardson.
The Philological Society had been formed in 1842 to investigate the
structure, affinities and history of the English Language and had
begun to collect words not found in Johnson or Richardson, intending to
supplement them in some way. Trench saw the Society as the vehicle
however of a more original undertaking and pointed out to its members
(cf Trench, reprinted in Sledd and Sbbitt, 1962:36) that no dictionary




3 accurate citation, with dates
4 all important senses of a word
5 the accurate distinguishing of synonyms
6 sufficient coverage of the available literature
7 elimination of redundant material
Removing the more eccentric comments in Webster, we find tiio
American and the Englishman very largely agreed# Trench however
differed from Webstar in honouring the achievements of Johnson and the
others, and urged the Society to undertake its own comprehensive
dictionary on historical principles#
In making this recommendation, Trench defined the word dictionary
in a vray which detached it from Chester-field1 s dictum about social
desirability. Logioally, for Trench, a dictionary is an inventory of
the language, and ' it is no task of the maker of it to select the mod
words of a language.## The business which lie has undertaken is to
collect and arrange all the wards, whether good or bad, whether they do
or do not command themselves to his judgment... He is an histarinn of
it, not a critic.1 Trench kept the literary orientation of lexicography,
but dismissed its legislative function. The door must henceforward be
kept open for all the waifs, strays, monsters, misfits and casualties
of the centuries, as well as those deemed fit and worthy.
Richardson and Trench helped to inspire a new philological approach
to the compilation of dictionaries, but the influences at wrork were not
solely within Britain or English language studies alone. For some time
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German scholars such as Schneider and i'assow had been interested in
an adequate record of the vocabulary of classical Greek. Schneider's
Lexicon appeared in 1797-8 and Passtwr's in 1819. Pasaow load laid
down in his Essay in 1812 (Zweck. fixilaae. und Erganaung jgdeohiaahw
Dorterbuoher) new canons of lexicography, which included the require¬
ment that citations be Cisronologict.lly arranged, so that the history and
uses of each word would be clear'ly seen. The Greek-Cnglish. Lexicon
of Hanry G. Lildell and Robert Scott ( ) was based on such principles.
Such were the influaic©3 at work v/hsn the members of the
Philological Society concurred vsith Dr. Trench, and the 70-year story
of the Society's groat dictionary began.
1.11 Murray's Dictionary
It is impossible to do justice in a section of a chapter to the mammoth
project which the Society undertook, or to its ramifications. Here,
one can only glance at the achievements of its remarkable editors, and
seek some assessment of the methodology which emerged.
When the work began no one could have conceived the shape it would
take, or the time necessary for son® kind of completion. Perhaps if
it had been possible to foresee the effort involved, no one would have
come to Dr. Trench's assistance. In the event, however, four men
pre-eminently carried the work from its amorphous start to its massive
ordered finish, a triumph of 19th-century optimism. These men wore:
1 Robert Coleridge, the first, youngest and shortest-lived of the
editors, who supervised two committees from 1858 to his death in
1861. These committees dealt with literary and historical sources on
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the one hand, ana etymology (now a very important matter) on the other.
Coleridge enthusiastically engaged volunteer helpers in considerable
numbers on both sides of the Atlantic.
2 Frederick J Furnivall concerned himself over 20 years with ensuring
that such volunteers had accurate texts to work from and a coherent
reading plan to follow. To this end he founded the Early English Text
Society in 1864 and the Chaucer Society in 1858, and originated the plan
of organizing quotations under the numbered senses of a word. In 1879
when he handed on the work, if tons of material had accumulated in his
homo. Furnivall negotiated with the Delegates of the Clarendon Press,
Oxford, and obtained from them a contract promising to print and
publish the dictionary, and also to support a full-time editor, assistant
and two clerks. nth that success, compilation proper could begin.
3 James A Murray benefitted from Purnivall* s agreement with Oxford.
He worked on the dictionary for the remainder of his life and was
responsible for alphabetizing the mass of material passed on to him,
which was housed in its own iron building with 1,029 pigeon-holes for
slips sent in by some 2,000 readers. Ills first section, A-Bys, came
out in 1888 and his preface to it remains a classic of its kind.
4 William A Craigie first worked voider Murray, editing sections of
the work along with Hemy Bradley and Charles T Onions. Working
mainly in the Old Ashmolean in Oxford, he brought the project to
successful completion in 1928.
The great dictionary was started off by two English editors and
finished by two Soots editors and has not been eaiy to name. According
to its first title, it is the Hew English Dictionary (HED), but it has
also been known descriptively as the Historical English Dictionary and
as ilurray' s Dictionary, after the principal editor. Since 1933 however
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the Clarendon Press has referred to it as the Oxford Snrlish Dictionary
and this last seems to be establishing itself as the commonest title.
Because of the association with Oxford through publication and geography,
the title is suitable, but it does ho.ro a flaw in that the originating
function of the Philological Society has been largely forgotten, and
casual association can exist between an Oxford dict5.ono.ry and the
prestige of an Oxford English, where 110 such association was orig inally
Intended#
This is the first dictionary to which staggering statistics can
be attached, establishing a fashion of 20th-century dictionary-
description# It took 70 years of compilation, had 5»000,000 quotations
sent in by 2,000 readers, 1,800,000 of these quotations eventually being
used, took forty day3 for the organising of the one word set, and
contains 414,825 entries# Whitehall (161) probably speaks fear most
commentators when, as an American lexicographer, he rays: 'No other
language has ever been recorded on anything approaching this scale, and
no dictionary of English since the Hew Inrllsfa rictionary was completed
has failed to reveal a profound debt to this monumental work.' Like
Whitehall, I shall refer to this work as the Hew English Dictionary (NED),
The aim of the NED is best summed up in Murray's own words in
1900: 'not merely to record every word that has bean used in the
language for the last 800 years, with its written form and signification,
and the pronunciation of the current words, but to furnish a biography
of each word, giving as nearly as possible the date of its birth or
first known appearance, and, in the case of an obsolete word or sense,
of its last appearance, the source from which it was actually derived,
the form and sense in which it entered the language or is first found
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in it, and the successive changes of form and developments of sense
which it has since undergone' (47).
At that time Victorian optimism dominated, and Murray said; 'Be
the speed (of compilation) what it may, however, there is the consider¬
ation that the work thus done is done once for all; the structure now
reared will have to be added to, continued and extended with time, but
it will remain, it is believed, the great body of fact on which all
future work will be built. It is never possible to forecast the needs
and notions of those who :hall come after us; but with our present
knowledge it is rot easy to conceive what new feature can now be added
to English Lexicography. At any rate, it can be maintained that in the
Oxford Dictionary, permeated as it is through and through with the
scientific method of the century. Lexicography has for the present
reached its supreme development.' (49).
His claims are put with care and precision, but they are not
humble claims. And yet as the compilers themselves moved through time
with their mammoth task, the language was moving with them, changing,
its fund of words growing, pressing forward to be registered. Thus,
when the compilers reached *S* in 1910# they were 26 years away from
the compilation of the letter 'A*, a period long enough to justify a
revision among less epic dictionaries. And such was the recognition
in the end of the alow power of time that, when the dictionary was
completed in 1928, its first Supplement was immediately undertaken.
After Murray* s death, Craigie touched upon the imperfections of
the ultimate dictionary, proposing in a paper to the Society in 1919
that further wcrk lay beyond; work on period dictionaries for Old
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English and Middle English, and Early Modern and Late Modern, and on
The Older Scottish Tongue, and American English and so on. With regard
simply to Late Modern English, Craigie amended the historical principle
with what seems a nod to De Saussure: 'The historical element diminishes,
the practical side becomes more prominent. During the 18th century,
the scientific terminology had been steadily increasing; in the 19th
it assumes overwhelming proportions... To deal adequately with this
demands a dictionary in which there will be little room left for the
historical element, because all the available space will be required
for the exposition of facts as they are, without regard to what they
may have been in the past' (in Mathews, 72).
There was, in fact, still plenty to be done.
1.12 Conclusion
The Philological Society's Dictionary is a suitable point at which to
close a chapter. It stands on a summit of achievement in the glossary
tradition, with that tradition's emphasis on alphabetic or 'dictionary'
order. Not only does it seek to catch all the words used in the last
800 years, but it is itself the culmination of 800 years of effort at
explaining those words.
In this chapter we have seen that lexicography began more or les3
with the parallel glossary and vocabulary traditions of the Middle Ages.
So far we have examined the developments in the glossary tradition, and
have yet to look at its partner. In the glossary tradition there is
an easily traceable line from interlinear glosses to collections that
put Latin first, then English first, and finally that bring the Latin
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into English in explanatory 'hard-word' dictionaries. These wordbooks
were responses to the lexical intrusion of Neo-Latin into English
during and after the Renascence and were an attest to increase the
number of people capable of appreciating writers who were bilingual
in Latin and English.
The hard-word dictionary gave way to the legislative-literary
dictionary, during a period when men sought to 'fix* their language in
a refined and perfected condition. Johnson began his work with this
aim in mind, but ended it pessimistically concluding that it would be
enough singly to retard the corruptive changes at wcrk inexorably
throughout the language. From the efforts of the Kersey-Bailey-
Johnson tradition, however, emerges a strong impetus towards 'standard*
and 'universal' dictionaries, an impetus which underlies the 19th-
century aha of achieving the truly comprehensive English dictionary.
Efforts were made on both sides of the Atlantic to get a really
comprehensive wordbook, one in which 'all' the words of English could
be set out with adequate citations and etymology. This development
coinoided with and received inspiration from the philological advances
of the time, and encouraged a belief that the glossary tradition could
encompass the task of accurate, detailed recording without legislative
comment. The NED under Murray represents the flowering of this belief.
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2 The Vocabulary Tradition in English Lexicography
2.1 Introduction
Wordbooks and the alphabetic ordering of words are so closely associated
in the modern mind that alternatives receive little attention. The
vocabulary (traditionally organized without recourse to the alphabet)
is usually regarded by students of lexicography as an aberration,
appearing here and there as a mediaeval list, a Tudor dictionarie or a
Victorian thesaurus. Historians of lexicography like Murray and
Mathews have accorded vocabularies enough space to indicate that they
affected the development of dictionaries, but have not generally seen
them a3 a tradition in their own right.
I hope to demonstrate in this chapter that the vocabulary has a
strong tradition of its own, and that many important innovations in
general lexicography and the study of word relationships belong to
that tradition rather than to the glossary tradition.
Historians for the vocabularies are scarce. Starnes (in SN,
194-6:197ff) provides a detailed appendix on Mediaeval and Renascence
vocabularies, while in the introduction to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary
of Synonyms there is an essay by Rose F Egan entitled Survey of the
History of English Synonymy (1942) which takes up largely where Starnes
leaves off. We now have a detailed biography of Peter Mark Roget
(Eniblen, 1970), to supplement and expand information in the introduction
to the Thesaurus. Prom these and other sources, and from the works
themselves, one can piece together something of the vocabulary tradition,
the overshadowed side of lexicography.
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2.2 Models of Cosmic Order
Special vocabularies date at least from Aelfric, Abbot of Eynsham, in
the 10th century. They were oompiled, not to help students understand
occasional words in texts, but to provide them with overall vocabularies
of Latin for their various fields of interest. Aelfric's lists had
Latin first and Anglo-Saxon second, and covered thirty topics:
1 agricultural tools 16 birds
2 ecclesiastical affairs 17 herbs
3 officials of the church 18 trees
4 officials of the state 19 colours
5 Roman law 20 clothes
6 man 21 games
7 his kindred 22 amusements
8 the parts of the body 23 weapons
9 diseases 24 heaven
10 the house 25 earth
11 its parts 26 sun
12 its contents 27 moon
13 food 28 angels
14 drink 29 archangels
15 beasts 30 ships and their parts
The original Aelfric list appears to have been compiled with only
the roughest attempt at a system. Material in the 11th century, though
without the topic headings in the original., appears to run in a more
systematic fashion, and Ctames regards the 11th-century version as
a conventional order of topics. Formed into a similar list, these
topics are:
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1 God, heaven, angels, archangels, sun, moon, earth, sea
2 man, %voman, the parts of the beefy
3 terms of consanguinity, professional and trades people, artisans
4 diseases
5 abstract terms








14 kitchen and cooking utensils
15 weapons
16 parts of the city
17 metals and precious stones
18 general — abstract and concrete
The headings serve to cut up the continuum of life into manageable
seotions, arrived at by subjective decision but expressing more than
just individual preference. The list gives us some idea of what was
centrally significant to Aelfrio and his contemporaries. As a retrieval
method such conventional topics were as convenient to use as the crude
alphabetizations of the time, but as alphabetization advanced to the
third and fourth letter it proved a safer and more popular tool than
these arbitrary subdivisions of reality.
Like the glossary, the vocabulary benefited from the development
of printing in the 15th century, and was as commercially successful.
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John Staribridge produced his Vocabula in 1496 and his Vulgaria in 1508.
These contained the conventional-topio list, and were followed in 1519
by William Horman*s Vulgaris, which contained the innovation ©f Latin
and English parallel sentences illustrating words at work. The
sentences appeared under abstract headings like De Pietate ('on piety' )
and De Animis Bonis et Malis ('on good and evil spirits' ). Robert
Whittinton's Vulgaris in 1520 synthesized the two, having the con¬
ventional topics and the illustrative sentences. Like the glossaries
of the time, these wordbooks are forgotten now, but were commercial
and educational successes in their day. They did not seek to explain
hard words, as can be seen from the title vulgaris ('common things*).
That they offered no lasting competition to books which did explain the
hard words of Latin or English seems clear from the failure of vulgaria
to transfer into English as 'vulgary', while dictionarium transferred
as 'dictionary'• Indeed, even the term 'vocabulary' as a name for a
wordbook has only established itself sporadically.
The next significant book in the tradition was in fact called a
' dictionarie', and put the English words first. It is John Withals's
A Shorte Dictionarie for Yonge Begynners (1553). It is non-alphabetic,
has the convent ional-topio list and is philosophically-inclined,
btarnes notes (SN:203)s 'Beginning with the aether, for example, he
mentions the twelve signs of the Zodiaoj he oontinues with the seven
planets, the divisions of time, the seasons, the four elements of fire,
air, water and earth, aixl the common wards and ideas associated with
each. So throughout, the author sought to suggest by arrangement a
close relationship of words with groups as well as connections between
groups themselves. Apparently Withals shared the belief of his time
in a definite cosmic order.'
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Withala* 3 style of presentation of the -word groups within this
oosrnic framework is simple but effective, A yonge begynner would not
fare too badly in the following:
A Ship with other water vessels etc
A ship, Navis. rates
He that maketh the ship, Eaupegus. gj
The keale or bottoms of a ship, Carina, ae
liardie 3hippes, Audaces carinae
The keale of a ship pitched, Uncta carina
The fore part, Prora. ae
A great ship, Trieris. ris
The snouts afore, Rostrum navis
The hinder part of a ship, Puppis. pis
Withals had garnered his material from three sources:
1 the other schoolmasters, Stanbridge, Herman and Whittinton, who had
immediately preceded him in the tradition
2 the dictionary of Sir Thomas Elyot, a bilingual glossary mentioned
in chapter one
3 the oonceptually-based work »f a Belgian, Joannes Paludanus (1549).
In his presentation the vague approximations of the early Aelfric
material shape themselves into a special Renascence world-view. The
compilation was a success, and was reissued regularly up to 1634.
It was a religious educator wIjo developed the approach further,
William Bathe, an Irish Jesuit working in Spain who in 1611 brought out
a Latin-to-Spanish manual of a similar type. A Latin-to-English
equivalent appeared in London in 1615, entitled Janua Linguarum (* the
gate of tongues' ). It also was a success, surviving through nine
editions to 1645* It consisted of scrae 5,000 items classified in
twelve conventional sections with the words fitted into 1,200 explanatory
sentences. Bathe was rigorous in keeping to a general plan and in
teaching morality through lexis, and stirred the interest of another
religious educator, John Amos Komensky in Moravia. Wishing to take
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Bathe even farther, Komensky, better known as Comenius, brought out in
1631 a work called Janua Linguarum Reserata (' the gate of tongues
unlocked*). It was first printed in Latin and German, but in the same
year appeared in England in English, French and Latin, In the course
of a few years it spread with improvements and variations to most of
the Western European languages and had a great influence in language
teaching. Its content and method remained essentially that of Bathe
with minor changes such as the gradation of sentences according to
difficulty. It had a hundred chapter headings and 1,058 sentences,
and an analysis of the topics presented helps to show how the Mediaeval
moved through the Renascence towards the encyclopaedic interests of the
Enlightenment, The nuntoers in the following list do not refleot
Gomenius* s chapters, but indioate that 19 main topics can be abstracted
from the whole:
1 the origin of the world
2 the elements, the firmament, fire and meteors
3 waters, earths, stones, metals
4 trees, fruits, herbs, shrubs
5 animals
6 man and his body, with external and internal members
7 the qualities or accidents of the body
8 diseases, ulcers and wounds
9 the senses, external and internal
10 mind, the will and the affections
11 the mechanic arts
12 the house and its parts
13 marriage and the family
14 civic and state economy




18 death and burial
19 Providence, God and the angels
The cosmic ordering bears a strong family resemblance to Aelfrio,
but the dominance of nature gives way to more interest in human
activities. The philosophical scheme dictates the nature of the word
groups, but like earlier divisions does not offer a aysternatic procedure
for sub-division and subclassification. The work was successful, but
Comenius was not himself satisfied with it, and in 1657 supplemented it
with a rather different book, the Orbis Sensualium Pictus ('the world
of sensible things drawn'), a pictorial wordbook for language-teaching
purposes. Comenius considered that clear sense impressions are the
foundation of all learning, and s® emphasized the need for visual
assistance. The text contains 151 chapters, ranging from the Creation
to the Last Judgment, each chapter being illustrated with a composite
cut or engraving and each item in the illustration having its number.
The sentences in the sections attached to the pictures have their
numbers too, corresponding with those in the pictures. Thus, a
picture of a study with its numbered parts corresponds to a sentence:
'The Study, 1, is a place where a Student, 2, apart from Men, sitteth
alone, addicted to his Studies, whilst he readeth Books, 3...'
Comenius here applies the correlational power of numbers as
effectively as the glossarists had learned to apply the ordering power
of the alphabet. This innovation of matching numbers has been
systematically exploited ever since Comenius, in all manner of books,
and the particular strength of the tradition in Germany is demonstrated
in the Duden wordbooks.
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The Duden piotorial wordbook came late into English (1936), and
in I960 Harrap issued a revised and up-dated version called The English
Duden: A Pictorial Dictionary with English and German Indexes. The
use of an index (an offshoot of glossarial alphabetization) supplements
a pattern which is still essentially Comenius. The modem book handles
25,000 words through 368 illustrated sections. Under each detailed
and numbered picture is an equivalent3y numbered list of the words and
phrases (but not sentences) that people use to denote the various
objects in the pictures. Clearly, such a work is restricted to
pioturable material and cannot cover subtle semantic inter-relation-
ships among words, but its range is impressive. The picture-and-
list sections belong in sequence within a olassificatory system which
is a linear descendant of the oosmio orderings of Aelfric and Comenius,
but vastly expanded by means of detailed subdivision of main topic
headings. The user can go from index to section and get what he want3,
or can go from topic headings to subheadings to sections. We shall
see in later developments in the vocabulary tradition that supplement¬
ation of conventional topics by means of an index seems inevitable, and
should remember that however important the index appears in Dudan today,
it was absent in vocabularies earlier than Comenius, and is absent in
Comenius himself.
Comenius offers two distinct works which indicate a splitting in
the vocabulary tradition. Duden follows the Orbis. while other
compilers continue the line presented in the Janua. It is worthwhile
however at this stage to list the main topics and some subheadings in
the modern English Duden to show how things have changed since Comenius,
to see just what has happened to the western European world-view. The
subdivision of some sections in the Duden is very detailed, and only a
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glimpse of it can be given here. The material gathered under State
and City here is not intended to be taken as complete:
1 atom, universe, earth
2 man and heme
3 horticulture, agriculture, forestry
4 hunting and fishing
5 crafts and trade
6 industry
7 printing and allied trades
8 transport and communications
9 office, bank and stock exchange








11 travel and recreation
12 sport
13 entertainment and music
34 science, religion and art
15 animals and plants
Duden's cosmic and human order stands far removed in style and in
detail from the mediaeval simplicities. Atoms dominate, angels are
part of church architecture, and God is off-listed. It is clear from
the similarities however that methodology can survive radical adaptations
in world-view, and domeniu3 remains cane of the great originators in
lexicography at large. It is appropriate therefore to place him at
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the end in a Paludanus-Withals-Bathe-Oomenius sub-tradition. Of him
Jtarnes says (208): *In brief, there were current before Comenius all
the elements that are found in his Janua and Orbis — the tested topics
under which the words were grouped, the wide range, implying universality,
the use of sentences to give coherence to word lists, and the arrange*
ment in parallel columns with the vernacular first. But no otter book,
so far as I know, exhibited the particular combination of these elements
that is found in the manuals of the Moravian bishop and educator.*
The best-known native Bnglidh development of Comenius is James
Greenwood*s The London Vocabulary (about 1700). It places English
first, has 33 chapters or topics arranged in parallel columns, the
English words being numbered to relate to composite cuts which oocupy
about a third of each page. The wording is not unlike Withals:
In Government there arc
A Law 1 Lex, egis f •
An example Sxamplum, i n.
In Law there are
A Judge 2 Judex, icis m. and f.
A Counsellor 3 Consultor, oris m.
A Witness 4 Testis, is m. and f.
After Greenwood, the pictorial tradition merges with the glossary
tradition, in both dictionaries and encyclopaedias, and we should turn
elsewhere to find developments in the non-alphabetic vocabulary.
The division of a vocabulary into organizational topics either
impels the compiler towards philosophy, or arises from an inherent
interest in it. Aelfric of course possessed the mediaeval world-
view of a Catholic Christian abbot and the Elizabethan schoolmaster
Withals by and large shared It. By the time of Comenius, clergymen
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were blending their religious conception of the universe with a newer
scientific view, an outcome which did not have immense repercussions
in the lexicography of the period but, lying dormant, was to affect a
later generation.
In 1664, the Royal Society created a committee whose brief would
be, quite simply, the improvement of the English language for scientific
and philo3ophical ends. A member of the society whose name is linked
with that committee was Bishop John V/ilkins, who in 1668 produced a
detailed and recondite work entitled An Essay Towards a Real Character
and a Philosophical Language. This work was not concerned with the
Latin/iinglish schoolroom problems of Withals, but rather with setting
up a system of universal concepts, each to be matched with a symbol
which would enable scientists, regardless of language, to communicate
with each other on their own special plane of abstraction. In his
ds3av. V.ilkins discusses 'universal philosophy', 'philosophical grammar'
and *a real character' (= a thing-related writing system) for a
'philosophical language*. The discussion is detailed and with regard
to the shortcomings of language and writing ystems, he observes! 'It
cannot be denied, but that the variety ©f Letters is an appendix to the
Curse of Babel, namely, the multitude aid variety of languages.'
Wilkins seeks t© rise above the flux and failure of natural language
and to do so proposes a scheme strongly resembling Aelfric, Withals and
Comenius. In proposing it he talks however of the genus's (sic) or
categories of nature, and lists them much as follows:
1 G«d
2 the elements and meteors, stones, metals
3 plants, herbs, flowers, shrubs, trees
4 animals, fishes, birds, beasts
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5 parts of bodies
6 quantity, magnitude, space, measure
7 quality (of natural power, habit, manners, the senses, diseases)
8 action (spiritual, corporeal, in motion, in operations)
9 relations (in the family, regarding possessions, provisions)
10 public relations (civil, judiciary, naval, military, ecclesiastical)
Th±3 presentation is somewhat simpler than the original Wilkins
and abandons some of the term3 which are no longer immediately interpret-
able. One such i3, for example, *oeconomical' in the sense 'domestic,
pertaining to the house or heme'. The cosmic scheme is linked with
an alphabetical dictionary appended to the main discussion, and in
this dictionary or index certain devices are used to send the inquirer
to specific subdivisions of Wilkins'a scheme. For example, the entry
planet carries the code W,II,3, which means that the inquirer should
look for information about planet under the section W (= world), its
second subdivision and the third stage in that subdivision. Similarly,
posterity is coded as RO 1,1,0, which gives the appropriate place under
RO ( = Relation Oecoiitoical). All the information can be given either
in English or in the supralinguistio philosophical 'real character'
which Wilkins is actually advocating.
The book's very abstruseness militated against its success. It
contained seeds of the future, however, and we shall see in due course
how one of these seeds grew,
2.3 Discriminating Synonyms
In the hard-word dictionaries of the 17th century synonymy was the
translation of Latinate words by means largely of words of Anglo-
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Saxon provenance. In the development of ideas of a fixed and refined
language the need not only for mutual explication of but also careful
discrimination among similar -words gained ground, and like many other
features of lexicography was precipitated by developments in Prance.
In 1718 there appeared a compilation of French synonyms by the
Abbe Gabriel Girard. Nothing comparable however appeared in English
until 1766, when John Trusler publi^ied two small volumes entitled
'The Difference between Words. Esteemed Synonymous, in the English
Language, and the Proper Choice of them determined together with so
much of Abbe Girard's Treatise, on this Subject, as would agree, with
our Node of Expression.* Trusler found that most of the Abbe's work
was agreeable, including his preface, whose translation appears intact
before Trusler' b own remarks. He refers to the great esteem in which
the French work was held, and its many editions, taking these to speak
for its usefulness. Following Girard, he takes the view that synonymy
is seldom complete: 'We must be a little nice upon words, not imagining,
that such, as are called synonymous, are really so, exactly uniform in
their sense.'
Trusler is non-alphabetical, arranging his sets of words in
numerical order, sometimes in apparent haphazard succession, sometimes
with some suggestion of a semantic scheme. Compare for example:
248 beam, rafter




282 to lower, let down
283 plant, herb
284 to grow, increase
285 to rise, get up
286 copy, model
Since Trusler dispensed with the idea of an overall conceptual
framework (unnecessary for a relatively small work on synonyms), the
system of numbering is essentially unmotivated. There are .570 sets in
all, mainly of pairs and triples, so that we can assume a total
vocabulary of between 740 and 1,110 words. The index added to the
second volume is a very practical retrieval aid, all the sets being
adequately indexed, A set which has the order rafter, beam, for
example, is listed as such in the index against the number 248. So
also, however, is beam, rafter, so that if a word is discussed, the
index will lead you to it. This device was not however followed by
later synonymists.
Discrimination is by means of short essays, contrasting the uses of
the two or more 'synonyms', a discursive style which is still dominant
in dictionaries of synonyms and antonyms. It is well illustrated in
a work which followed Trusler in 1794, the British Synonymy. which is
important for several reasons. Firstly, it was compiled by a woman,
Hester Piozzi or Thrale, a friend of Samuel Johnson. She is the first
of several women who have found the synonymy an avenue into lexicographic
work. Secondly, in her title, she was successful in using * synonyny'
in the sense of a book about synonyms, but unsuccessful in using
'British' as the name for the language of the United Kingdom, Thirdly,
she deliberately went against the scholarly current by examining con¬
versation rather than the works of acknowledged writers. She considered
that men should be concerned with the compilation of dictionaries proper
and the teaching of writing; a woman, however, 'at worst' is qualified
'through long practice - to direct the choice of phrases in familiar
talk' (preface, ii). She even suggested that 'synonymy has more to do
with elegance than truth' (in the sense of logic), an observation which
suggests that she was one of the first sociolinguists.
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Mrs Piozsi was accused in her time and later of flippancy and
shallowness (of Srnblon, 1970:26pff). In the constricted world of the
drawing-room it is not surprising that she felt her own work to be
rather light, but Erablen's point that she had *a delicate ear* for
nuances is justified. Two examples chow her method:
' ABANDON, FORSAKE, RELINQUISH, GIVE UP, DESERT, QUIT, LEAVE Of these
seven verba, so variously derived, though at first sight apparently
synonymous, conversing does certainly better show the peculiar
appropriation, than books, however learned; for whilst through them
by study all due information may certainly be obtained, familiar talk
tells us in half an hour — That a man FORSAKES his mi.stress, ABANDONS
all hope of regaining her lost esteem, RELINQUISHES his pretension in
favour of another; GIVES UP a place of trust he held under the govern¬
ment, DESERTS his party, LEAVES his parents in affliction, and QUITS
the kingdom forever.'
'DESPONEENCI, HOPELESSNESS, DESPAIR form a sort of heart-rending climax
rather than a parallel — a climax, too, which time never fails of bring¬
ing to perfection. The last of these words implies a settled melancholy,
I think, and is commonly succeeded by suicide.'
There is an occasional attempt at semantic links among the sets,
Thus, BASE, LOU, SORDID (p. 34) are followed by BEAUTIFUL, HANDSOME,
GRACEFUL, but this possible antithesis is the exception rather than the
rule. Mrs Piozsi does not use Trusler' a indexing car numbering, but
alphabetizes on the basis of the first word in each set. None of the
secondary words in hex' sets can be found if the first words (arbitrarily
given) are not known. There is no reason for example, why ABANDON
should precede FORSAKE in a set, but it does and so dictates the place
of the set in the book. If inadequate on retrieval and relatedness
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among sets, Piozzi compensates by indicating the collocational
restrictions on -words, as far example when she says; 'PAIR, COUPLE,
BRACE - All mean two of one sort, yet cannot they be deemed true
synonymes, while such arbitrary modes of using them prevail. A PAIR
of egg3, or a COUPLE of coach-horses, would be ridiculous' (p. 103).
There have been many attempts at coping with synonymy since Trusler
and Piozzi. The uncertainty of format in synonymies gradually gave
way to a glossary style, and the features of the synonymies during the
19th century were increasingly carried over into standard dictionaries.
William Perry in his all-embracing and influential Synonymous.
Etymological and Pronouncing Dictionary of 1805 fused the traditions
and dealt in resemblances between words. The utility of etymology in
helping to discriminate word senses was emphasized in William Taylor's
English Synonymss Discriminated (1813). Both works were however
eclipsed by George Crabb' s detailed English Synonyms Explained in
Alphabetical Order, which appeared in 1816.
Crabb's is a word-finding list extending over 772 pages, using
etymology and citation and discursive personal comment to justify his
points. While not wishing to depreciate earlier efforts, he was not
happy with English-language synonymies, which had 'fallen below other
nations... whilst the French and Germans have had several considerable
works on the subject, we have not a single writer who has treated it in
a scientific manner adequate to its importance.' In the opinion of
Rose Egan (1942 (1968:11a)) his main achievement was the ordering of
sets from the most general to the least general term, but Eniblen
considers that Grabb's work was vitiated by excess: too many citations,
too much personal opinion, too much faulty etymology. These are the
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sins of the age, shared with Johnson and Webster, and perhaps the
criticism of the Quarterly Review is more telling. It castigated
Orabb as 'maddeningly circular*. Premeditation cross-refers to fore¬
thought which takes you to forecast which points to foresight which
suggests a look at premeditation (Sniblen, 265). Prom the methodological
point of view, however, this is an advance on Pioazi, in which subsidiary
words of any set can never be found directly. Crabb improved on Piozzi
by giving set members as individual entries, thus:
to assist v. to help
When the user goes to help he finds the complete set laid out:
help, assist, aid, succour, relieve, with the introductory comment:
'The idea of communicating to the advantage of another is common to all
these terms. Help is the generic term, the rest specific.' This
kind of logical procedure is still followed in dictionaries of synonyms,
and Crabb's occasional grammatical observations are highly apposite (as
in the set opinion, sentiment, notion, that 'we form opinions, we have
sentiments, we get notions'.
The Trusler-Piozzi-Crabb line is the basis of the modern synonymies
which Bgan studies in detail in the introduction to her 1942 Merriam-
Webster compilation. Whatever has been published since, with the
exception of Roget, appears on the whole to be refinement and rivalry
within an established special tradition, a gift of the vocabulary to
the glossary tradition.
In 1851 there appeared a modest work called A Selection of English
Synonyms, by the second woman in the field, Elizabeth Jane Whately, the
daughter of an Anglican bishop who has sometimes been erroneously
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credited with producing the book. Ahately makes explicit the
observations of her predecessors when she says that what we must
discriminate are in fact ' pseudo-synonyms* • She denies that there
are true synonyms. Among her other points are the social distinction
between words of Anglo-Saxon and Latin provenance, swine* s flesh and
freedom being *less refined* than pork and liberty. She distinguished
lexicography from philosophy and was concerned with words among words,
not with words as representations of ideas, a point which Sgan approves
and which sets the synonymists apart from Bishop Wilkins. She omitted
direct discussion of etymology because it led to a confusion of past
and present, but appears to have made good use of it to establish
certain distinctions. With regard to changes in a word's use over
the years, she says: 'All these variations of meaning ... are valuable
and curious, but though they may occasionally help us, they must not be
allowed to influence our decisions with respect to the significations
of words. Our question is, not what ouidit to be, or formerly was,
but what now is.*
Egan insists (15a) that a work which came out the year after
Whately — The Thesaurus of Peter Mark hoget — was not a synonymy in
any valid sense. She expresses strong feelings on the point, noting
that 'only when it is clear that the book purports to be a supplier of
words — technically a "word-finder" — and nothing else, are we able
to estimate correctly the heresy that has arisen out of its misunder¬
standing.' Egan also has strong views about heresy within the camp
of the synonymists themselves, considering that in more recent times
the Merriam-Webater Dictionary of Synonyms has kept the proper 'narrower*
distinction of a few words with essentially the same meaning as against
the dangerous * broader' approach (found in their rivals, Punk and
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Wagnall) vMoh simply lists as a set -words which in some way overlap
one another. She blames James C Fernald (1838-1918) for this departure,
commenting: *Further rynonyii&sts there have been, some very good,
some not quite so good, and some very badj but they have all taken
sides, either with those who support the traditional definition of
synonym as one of two or more words having the same essential meaning
or with those who favour its extension to one or two or more words which
coincide in some part of their meaning. There has been no compromise;
it might even be said that the break has scarcely been noticed. Never¬
theless, it is apparent that, unless there be some clarification in
definitions, especially of synonym and antonym, the prevailing popular
misunderstanding will increase — with what results no one can
estimate.' (23a)
A relatively dispassionate look at Funk and Wagnall' s Modern G-ulde
to Synonyms and Related Words (1968) and Webster's New Dictionary of
Synonyms (1968) suggests that although Miss 3gan*s subtle methodological
distinction holds true, it is not surprising that an unsophisticated
world has failed to notice it. Both vorks take short lists or sets of
related words and discriminate them in short essays of the Trusler-
Piozzi-Crabb type. They have nothing of the conventional-topic
ordering in than, do not employ pictures or numbers, and require the
alphabet as a primary aid to word-location. They have, in fact, as
much in common as rival desk dictionaries, differing only in minor
points.
2.4 Roget's Thesaurus
Sgan rightly noted that Roget's concern was not the discrimination of
synonyms. Rather, he was concerned with organizing the vocabulary of
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English in terms of a logical classification of ideas. In the Intro¬
duction to his Thesaurus of English '.'.'ord.s and Phrases (I852) there is
a footnote which lists earlier works of logical ordering which Roget
examined. They include an 1308 translation of a Sanskrit vocabulary
organized on a Hindu world-view, a French work in 1797 which contained
tabular schemes for categorizing the world, and, most significantly, a
reference to Bishop Wilklns and his es3ay of I608.
It is not surprising that Peter Mark Roget should have taken a
sympathetic interest in the recondite works of John Y/ilkins: for 22
years Roget was secretary of the Royal Society, which had supported
Wi.lklns. He admired the immense labour and ingenuity that had gone
into Wilkins* s Essay but regretted that it had proved too abstruse to
be of practical use. Roget may have produced a work specifically for
English, but his dream was ultimately the same a3 Wllkins'; something
universal and logical beyond the natural languages. Of this dream
Roget says: 'The probable result of the construction of 3uch a
language would be its eventual adoption by every civilized nation;
thus realizing that splendid aspiration of the philanthropists - the
establishment of a Universal Language. However' Utopian such a project
may appear to the present generation, and however abortive may have
been the former endeavours of Bishop "ilkins and others to realize it,
its accomplishment is surely not beset with greater difficulties than
have impeded the progress to many other beneficial objects' (xxxv/vi,
in Roget, ed. Dutch, 1962).
Later commentators might recommend the Thesaurus as invaluable
for crossword-puzzlers, but Roget was aiming at translators, philologists,
historians, lexicographers, writers, speakers, philosophers and
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scientists, in the hope of contributing towards 'a golden age of union
and harmony among the several nations and races of mankind' (xxxvi).
Trained in Edinburgh as a physician end practising for most of
his life in London, Roget had a range of interests comparable to
da Vinci, Bacon and Comenlus. He was equally able in discussing ants,
arsenic, library organisation or words. 'From the beginning of his
professional career,' says Emblen (255), 'Roget had toyed with a project
that an objective observer might well have insisted lay quite outside
the scope and powers of the Secretary of the Royal Society, the
Pullerian Professor, the physiologist, the water expert, the ches3
master, the physician, or any of the other competencies attained by
Peter Mark Roget. Neither literarily nor philologically was Roget
equipped to create the work that has made his name as much a household
word as that of Noah Pebster.*
Bmblen implies that a man of genius can expand where he will. The
physician had been gathering lists of words since 1805, for his own
benefit in -writing, but it was not until his retiral at 70 that he
seriously began the Thesaurus. Roget had however four cardinal
interests which helped in just this kind of compilation:
1 Pie had contributed to many encyclopaedias, the foremost among which
was the Encyclopaedia Britannica. In 1815 and 1817 he wrote a
series of articles on physiology and other matters for the Supplement
to the 4th, 5th and 6th editions. This opportunity had arisen through
the recommendation of his Edinburgh professor of philosophy, Dugald
Stewart, who had passed his name to the editor, Macvey Napier.
2 Throughout his career he was interested not only in the specificities
of medicine, physiology and such other sciences but also in general
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taxonomy. Hems an organizer, a classifier in an age of classifiers,
interested both in the taxonomy of natural science and the organisation
of books in libraries. He dealt with the practical problems of
organization in the librari.es of the Medical and Chirurgical Society and
the Royal Society.
3 His interest in language was utilitarian, as a means towards clear
expression. He was not interested in words or language per se.
Erriblen for example (256) quotes his comments on a paper submitted for
publication in a .journal, which show his objection to turgid prose and
careless spelling.
4 He was a perfectionist with a wider range of reading experience
than the typical litterateur. Johnson, for example, suffered from
inadequate knowledge of technical terms in context ('Ignorance, Madam,
pure ignorance', he once conceded on the word pastern wrongly defined
through his being unaware of specialized usage).
l^th-century science was dominated by the botanical metaphor of
the tree. This metaphor was used not only for the evolutionary growth
of species ever upward (in Darwinian natural selection) but also for
general classification. Roget acknowledges its influence when he says:
•The principle by which T have been guided in framing my verbal
classification is the same as that which is employed in the various
departments of Natural History. Thus the sectional divisions I have
formed correspond to Natural Families in Botany and Zoology, and the
filiation of words presents a network analogous to the natural filiation
of plants and animals' (xxxv, footnote). Eniblen directs our attention




class N order etc.
ROGET'S THESAURUS class section
section * head etc.
Roget combined the botanical taxonomy of the naturalists with
the tradition of coanio-ordering through the Aelfric-Withals-Comsnius/
Wilkins line. He wished to place a grid over reality, and label the
appropriate nodes and branches. It is perhaps inevitable that a divine
order of God and the angels should in the 19th century give way to
biological phyla. It should be noted in passing, however, that even
the powerful glossary tradition felt the impact of biological taxonomy.
Murray, in the preface to the first volume of the NED (1888) similarly
links his work with the taxonoraists, but adds that no one should be
deceived by the metaphor or by the taxonomy: 'For the convenience of
classification, the naturalist may draw the line, which bounds a class
or order, outside or inside of a particular formj but Nature has drawn
it nowhere.'
Likewise, Roget drew his naturalist's lines across the language,
but as his most recent British editor, Dutch, puts it: 'Language
behaves like a continuum, coextensive with the thought it symbolizes,
and does not lend itself to partitioning into self-contained
categories' (1962: ix).
The 19th-century classifiers, Roget among them, were aware that
they were erecting convenient fictions towards practical ends, but in
the air of general optimism and progress these fictions have tended to
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be taken as absolute, tempting us to forget the metaphor that underlies
them, and to forget that any metaphor only takes us so far. Ultimately
neither the natural world nor its creatures nor the words of a language
are a branching tree. Given the convenience, however, Roget could













Thus, existenoe is a bead under the section existence in the class
abstract relations. Man's relation to the world has complicated even
since Comenius and Wilkins, let alone Aelfric, and hard 'facts1 like
beasts and fishes have vanished under abstract things like volition and
extrinsicality.
Roget's abstract schema reflects a fact of English to which I have
already referred several times: the special place which Latinate
material occupies in the vocabulary of the language. Roget expresses
his conceptual scheme almost entirely in Latinate terms, and a user
















to get a translation of extrinslcality. insalubrity or tergiversation*
One can imagine Noah Webster castigating Samuel Johnson for putting
such barbarous Latinisms in his dictionary. Roget however saw nothing
cumbersome in any of his terms, insisting ratter: ' I have accordingly
adopted such principles of arrangement as appeared to me the simplest
and most natural, and which would not require, either for their com¬
prehension or application, any disciplined acumen, ©r depth of meta¬
physical or antiquarian lore' (xxvi). He saw Wilkins as abstruse and
recondite, but did not feel the same charge could be laid at his own
door.
Perhaps Roget had an idealized user in mind, a member of the
educated Elect. Any user of the original Thesaurus was required to
get to the marshalled ranks of words through the taxonomy: there was,
at that time, no index, ate. Roget did not envisage any index. Egan
comments: 'The modern consultant of the Thesaurus, accustomed to
depending on the elaborate index (provided in 1879 by the compiler* s
son John L Roget), has little knowledge of the original plan of the
book, though it lias in no way been disturbed by revisers of the Roget
family. But this plan is obviously hard to use and few consultants
of the Thesaurus, if any, now avail themselves of it' (14a).
There have been many internal changes in the Thesaurus, even some
special editions whioh re-worked the whole thing as an alphabetic
synonymy. Deletions of many obsolescent terms, the addition of new-
material and the re-arrangement of contrasting lists have all served
to up-date the original, but the taxonomy, as Egan observes, has been
left severely alone. It is important to note this, because the
taxonomy relates to a startling claim which Roget made for the wordbook,
and which his most recent British editor, Dutch, carries even further.
It is, I think, a unique claim among wordbooks of English.
2.5 Words, Ideas sutid Thoughts
Roget says: 'The present work is intended to supply, with respect to
the English language, a desideratum hitherto unsupplied in any language;
namely, a collection of the words it contains and of the idiomatic com¬
binations peculiar to it, arranged, not in alphabetical order as they
are in a dictionary, but according to the ideas wMoh they express'
(xxiii).
Here we have thesaurus as converse of dictionary# words being
reached not through their forms but through their meanings, through
the 'idea' or 'ooncept' behind them. It follows from this claim that
the taxonomic structure raised by Roget is not just a tree with word-
labels at the nodes — it is a structure modelling human thought, which
happens to have Latinate labels attached for our convenience. This
is an approach inherited directly from Bishop Wilkins, who was interested
in expressing the ideas behind words in a scientific shorthand independent
of words themselves. Roget wanted words to function as labels for
something higher and more permanent. Dutch in his own preface defends
the Roget position and the assumption that thesaurus and dictionary are
conplementaay tools. In looking to a class or a section or a head, he
maintains (viii), we are not looking at 'words* such as space and
intrinsicality but at the idea beyond them. Words may change and have
been changed in successive editions of Roget, but the ideas continue
unchanged. Thus, the idea relative to clothes was once labelled
investment but is now dressing. Dutch and Roget ask that we suspend
our knowledge that words are just words, and treat them as ideas when
they label nodes in the tree. Then, once we get to the lists under
each head, -vre can return to normal and take the offered words for what
they are.
The organisational words at the nodes are not in consequence given
their inherently interesting status as inclusive term3 of academic
English, but are labels used for want of some 3Upra-linguistic short¬
hand for marking ' ideas' . Their rather remote Latinate nature may
help in the necessary suspension of belief. This requirement relates
crucially to a claim which Dutch makes explicitly for Roget, at two
points in his preface:
1 'A thesaurus is operating on the same lines as a speaker or writer
in the process of composition. It images in some measure the
working of his (the user's) brain when, having his idea (corresponding
to a thesaurus head), he mentally scans his stock of wards (corres-
2 ' It is the counterpart of the thesaurus we all carry in our
memories in which mentally we track darn a word. Surely, this
characteristic is implied in those critioisms which impugn the merits
of all thesauruses: that it is the lazy man's book} that it saves him
the trouble of thinking. It would not do this unless it were patterned
on our processes of thought and speech' (xiv).
In this claim the distinction between glossary and vocabulary Is
at its sharpest ana most challenging (though vitiated by the user's
dependence since 1879 on an index). Egan is probably right when she
insists that few if any users consult the conceptual structure t© get
ponding to the vocabulary of a thesaurus) for the right
(viii).
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a word neighbouring on the one they know. They use the index. To
that extent (and it would be useful to get some hard facts of a
statistical kind on just what Thesaurus-users do), the conceptual
structure is irrelevant, and its truth-value as an analogue of the
human brain is unimportant, just as the truth-value of Aelfrlc ana
Withala regarding God and the angels was irrelevant in retrieving Latin
words.
If the Thesaurus is an analogue of the human mind, it is a sketchy
one. Roget in his compilation achieved a masterpiece of specialized
listing, but left the following to the user:
1 Providing the definitions. The user must know the meanings of
the words whan he finds them.
2 Making the discriminations. The user must know how the words
differ and have the skill to use them appropriately.
j} Adding the derivatives and compounds. The user must know the
prinolples of derivation in English and how far they can be pushed
in coining new forms from established words.
These points did not trouble Roget. He had no intention of
providing definitions, etymologies, discriminations, citations, re¬
commendations or anything else current in orthodox lexicography. He
refused to interpose himself between users and life as an arbiter of
style, and had no wish to enter the labyrinth of nice distinctions
between words esteemed synonymous. He assumed that his consultants,
being competent users of English, could manipulate the material to good
aids. His book was compiled as an aide-memoire for the Elect.
There is an important sense, however, in which Dutch is right, and
the Thesaurus is the converse of a dictionary. Assuming that we cannot
escape the tyranny of words and that Roget's taxonomy is a tree and
no more than that, it is still a sort of semantic ordering, an arrange¬
ment of words in associative catalogues which can be scanned for many
purposes. The catalogues have been compiled by a 19th-century roan and
cany the inevitable mark of their time, but all in all they point to
what happens in our minds even if they are not a strict analogue.
Whatever we do in our minds, we do not have alphabetic lists of v/ords.
Perhaps we have clusters such as Roget indicates.
Modern information science with its enthusiasm for the thesaurus
idea supports the possibility that a good arbitrary structure of the
Roget type has its own justification, because it offers a usable
system of retrieval. Eiriblen points to information science as a direct
out-growth from Roget and the 19th-century classifiers( 260). He notes
that researchers and experimenters in such institutions as International
Business Machines and Cornell University work on their own 'thesauri'.
The classification of ideas into a skeleton outline of commonly under¬
stood terms is at the heart of the retrieval systems which are now
operating or in an advanced stage of development. The new thesaurus
is an authority list serving as a bridge between the searcher for any
kind of information and the source of that information. Rniblen quotes
a letter from IBM which says: ' A thesaurus would be a structured list
of words showing authorized terms, broad terms or narrow terms, "see
also" references, and scope notes to explain the use of the term.'
Stored in a computer, these lists can be updated regularly and referred
to at a distance. One should note however that the absolute choice of
the tern 'thesaurus' has not yet been made by information scientists,
and both in Kmblen*s own. quotations and elsewhere, 'dictionary' is a
competitor. The Random House Dictionary does however list a sense of
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thesaurus (1966) under Computer Technology, as 'an index to inform¬
ation stored in a computer, consisting of a comprehensive list of
subjects concerning which information may be retrieved by using the
proper key terms.' Such a definition is not given in Webster's Third
(1961). Eablan and the RHP may well be right, and 'thesaurus' will
win against 'dictionary* in the computer world.
2.6 The 'Sacred' Thesaurus
The Thesaurus was compiled by a non-philologist, drew on biology for
its taxonomy, suffered from an opaque Latinate conceptual system, was
compiled far philosophical purposes with a world super-language in mind -
and was a commercial success from the start.
Grahb's work on synonyms was a great success, but Roget has
dwarfed Crabb and consigned most of the synonymists to oblivion. So
successful was the new compilation that it became a family industry over
three generations of Rogets. Peter Mark Roget wcrked at it until ha
died at the age of 90 in 1869, having personally seen 25 editions
through the press; his son John worked on it till his death in 1908,
when it passed to the grandson, Samuel Romilly Roget, who carried it
on till his death in 1952, when the British rights went to the publisher,
Longman.
Eniblen points to the ' near-worship' in which the great classifiers
were held in the 19th century. A reviewer of four works on botany in
1852 (the year the Thesaurus came out) eulogized the taxonomists,
uttering their names 'as an incantation, an "open sesame"' (259).
Something of this aura of sanctity seems to have passed to the Thesaurus.
Aoclaim has become repetitive and Increasingly uncritical, from the
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early days when reviewers worried about how to use the volume, while
approving cf the labour that had gone into it. Modern reviewers tend
to greet the latest revision as the up-dating of an old and trusted
friend, Smblen is puzzled by this syndroms of success, largely because
of the absence of serious examination of the thesaurus and the synonymy,
and because of the almost total lack of interest in Roget the man, as
opposed to Roget the institution. The eulogy of the classifier seems
to have been diverted into a eulogy of the classification. The book
dwarfs the compiler.
An early reviewer considered that anyone who could use a biblical
concordance could use Roget and noted that ' the labour must have been
immense, but the author's reward is sure, Roget will rank with Samuel
Johnson as a literary instrument-maker of the first class* (the
Westminster Review, April, 1853), Rmblen is right however in being
puzzled at the obscurity which has surrounded the man. Twenty million
copies of the Thesaurus have been sold, but no biography appeared until
1970.
Divinization seems to be the fate of all successful wordbooks,
along with an unwi1lingness to ask about the frail mortal lurking
behind. Although talking about dictionaries, Twaddell makes a point
that is relevant here: 'The lexicographer is especially protected, by
the very awe that his work inspires; he is not known as a collector
and processer of word-lore; he is just a shadowy phantom behind the
overpowering facade of "The Dictionary'" (1973:216), Roget too has
been a phantom.
The Thesaurus however has been, very real, as judged by the small
war waged around it. Aarly in its history an American edition was
brought out, and over the years two separate traditions have developed,
one the oonoem in Britain of Longman, the other largely in the care of
the American publisher Qrowell. As with its dictionaries, America has
labelled the Thesaurus 'International*, and in the course of time re¬
exported it to Britain as Ciollins's International Thesaurus, in direct
competition with the up-dated British versions. It is generally agreed
that the two versions and their spin-offs are quite distinct. Emblen
charts their conflicting courses in some detail, and observes (282f):
•Even as American English has strayed far from the Queen's English, so
the American and British thesauri have gone their separate ways. And
we ere left with another irony: now, nearly one hundred and twenty
years after the Thesaurus first appeared, both American and British
publishers claim to have preserved the essential Roget.'
Such claims are not unlike the claims of disputing sects, religious
or political, eaoh the repository of the pure original teachings of the
messiah. Publishers and critics may net take wordbooks as far as
patriarchs and caliphs take their doctrines, but the resemblance is
strong. In the story of Roget' s Thesaurus we now have two distinot
revered traditions, unexamined because they are established institutions.
2.7 March's Thesauru3-Diationary
The particularly successful features of various works in the vocabulary
tradition have tended by and large to be incorporated into standard
dictionaries, as we have 3een with the pictorial aids developed by
Comenius. Y/e have also seen that the compilers of vocabularies have
tended to want the security of the alphabet, so that synonymists such
as Crabb and Egan have produced works which are, essentially, glossaries
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of synonymous terms which can be found by reference to tho first letter
of the first word of a particular set of synonyms. Similarly, although
Roget attempted to work only from a conceptual scheme, his son found it
necessary to compromise with the expectations and abilities of readers,
and introduce the index far which the Thesaurus is now famous. It has
in fact proved difficult for the two traditions to stay apart, and it
may be for this reason that historians of the subject have tended to
disregard the secondary tradition of the vocabularists. It is
important to bear in mind, however, that though the two styles may
share their techniques, they differ fundamentally in the assumptions
which underlie their compilation. The fact that lexicographers have
preferred the alphabet a3 a basic tool diould not serve to obscure this
point. Versions of Roget may now exist in simple alphabetic format,
but Roget's plan did not include alphabets and indexes.
The pressure of alphabetization can best be seen in the work of
brands March, an American philologist of considerable influence in the
second half of the 19th century. March appreciated the distinctive¬
ness of the two traditions in lexicography, having been himself closely
involved as an American correspondent in gathering material for Murray* s
USD, a point which is acknowledged in the Historical Introduction to
that Dictionary. It is not unfair to say that March and his fellow
professors of English in the United States took the preparation of the
NED more seriously than did their equivalent academics in Britain itself.
March was also, however, fascinated by the attempts of the
syncnymists and of Roget to find a solution to the problem of a word
and the company it keeps, in the matter of synonymy and antonyny and
also in definition. Clarence L Barnhart points out (l968:iv) that
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more than i|D years before March offered his own solution, he had, in
1861, worked out a theoretical basis for a new kind of wordbook.
March considered the study of synonymy 'one of the most valuable of
intellectual disciplines, independently of its great importance as a
guide to the right practical use of words.' For him it was an
indispensable tool for achieving precision and accuracy of thought,
an Interest in logic and careful use of language which aligns him with
Wilkins said Roget as well as with Sgan. He felt, however, that Crabb's
synonymy was flawed by bad etymology and that Whately's was too brief
to be really useful. Roget in turn, while an exciting new achieve¬
ment in lexicography, failed because it did not define and discriminate
the words so conveniently juxtaposed.
Aided by his son, March attempted a blend of the glossary and
the vocabulary traditions, and in 1902 published 'A Thesaurus Dictionary
of the English language', a large single-volume work of subtle com¬
plexity. It went through five editions in its original form, and has
since been revised and up-dated twice, in 1958 and 1968, particularly
to accommodate technioal usages.
Barnhart observes of the work (v): 'By combining the principles
•f the dictionary and the traditional thesaurus it was enabled to serve
as a very practical reference tool for its users, whether as writer or
reader. No doubt the experience of the younger March as assistant
etymological editor on the staff of The Century Dictionary and
Cyclopedia (1889-91) and as head of the etymological department of the
Standard Dictionary (1893-95) contributed much to the practical side
of the collaboration, but the theoretical basis for the book had been
worked out by the elder March years before.* A study of the thesaurus-
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dictionary, however, shows much more of the dictionary than any
' traditional' thesaurus. In effect, like many others, Barnhart means
Roget when he talks about a traditional thesaurus, and by and large
March rejects the idoa that animated Roget and such predecessors as
Wilkins and Bathe, He was not interested in structuring the cosmos.
He -was only interested in a reader getting to a word.
His method was simple but the result is bulky. He used the
alphabet as his primary tool, so that like any dictionary the book is
its own index. The user looks for a word. If for example we want
information on the item arbiter we get a short entry as follows:
ar'-bi-ter. A judge. ADVICE, DECISION-MISJUDffllENT, JUDGE, MANAGER
Here March provides a short definition by synonym; elsewhere he
might give a brief phrase. The meat of the matter, however, comes in
the capitalized single and double words which tell users to go to such
other points in the book if they want more information. Thus, going
to ADVICE yields:
ad-vice*. Counsel. ADVICE, ENIAGIffENMEOT-SECRECT, MOTIVE-
DEHQRTATION, TIDINGS-MISTERY
This similar set of definition plus further suggestions is immediately
followed by the capitalized heading ADVICE, followed by a sublist
inserted in the main alphabetic list, containing its own sub-alphabet,
a part of which runs:
Adhortation. Advice
Admonition. Friendly counseling or warning. See 7/ARNING.
Advocacy. The aot of pleading for, defending of.
Charge. An instruction; advice to.
Conference. The aot of advising together.
Consultation. The aot of consulting, of deliberating.
The basic list is followed by several others which add nouns of
instrument such as chart, guide and manual, nouns of agent such as
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adviser, arbiter, arohiater. council and councilor. then figurative
expressions, phrases, verbs of advising, adjectives, interjections,
Latin phrases, and then we are back into the main alphabetic list once
more.
It will be recalled that under arbiter we were also offered a
double reference DECISION-MISJUDGM3uNT. If we referred ourselves there,
we would find a simple definition of decision with its own further
suggestions, then the headed sublists for IB&SIQN-MISJUDGMENT, tiie
synonyms given in a column on the left and the antonyms running opposite
on the right, the whole appearing within the normal alphabetic flow,
thus:
DECISION-MISJUDGMENT
Adjudication. The act of rendering Fixed idea. An idea firmly established
judgment. as by prejudice.
Appreciation. True and adequate Fool's paradise. Misjudged
judgment or estimation. happiness.
Arbitrament. Act of judging by Foregone conclusion. A conclusion
arbitration. made up beforehand.
Arbitration. Hearing and judging a Hasty conclusion. A conclusion
question by a party arrived at without
mutually agreed upon due deliberation,
by the interested ones.
The two columns do not relate direotly to each other. The user simply
runs his eye down each side for what it contains. We are dealing here
with antonymous concepts, not individual pairs of antonyms.
Several points emerge from this brief description of how March's
massive thesaurus-dictionary works in practice;
1 It is cumbersome and repetitive; the same expressions re-appear
again and again in different places in order to save the reader from
chasing through the book, and yet the multiplicity of capitalized
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suggestions still send the user in just such an endless voyage of
discovery. The user in fact decides when he has had enou^i. The
system has no natural cut-off point in the provision of information.
Because of the amount of repetition and listing, however, there is
little room far detailed defining and discriminating. The explanations
of the innumerable words are very brief and the number of capitalized
suggestions very large.
2 As with most works which seek to provide generic terms, singly or
in pairs, it has to rely on obscure Latinisms to fill gaps tliat
have been left in the ordinary language. In such cases, while many








3 March has, like many lexicographers, an enthusiasm for complete¬
ness, and the contents of the wordbook are swelled with wards that
would readily have qualified for inclusion in a 17th-century hard-word
dictionary: nidor. oinomania. loup-garou. machicolation,
grapholdeophrenoia.
Of the work, however, Norman Cousins (I968:vi) claims: 'Seldom
have I met a March* s Thesaurus-Dictionary owner who didn't express a
devotion to the book verging on a literary mission to proclaim its
virtues. When March's went out of print during World War Two, its
users constituted something ©f a proud and possessive band of the
lexicographically-privileged. For they regarded March's Thesaurus-
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Dictionary as one of the three or four handiest and most valuable
referenoe books about words in the English language. Speaking person¬
ally, I can attest that there is no wordbook in my own library which
has served me better or which I prize more highly than March's.'
Unlike Roget and Webster, however, March has not succeeded in
becoming one ef those lexicographical names which is almost a household
word.
2.8 Conclusion
For the greater part of their history, wordbooks in the vocabulary
tradition have depended on specific representations of the cosmos, as
understood variously by mediaeval clerics, Renasoenoe schoolmasters,
scholar-scientists of the Enlightenment and ultimately by a remarkable
Victorian polymath. Inherent in the tradition is a philosophical
approach to concepts, best expressed perhaps in Smblen's comment on
Peter Mark Roget: 'We must thus see the Thesaurus as a philosophical
effort, not for the sake of a philosophical exercise, but in order to
recognise in it the ultimate signature of a man whose vexy intellectual
and emotional being demanded an ordered and a charted (or at least a
ohartable) universe' (26lf). In this, Roget was the 19th-century
culmination of the tradition of Aalfrio, Withals, Bathe and Wilkins.
Beginning as a simple pedagogic device, the vocabulary has always
had the tendency to appeal to philosophers like Wilkins as well as
schoolmasters like Greenwood. Whatever lists of conventional topics
were drawn up, however, we see in them not just a subjective grid placed
on reality, but an indication of how a particular culture at a particular
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time saw its world. This kind of involvement of a retrieval device
in the general human predioament is quite different from the glossary
tradition, which escapes philosophy by taking refuge in the apparent
security of the arbitrary alphabet. Out of the glossary tradition
there could hardly emerge an attempt such as Wilkins to find a universal
system of language and writing that would transcend the limits both of
languages and alphabets.
Close to this general tradition of cosmic-ordering there flourished
other practical interests. Two such interests were the concern of
Comenius for pictorial presentation, and the interest of the Trusler-
Piozzi-Crabb tradition in discriminating wards that appear initially
to be synonymous. Both subtraditions have been fully exploited since
they were introduced into English lexicography, but have tended to pass
rather to the glossary tradition than to remain in the conceptual
schemes of such compilers as Roget.
Like the glossary tradition, the vocabulary tradition has had its
internal disputes, such as the subtleties of argument over what is a
synonym, and the war between the successors to Roget. The tradition
has not given birth to the sheer quantity of works that are found in
the dictionary world, but the remarkable sales successes of the
vocabularies should not be ignored. They are an indication that
innovation also pays.
Both the glossary and the vocabulary tradition began in the
mediaeval battle to learn Latin, the medium of culture and religion.
Although each has expanded to cover the general wards of the English
language, they began as bilingual exercises and as vehicles for the
acquisition of the difficult, the abstruse and the odd. To some
extent the majority of wordbooks today, from the 3SIED to Roget, remain
elitist, available only to the motivated few. It is probably not
surprising, therefore, that at the end of the 19th century a third
tradition arose that was concerned with wider matters, with vocabulary
at work in the world, and particularly in various aspects of general
education. This is the vooabulary-control movement.
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3 The Vocabulary-Control Movement in the BngLish Language
3.1 Introduction
The glossary tradition today is represented by a wide range of products:
etymological, universal, unabridged, abridged, standard, concise, pocket,
desk, collegiate, idiomatio, encyclop(a)edic, illustrated, dialectal,
specialist, technical, unilingual, bilingual and so on through the
spectrum. It has even acquired a UNESCO-sponsored compilers' guide
in Ladislav Zgusta's Manual of Lexicography (Mouton, 1971), which takes
the view that the glossary tradition is, lexicography.
The vocabulary tradition has not blossomed comparably, and has
passed many of its innovations on to the glossaries. Its finest
current realizations are probably Roget and Duden, These do not at
first sight appear to have a lot in common, until contrasted with
dictionaries proper.
Both traditions have been affected (or can in future be affected)
by the consequences of the more recent vocabulary-control movement
which has had a short, almost meteoric career. It had its zenith in
the 1930s and now appears to be falling away. In this short period
it has however left its mark in both positive and negative contri¬
butions to word study in English. Its main historians are Bongers
(1947) and Fries and Travsr (1950). From these, some other sources
and the contributions of the originators of the movement I shall try
to show in this chapter how practical problems have propelled
investigators to the brink of a unified theory of T»rds,
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3.2 The Speoial Word List
The concept of vocabulary control has been dominated since its inception
by simple arithmetic and by a concern for words as chunks of lettering.
More significantly than most kinds of language analysis, it depends
on the printed word.
Mary Abercrornbie has pointed out (personal communication, 1976)
that simple word-counts in English date frcaa the beginning of the 19th
century, although such commentators as Pries and Traver tend to see the
movement beginning just as that century came to an end. Thus, in the
Phonotypic Journal of October 1843 we find evidence that serious if
informal work was being done by both stenographers and educationists
on frequency counts throughout the first half of the 19th century.
Isaac Pitman, in that issue of his journal, presented stenography
with a list of words 'showing how often each occurs in 10,000 words,
taken from 20 books, 500 from eaoh... to serve as a guide in selecting
grammalogues for the (shorthand) system.' Grammalogues are word3
which for stenographic convenience can be expressed as a single symbol
(such as and, the, of etc.). The following list, taken from Pitman's
longer alphabetic list, shows the items tinder S with their frequency
ratingat
Saw 2 so 25
say 13 spirit \
3ea \ spiritual /
see J stand 6
shall 34 strength 2
short 2 sure 2
Pitman does not state what texts were chosen for this survqy, but
even the brief extract above can tell us a lot about his approaoh.
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We can sea that no definitions were offered for discriniination, nnd
so saw can be either a tool or a past participle of see, or both.
Similarly, the homophones sea and see are conflated, presumably because
in speech they are identical and in context no stenographer could
confuse them. This means that Pitman was working simultaneously with
three kinds of word: a graphic form or type, its tokens or the occasions
on which the type is repeated, and the parallel in sound. We could
call these graphological words, statistical words and phonological
words respectively. In conflating spirit and spiritual. however, we
see something else at work, namely the running together of two morpho¬
logically distinct but related words. The Pitman exercise is reveal¬
ing in its very informality, its lack of theory, and yet at the same
time its practical worth. In addition tire list contains some interest¬
ing items such as betwixt and aught. These suggest that, like the
conventional topics in the vocabularies, frequency lists tend to carry
clues indicating the period in which they were compiled.
The practical worth of the list was interestingly highlighted in
the November edition of the same journal, where a letter from a James
Biden points out that a similar kind of list was made over 20 years
earlier by John Freeman in London. Biden observed 'the two lists 30
strikingly to coincide that I make free to post you a oopy of all the
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words that occurred more than 19 times in 20,000, as a strong and
gratifying confirmation of the correctness of your own laborious
calculation.' He worked from a second edition of Freeman in 1820,
and adds that Freeman's work was undertaken as an aid to teaching
adults to read.
Credit is normally given to the work in Germany of F.W. Kaed±ng
(Haufigkeitsvrortarbuch der dautaches Bprache) for the development of
frequency counting '.with a rigour and on a scale which would, give it a
serious objective value. AI30 with stenographers in mind, feeding
organized the counting of eleven million words from a variety of texts
and reduced these to their word types in alphabetic lists stating the
frequency of occurrence of each. The first comparable modern counter¬
part to this in the English language occurred in the United States
(1923), where George Dewey's The Relativ (sic) Frequency of English
Speech Sounds attempted to establish for stenographers the commonest
syllables for English. This work was also based on written present¬
ation and is minuscule when compared with the German work, but larger
than Freeman's and Pitman's. He took 100,000 statistical wards from
a scatter of novels, newspapers, speeohes and the like.
The idea slowly became established that the techniques of such
counters had a valuable advantage over the more subjective collections
of the traditional lexicographers. The idea of counting tokens in a
given corpus of texts, to establish undeniable patterns of frequency of
occurrence proved very attractive, especially in the United States.
Educational word counts took several forms. Workers set out to
organise objective lists that would help pupils in their reading,
spelling, pronunciation and general use of language, hopefully replacing
the old-fashioned little spellers of those who had followed Nathaniel
Bailey and Iloah Webster. The Rev J Knowles in Britain in 1904 produced
his London Point System of Reading for the Blind, which took 100,000
words from the Bible and other sources and abstracted the 353 corrmonest
words. The first 72 of these were grammatical, such as pronouns and
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prepositions, the 73rd being the noun ma and the 353-d being the noun
child. Knowles claimed that his list provided three-quarters of all
the words occurring in the texts assessed. In 1914 in the United
States Cook and O'Shea undertook a survey related to the spelling needs
of American children, in which the family correspondence of thirteen
adults was chosen as a corpus. It was found that nine words accounted
for over a quarter of the total, and that 42 accounted for over one
half. The observers considered that iGj words took in 90-914 of the
total correspondence.
Another line of interest emerges in lix Thousand Common Knalish
■fords. by R G Eldridge in 1911. These words were drawn from a small
count of 43,GOO words in American newspapers. They were garnered as
a contribution towards a 'universal eclectic or polyglot vocabulary',
and in this we meet again the old search for the special universal
language which will surmount the difficulties of natural speech and
writing.
^tonography, reading, spelling and the search for a universal
language led inevitably to larger questions in language teaching, both
for native users and for foreign learners of English. The initial
successes made for optimism.
3.3 Thcrndikc: the Objective Approach
In 1921, Edward L Thoriidike brought ©ut, in the United States, The
Teacher* s word Book, a list of 10,000 words that an Araerican child
could expect to meet in his general reading. Thorndike, to get his
words, used the basic frequency approaoh but added a range rating,
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so that the questions 'How often?' and 'In how many texts?' could
both be answered.
Ihomdike' a list was derived from 41 different sources providing
four million 'running words', that is, graphological tokens. Three
million came from the Bible and the English Glassies, half a million
from letters, 300,000 from elementary school-readers, 90,000 from news¬
papers and 50,000 from general reading. The list was widely acclaimed
as a breakthrough in vocabulary control and inspired numerous imitators
and developers. It has chiefly been used as an objective measure of
the appropriateness of vocabularies in schoolbooks, and as a basis for
the construction of achievement tests in vocabulary, reading and
spelling. Although not intended for such use, it has also been taken
as a basis for word lists for foreigners learning English.
This 1921 list embodies the basio assumptions of the objective
counters. It relates entirely to written language, and behind the
attractively objective arithmetic is a subjective or culture-based
selection of texts from which the counting can proceed. The list
rests on the taoit 19th and early 20th-century assumption that the
Bible, certain 'Glassies' and a random selection from appropriate
people's letters and newspapers constitute a proper sample of Snglish-
at-large, or at least the best kind of English. Such a corpus either
would or should serve as a guide to what readers may be required to
know at certain ages and for certain examination purposes. In
Thorndike therefore we have behind the objectivity an implicit inter-
ventionism, an unconscious attempt to perpetuate what is taken to be a
norm. The Bible's presence in the count highlights this, much as the
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presence of angels distinguishes /elfric from Duden. It is interesting
to speculate whether a count made, say, in 1980 would place the same
emphasis on the Bible.
In 1931* Thorndike published an extension ©f the list to 20,000
words, by incorporating material from over 20 other sources, including
about five million running words from other counts. This move typifies
later developments in the objectivist tradition: the enlargement of
lists by the integration of smaller lists and the standardization of
arithmetical anomalies to this end. It was assumed that such in¬
corporation would cast the net wider and mean greater accuracy. In
the second list, words were rated from 1 to 20 according to frequency
and range. In looking at this kind of development, Widdowson
(1968:133f) notes that such expansion tends to cancel out important
differences among words. Something counted as the same word in the
Bible, one or two Classics and a scientific text may have nuances of
meaning and use which cannot be exhibited by so blunt a method: 'This
neutralizing of individual differences comes as a result of concentrat¬
ing on comprehensiveness at the expense of discrimination.' Just how
blunt the instrument was however emerges in the fact that for arith¬
metical convenience Thorndike allowed his counters to treat traditional
homographs as the same. Thus, bear = animal, and bear = carry are
lumped together. A frequenpy-range rating for such items is
meaningless.
The willingness of Thorndike and his collaborators to conflate
lists is additionally disturbing because of the need to seek common
criteria for different counts. Some counts for example took is, am.
are, was, were and be as six different words, while others treated them
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as variants of the one word be. Conflation demanded complicated re¬
casting to bring lists into alignment, and implied that counters should
re-think the whole basis of counting. If even one major fault emerged
in later reviews of earlier counts (as for example the homograph
situation) then logically it demanded a re-count, a return to first
principles, having learned from one* s mistakes. This however never
happened. Counters wore content to tinker with counts already made,
probably because of the sheer difficulty of making counts in the days
before computers could absorb the tedium. The assumption appears to
have been that any count was better than, no count at all.
Thorndike did not assume that his lists were absolute, any more
than lexicographers have assumed that they carried the Mosaic Tablets.
There is evidence however (in the way the lists were used) to suggest
that educators tended to treat Thorndike* s List as absolute, and the
likelihood that people will always do this kind of thing only emphasizes
the need to make sure that first principles are as clearcut as po33ible.
The difficulty in the objectivist tradition lies in discerning any clear
first principles at all, apart from the view that words are chunks of
lettering with white space on each side.
Of his first attempt, Thomdike observes: 'The gist of it is that
the present counts are adequate to determine the first 1,000 words with
a small probable error, and the next 4,000 well enough for many
educational purposes, and the last 5»0Q0 to an extent that is useful,
though far from accurate' (1921B:348). By 1931 however he had doubts
about the ultimate accuracy of his lists, feeling that the rarer words
were still not properly placed, some words having lower credits 'than
they should have' (quoted in Pries and Traver (FT):25). This comment
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raises a query about the theoretical/philosophical assumptions behind
the count. What does should inply? Does it mean that the lists are
not really worth much in their objectivity, because subjective intuition
suggests that they do not tell us anything worthwhile? Or does the
self-criticism mean that Thorndike measured himself against some
Platonic Ideal List, expressing frequencies and ranges known only to
God?
The many other counters added little to Thorndike. The same
words re-emerge in the first 500 of eaoh list, similar to the far less
sophisticated efforts of Freeman, Pitman, Knowles and Oook and 0* Shea,
i'tore and more the statisticians questioned their findings about the
rarer or 'special* words and urged the accuracy of that first 500.
Since the first 500 consists very largely of the grammatical words of
the language this is little more than an affirmation that English has
a grammatical structure which uses grammatical words. The counters
Fauoett and Maki (1932) moved away from a pure objectivist stance by
urging that personal judgment was needed for 'wide-range words', and
so the objective lists can be adversely criticized from both ends, the
commonest and the rarest.
From 1934 onward3 Thorndike turned to the problems of the homo¬
graph and the polyseroic word, that is, towards some resolution of the
problem of one chunk having different senses. With Irving Lorge he
embarked on a semantic count which was related to the senses of words
enumerated in the NED. Here, for the first time, the objectivists
turned to a traditional wordbook for help. If successful, such a
count could give an overall frequency for a chunk of lettering 3uch as
stenographers and spellers might need, and also sense frequencies for
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specialists. No inquiry was made into the absoluteness or otherwise
of the NED division of word-meanings into senses, and we can therefore
take it that Thorndike and Lorge were interested in a useful construct
rather than a truly objective measure of English lexis. If this is
so, than the undertaking is the finest hour of the movement. It is
certainly indicated (in West, 1953:xii) that the counters in this under¬
taking were linguistically sophisticated (probably in much the 3ame way
as the volunteer readers for the NED) and the results are impressive.
What we have are precise statements about printed words taken from a
culture-related selection of texts charted in accordance with the
senses numbered in a historical dictionary. Such a count can be taken
as an indicator of h«w words appear in written English, as a supplement
to the judicious decisions of, say, a textbook-writer, but it cannot
serve as an ultimate authority.
In 1944 appeared the third and last extension: Thorndike and
Lorge's The Teacher's Word Book of 30.000 Words, which had added in
new material from Lorge1 s magazine count and Thcmdike's juvenile count,
together with material from the semantic count. The earlier criticisms
still hold good, along with one not previously raised: the massive
presence of personal and place names. On one page of the 1944 list,
for example (randomly selected), the following appear:
Massachusetts Maximilian McCormick





Many questions could be asked about these, each meticulously
provided with its frequency and range. They are hardly words of
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pedagogic interest outside geography and history. In their massive
presence they point to the basic edsassumption of starting to count
without asking what should be counted.. They also point to the bias
of the texts chosen, and ambiguity in the listing. Is Mayo the place
or a person or both? Can McClellan be given a frequency of any kind,
especially at the expense of .all the other Mcs end Macs in Scottish
and Irish telephone directories or even of the spellings Mclelian and
McClelland? Can it be seriously claimed that Massachusetts end Mecca
are more worthy of frequency rating; than Majorca and Melbourne. which
arc off-listed?
The literary bias of the objective counters was inevitable, but
led, as Bright and McGregor point out (l970:17f), to peculiar results
of some importance tc the teachers they were serving: 'The tape
recorder had not then been invented. One result of this (reliance on
the written word) is that seme everyday household words have an oddly
low frequency. "tlcky is as rare as strew and doorknob as rare as
dulcet. Moreover the list is now out of date. The word transistor
does not appear at all, and the frequency of rep takes no account of
thi3 graphic symbol's recent semantic extension. The list was designed
for use in American schools and consequently has a slight American bias
but even so trousers is much more frequent than pants... Damsel and
dcth are as frequent as error and encounter. *
Of mammoth proportions, the statistical approach appears to have
been largely misapplied, its contribution being negative rather than
positive. If a count were organized on the basis of a theory of words
which omitted the grammatical material, categorized what should be
taken as lexical and worth counting, and then proceeded for a carefully
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selected corpus (say, of medical or some other specifio kind of
language), a statistically interesting and practical list might emerge.
The blanket approach of the objectivists however serves only to
emphasize the adage that -what you get out is only as good as what you
put in.
3.4 Palmer and West: the Subjective Approach
At the same time as the American interest in frequency counts was de¬
veloping, British teachers of language were experimenting with lists
which could serve as bases for simplified readers, textbooks and general
courses.
The foremost figure in the early stages of the British tradition
was Harold E Palmer, working first in Belgium, then London, and then,
for the most productive period, in Japan. In his early work as a
language teacher, Palmer was impressed by the elementary word lists used
in the Berlitz method of modem language teaching. In looking at the
Eldridge list of 19H» he suspected the worthwhileness of frequency
counts and sought instead some view of words which would make listing
systematic while still subjectively based. To this end, he developed
a system of three ' lexicological units':
1 the monolog, something neither more nor less than a word
2 the miology, something less than a word
3 the pliolog, something more than a word
This typology, as Iftiddowson points out (131), sidesteps the problem
of what a word is, and mixes criteria, the monolog being a kind of
element or substance, the miolog being something dependent on the
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moriolog (an affix perhaps), and the pllolog being something structurally
complex (like an idiomatic or set phrase). The typology glosses over
many problems, but it is a step towards deciding what is worth selecting
or even counting. In practical terms, Palmer added to this typology
a dichotomy of headword and subword. In any list, the headword is
the main entry, and the subwords are the various pliologs associated
with it (derivatives, compounds, and idioms). An example of the












Bongers claims that Palmer worked essentially from a 'vocabulary
sense* developed over years of teaching, a sense which 'enabled him to
determine with little hesitation the relative utility of any word ... a
typical example of the Subjeotive or Empirical Method of Vocabulary
Selection' (74). When Palmer went to Japan in 1922 as linguistic
adviser to the Japanese government, he developed his methods through
the medium of the Institute of Researoh in English Teaching (IRET),
under whose auspices he prepared two interim reports. In 1934 Bongers
travelled from the Dutch East Indies to Tokyo to meet him, initiating
a long period ©f oo-operation. 'Palmer believes (and so do we) that
subjective judgnent and the empirical evidence of teachers is of
invaluable assistance in compiling word lists that will serve more
adequately than lists based upon objective findings alone* (45).
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Palmer's approach, as laid out in the first interim IRET report
(1930), received the blessing of I.A. Richards, who wrote: 'Determin¬
ations of the relative frequencies of words in selected bodies of
literature give us at best only raw material. We need to know the
assumptions on which they are made' (204). In the report, Palmer
offered certain assumptions about words which amount to a theory for
their selection. The whole set of principles is not given here, but
an abstraction of ten highlights the distinctiveness of Palmer's
approach:
1 No absolute statements should be made about certain words being the
important word3 of English, but only that they seem to be more
important than others.
2 Inflected forms are simply variants of a given word.
3 Head words should not include miologs or pliologs.
4 Variant forms, abbreviations and the like should not count as
separate items.
5 Words of wider range Should be taken to include related words of
narrower range.
6 Stylistic words should be excluded.
7 Homonyms are separate words, and senses of a given word should only
be differentiated when they are so extreme as to be ' quasi-homonyms'.
8 Selected vocabulary should be drawn up in a general list and
specific lists.
9 Eaoh list should be given an arbitrary numerical limit (its radius).
The words within that limit would constitute a zone, say, a zone of
the first hundred units, or first thousand, and so on. The
supplementary lists would relate to specialized zones.
10 Eaoh unit in the general list is a headword together with any
subwords.
With these axioms in mind, the compiler of lists can proceed to
use his 'vocabulary sense', or intuition.
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Objectivists criticized Palmer just as he criticized them, arguing
that there -was no external control en his choice. With misgivings, he
compromised far enough to incorporate the first 500 words of Thorndike
into his future work, but in the second interim IHET report (1931) he
defended reasoned as against mechanical selection by calling attention
to what he called 'constellations' of words. 'The lesson in which the
word eat occurs for the first time contains also the word drink.' In
such a relationship frequency of occurrence is the product, the outcome,
not the promoting factor. The constellation will include hungry and
thirsty and some 40 other words linked by •thought association'• He
denied that many of these associated wards would appear in a frequency
count at anywhere near the right rating. He did not however develop
the idea of constellations in their own right with their internal
relationships marked, preferring instead his zones, expressed as
alphabetic lists.
In the course of a world tour in 1931, when he met many of the
foremost figures in the vocabulary-control movement, Palmer met Michael
West, who had worked on word lists in Bengal and for his new Method
Readers, written for foreigners learning Lnglish. The vocabularies of
these readers, subjectively achieved, had served as the starting point
for a refining procedure, an eclectic sampling and comparison of both
subjective and objective lists until West achieved a fecial 'defining
vocabulary' of 1,490 items. This metalanguage for definition is of
special lexicographic interest because it was put to use in a wordbook:
West's hew Method Dictionary (Longman, 1935) and in the later derived
An International Reader's Dictionary (1965)* which defines over 24,000
items within this vocabulary. The preface of the second dictionary
states that the 1,490 words are 'held to be the commonest wards in
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English or the words first learnt by foreigners.' If the list is
derived from an influential series of simplified readers, on which other
simplifications are founded, then the statement is a self-fulfilling
prophecy: the day will arrive when it is largely true because it has
been mad® largely true.
It is with West that the word listers join the mainstream of the
glossary tradition, and colleagues of Palmer followed him with The
Advanced Learner' a Dictionary of Current English (Oxford, 1948 onward)
by A.S# Hornby, E.V. Gateriby and H. Wakefield. It began its life as
an IKET work, first published under another name, Idiomatic and Syntactio
English Dictionary, in Tokyo in 1942. No claim is made for the ALDCE
with regard to a finite defining vocabulary, but the defining words
used aould be added up to make a list like West* s. They have been
intuitively and pragmatically gathered for the purpose of defining, and
are intentionally 'as simple as possible' (ALDCE, vi).
The meeting of Palmer and West was followed in 1934 by a specially-
convened conference in New York, under the auspices of the Carnegie
Corporation. West was instrumental in bringing it about, to allow the
various objective and subjective compilers to meet and share ideas.
The conference was the zenith, of the movement, but should not be dis¬
cussed before mention is made of a controversy in which West was deeply
involved, and one which reflects rather 3adly on the whole business of
vocabulary control. In it, the peculiar fascination of a universal
language re-appears.
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3.5 Ogden: the Logical Approach
C.K. Ogden developed 'Basic English' in the 1920s, and Aether discussed
in a lexicological context or within the framework of artificial languages
like Esperanto, his woric remains as challenging today as it was in the
20s and 30s. There are many reasons for including Basic in this study:
firstly, it is linked with an important work on philosophy and semantics
(The I leaning of l eaning. 1923, of which Ogden was co-author with I.A.
Richards); secondly, its universalism links it with hiIkins and Roget and
also with ELdridge, one of the early word-counters; and, finally, there
are the claims of the creator of Basic as to how it can "be used.
Basic can he regarded as an exercise in applied linguistics and
language planning. It is the logical extraction from a natural
language of material assumed to he useful for international communication.
The term 'Basic' is an acronym with the values B for British, A for
American, S for Scientific, I for International and C for Commercial,
and to the acronym we can add the three claims which Ogden made on its
"behalf:
1 It is a world auxiliary language in its own ri^it.
2 It is also a way of leading non-English users to an understanding
of normal English.
3 It is a moans of improving the critical ax-rareness of those already
using normal English, reminding them of the virtues of simplicity
and precision.
To achieve this three-in-one language goal, Ogden isolated from
'Standard English' a simple syntax and a logically restricted vocabulary.
The basic sentence or clause type had a fixed analytic order: I will
put the record on the machine now. Six affixes could he used: —s for
plurals, ui>- for negating adjectives, -ed and -ing with their traditional
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function in making participles, -Iv for adverbs and -er as a highly-
productive agent suffix. In addition, permissible word compounding
included:
1 phrasal verbs (that is verb plus adverbial particle
structures like get up. put on)
2 noun + noun structures (like teapot, farmhouse)
3 adjective + noun structures (like aaci^p, MaflKhjgi)»
The minimal syntax was buttressed with 850 words, divided into
400 general words, 200 picturable words, 150 quality words, 82 grammatical
words and a special set of verb operators of the type give and .ret.
which could serve as the basis for compounding and also for such com¬
binations as, say, give him a push instead of push him. Ogden allowed
for the possibility of metaphoric extensions of the basic meanings of
the 850 words, and accepted also that they could be supplemented by
four further categories of words:
1 numbers
2 names of local animals and plants
3 proper names
4 scientific-cum-international words as the need arises.
The audacity of this artifact, separated out from the living
language, obtained a controversial response. Perhaps its somewhat
evangelistic aim of being all things to all men made it an easy target
for attack. Ogden sought to resolve a multitude of problems at a
stroke, combining a spirit of progress with a kind of interventionism,
on the assumption that people's use of Standard English was not all that
it might be. It should be borne in mind, however, that the logico-
semantio approach is only Palmer and West's subjective method pushed to
its furthest limits, and the simplicity of the end-product is impressive.
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Essentially criticism ©f Basic has been three-folds
1 That you cannot combine an independent world auxiliary derived
from English with a medium serving as a way-in to Standard English.
2 That Basic's dependence on minimal operators and combinations leads
to circumlocutions unacceptable in Standard, difficult for a
native user of English to master, distorting for foreign learners and
ultimately leading to a debasement of the proper language.
3 That assumptions about a minimal vocabulary obscure the polysemio
and special idiomatic significance in Standard English of its
commoner words. That is, that the 850 words sire not as simple as they
might appear at first sight to be.
The third criticism of Basic is probably the most telling. Com¬
pounds and phrasal verbs in Basic often have overall meanings which are
not entirely deduoible from their parts, as in put up with meaning
tolerate. Such meanings are idiomatic extensions, a3 it were, of the
Basic meanings of these words, and can be taught by various devices
such as indicating metaphoric extensions in special situations. It
remains a problem, however, to decide where Basic meanings for a word
stop and non-Basic meanings begin. Fries and Traver, far example,
(80f) have shown that the 850 wards of Basic have no less than 18,416
senses as listed in the NED. They suggest that Basic did not adequately
come to terms with polysemy, the radiation of meaning in different
contexts.
The simplicity of these Basic words is more apparent than real.
Ogden is dealing largely with an Anglo-Saxon stratum, a kind of
nativistic return to the simplicities of an age earlier than the
Renascence. His choice of structures (phrasal verb and nominal oom-
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pounds) is Germanic, and. his active-verb sentences turn away from the
passivization common with Latinized English. Like the 17th-centuzy
lexicographer Cawdrey he would transform Latin verbs like impose inte
phrasal verbs like * lay on*. It is doubtful, however, whether a
phrasal verb is really simpler in its syntactic behaviour or semantic
intricacy than a Latinate verb, although at first glance on paper it
looks simpler to the native user, who has been familiar with such
expressions since early childhood.
Michael West seriously opposed the propagation of Basic, fearing
alike its success or failure. Its success, he thought, would imperil
mere acceptable forms of simplified English and favour a gross pidgin-
ization of the language; its failure would cast doubt en the systems
cm he himself advocated. West's A Critical Examination of Basic
English (1934) and Ogden's Counter-Offensive (1935) show how emotive
the struggle became, best seeing Ogden doing mankind 'an incalculably
grave disservice*, while Ogden accused West of 'gross errors' and
'ludicrous' oriticism in his assessment of Basic. Ogden turned down
an invitation to the West-inspired conference in New York, and Palmer
(in a comment to the Rangoon Gazette, quoted in Counter-Offensive. 174)
then used this refusal as an indication that Basic was doomed to failure,
its exponents unwilling to meet with reasonable men.
According to Bongers (l33f), Harold Palmer was invited in 1943 at
the behest of Churchill to consider changes in Basic which would make
it more useful as an international medium. Palmer suggested the
addition of 'an adequate number of verbs' to those alreacly in use, so
that give him a push could safely return te push him. He advocated
the addition of more grammatical words and that compounds of a non-
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Standard nature be replaced by their Standard equivalents. The number
of content words should also be increased. Bongers notes: 'But with
these modifications it would no longer be the Basic as planned by Ogden
and Richards: it would be a Basio Standard Ehglish as envisaged by
those various individuals and bodies who have for so many years
specialised on the subject.' Bongers favoured such an adaptation.
Ogden is important to lexico.lcgy beoause he attempted to organize
a clearcut minimum vocabulary, and to lexicography because this
organized vocabulary was put to use in due course in a dictionary which
rivalB the wcrk of Michael West. In 1940 there appeared The General
Basic English Dictionary, 'giving more than 40,000 senses for over
20,000 words*, the definitions tlircughout being framed in Basic. The
dictionary was intended for both tlie young user (strengthening the
implication that Basic derives from a special kind of English vocabulary)
and the foreign learner. The prefatory note claims that the 850 words
of Basic are 'naturally the key words for Dictionary purposes', as a
kind of direct reply to West's defining vocabulary. The book is not
however restricted to students of Basioj anyone using the dictionary
and already having some training in English, 'through Basic or any-
other system, will be able to make headway by himself with the English
of Library, Radio, and Newspaper.' The dictionary claims that the
circularity of definition so common in conventional dictionaries is
avoided through the medium of Basic^a point which suggests that Ogdtta
has something in common with Cawdrey.
If the west and Ogdan approaches were vehement competitors for
the allegiance of language teachers, then some check on their com¬
parative merits should be possible by examining respective entries and
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definitions in the Ogden and the West dictionaries. To test the
differences, something like the following brief comparison might be
adopted. I have taken Cawdrey, the earliest similar lexicographer,
a3 a guide, and here give the same four words that X used in the seoond
chapter, when indicating how similar Cawdrey is to the modern Random
House Dictionary (1966). The West material is from the International
Readers Dictionary (1965) while the Ogden material is from the 1955
Evans edition of the General Basic Dictionary:
ffest 1965 Ogden lggg
a building building, sp. greatedifioe














be biting the cud;
be turning question
over in the mind
Cawdre.y 1604
building
lay upon or put on
ready, quicke
to chew over againe,
to studie
earnestlie upon
The similarities between West and Ogden far outweigh the differences,
and this small sample reflects a general similarity which can be seen
in the books themselves. Syntactically the continuous tense in Ogden
is typical of Basic and one of the flaws assailed by critics. However,
both Basic and West have the word bite, presumably through a shared
unwillingness to add chew to either minimal vocabulary. If however
naturalness of English is the criterion far assessing all three, then
Cawdrey from 300 years ago wins handily. More impressive for general
lexicological speculation are, however, the over-riding similarities
among all three.
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Rose Egan kept her strongest censure fbr qynonymists whose methods
differed minutely from her own, and so it would appear with West and
Ogden. The minimal nature of their differences is borne out by Pries
and Traver (73ff) in a very suggestive analysis. In comparing 3even
lists (Ogden, West, Palmer, Thorndike, Paucett-Maki, Aiken and the
Carnegie list which we shall, shortly discuss), Pries and Traver found
that, whereas there was only a 50/o overlap between Thorndike* s first
1,000 and Ogden's Basio, between Basic and West the overlap is 79*2/6.
The overlap between Basic and the West-inspired Carnegie List is the
remarkably hi^i 93/6, considering that Ogden was not at the New York
conference. West's vocabulary has 99 of Ogden's 100 grammatical words
and operators, 84 of his 100 qualities, 154 of his 200 picturable words,
291 of his 400 general words and 46 of his antonymous qualities. In
every case the later Carnegie list moves nearer to Ogden, not farther
away, the most startling concession being to include 369 out of Ogden's
400 general words. Ogden may not have attended the conference, but
his words certainly did.
3.6 The Carnegie Report and the General Service List
In October 1934 the Carnegie Conference was held in New York, attended
by West, Palmer, Thorndike and Pauoett, among others. An initial
report was prepared, and was developed at a second meeting in London
the following year, when arrangements were made for a tentative 'general'
list to appear. This list and the comments with it would serve as an
'interim report', hopefully the basis for future work.
The Conference did not seek total reconciliation or synthesis
between the objactivist and subjectivist positions, but was in fact
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quite successful in harmonizing them: 'Vie noted a dose correspondence
between our judgement and the results of the objective method ... within
the first 1,500 words. Beyond the first 1,500 words we found neither
the purely subjective nor the purely objective lists satisfactory. We
observed that 3,000 words is an unsatisfactory level, since above 2,500
words stylistic variants appear in such numbers that it is difficult to
draw the line.'
The group rejected what they called an 'island vocabulary' serving
as a self-sufficient simplified language, but as we have seen th±3 did
not prevent a closer adaptation of lists towards Ogden. They accepted
Palmer* s argument that a general list dnould be supplemented by special
lists for specialized purposes: the classroom, agriculture, technology
and so on. Such lists were never made, but one can assume that if
they had been made they would have begun to show, through the spread
of topic headings, a conventional list not unlike Duden and the older
cosmic orderings. It is interesting therefore that Duden came into
dnglish in the same year a3 the Carnegie Report was published (1936).
Considering themselves as initiating a period of research into
word3, the Carnegie Group listed 21 areas worth further study, including
compounds, derivatives, idioms, sense differentiation and cognate
vocabularies (such as Latioate material in both French and Snglish).
As Bright and McGregor point out, however, the Conference was 'not at
the beginning of a period of work on vocabulary but nearly at the
end' (22). It is clear from the report that certain problems stood
in the n&d-1930s pretty much where they had been for decades: com¬
pounding and derivation and idioms were as much in need of clarification
as ever, and homonyny, polysemy and synonymy were as hard as ever to
elucidate.
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It is also interesting that, despite efforts to present a united
scientific front, the group exhibited features identifiable with past
etymologists and lexicographers. In Stoic fashion, they regretted 'a
tendency at the present towards a loss of stylistic values', and assumed
that 'a selected vocabulary offers an opportunity of purging the
language of words and other items -which tend to be misused' • This
point of view is markedly similar to the third point in Ogden's claim
for Basic and is reminiscent of moments in Roget, Webster and Johnson,
The members also took a special view of sex roles in language, as
pointed out by Bright and McGregor (21), where they note with regard
to the names of tools: 'Our criterion was that the tool should be
suoh as might be found in any home and used by women as well as men.
Thus we may include Saw and Hammer, but exclude Drill,*
A general list of some 2,000 items emerged, and lias served since
as 'the accepted and indeed the only objective authority on what to
include in syllabuses for the teaching of L2 English' (Widdowson, 123),
Bright and McGregor (22) consider that the list has * stood the test of
time remarkably well,' It was developed in due course by West him¬
self into its current and probably final form, A General Service List
of English Words (Longman, 1953), G.B. Jeffrey in his preface rather
diplomatically wrote an epitaph to word-listing when he observed:
'As a member of the distinguished band of workers in the field of
vocabulary selection who attended the New York Conference in 1934, and
one who has continued to interest himself in the subjeot, it is fitting
that he (= West) should bring this phase of research to what looks like
a culmination, since attention is now shifting to structural problems'
(vi).
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The General "ervi.ee List (GSL) is the acme of achievement in the
movement, and as such, it is worth comparing an entry from it with an
equivalent entry in Thorndike and Lorge's 1944 compilation. The
entry fox' .name in the latter is:
GAMS AA 700 966 700+ 639
whose rather cryptic symbols can be explained as follows: AA indicates
that game occurs over 100 times per million running words, the 700 re¬
ferring to appearances of its token in the pure Thorndike of 1931, the
966 referring to frequency in the Lorge Magazine Oount, the second 700
to the special Thorndike Juvenile Count (the asterisk indicating an
estimate rather than a precise figure), and the 639 relating to the
Inrge-Thomiike Semantic Count (without details). This can be com¬
pared with Test, which incorporates details frrm the Lorgo semantic
count:
GAME 638 (l) (amusement, children's play)
Pun and games
It's not serious; it's just a game 9,7°
(2) (with the idea of competition, e.g.
cards, football, eto)
A game of football
Indoor games; outdoor games 38^
(3) (a particular contest)
We won, six games to three
I played a poor game
Playing a losing game (I0.5?i) 23?°
(4) (games = athletic contest)
Olympic Games &fo
? (= animals, H%i game-/, game-birds etc., 5/)
(= fun, Make fun of, 0.5^°)
For the teacher or other consultant looking for some basio guiding
information, west is highly informative, though space-consuming. His
638 refers to frequency in a count of five million running words of the
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Thorndike type. In 9/S of these occurrences it meant the first sense,
and so on through the senses following the Lorge qy stem, the question
mark indicating the compiler* 3 doubt as to the worthwhileness of teach¬
ing the residue of material in brackets. Minor meanings tend to be
omitted in West's articles, and 30 the percentages tend not to add up
to 100. ./est reminds the user that in studying the frequencies and
their percentages, the total frequency of any word diould be taken into
account, l/o of pull being worth far more than 3$ of drag. He also
reminds users that it is primarily a list for the written language,
and is low on colloquial, stylistic mad emotive material.
It has one other serious problem, shared with the slowly garnered
USD and the conceptual scheme of Roget. West* s list is now dated, a
point which I established in a study of a textbook series which overtly
claims to draw most of the TOO words of its elementary workbook from
the GSL. This is the liew Conoept English series of L.G. Alexander
(Lonyaan, 1S6?). A check of 12 pages of the vocabulary index in the
Gorman teachers* edition, 19&9 (for the volume First Tilings First).
shows that out of 354- items (that is, just over half those used) no
less than 73 are non-GSL. Twenty items from the 73 newcomers are:
baker calendar instalment licence
beef climate intelligence magazine
beer dentist job measles
blouse fare label mince
butcher honey lavatory muni
The sound pedagogical reasons for adding these items to the list
include the need to up-date it for modem school-users, but such massive
infusions cast doubt on the on-going status of the GSL as a general
list. Without words like these it can hardly serve. Assuming failure
to undertake a new frequency count either on the old line3 or with some
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specific word-theory, any adaptation such as Alexander has made becomes
only one more subjective exercise in list-making, to be challenged by
the first conflicting 'vocabulary sense' of the first commentator.
One should acknowledge that the Carnegie Report and the GSL stand
isolated for criticism in a way not intended by the original Conference
members. They worked on an interim report, planning supplements and
refinements which never materialized. Circumstances have made their
achievements appear monolithic and authoritarian where they probably
had no intention of putting them forward as such. In all probability
the compilers would concur with later observers in assessing short¬
comings, even if they were prone to castigating eaoh other's approaches
at the time.
3.7 Commentators on the Lists
I have taken Pries and Traver in the United States and Bongers in
Holland as historians of the vocabulary-control movement. Thi3 is true
in the incidental sense that they made historical comments while
engaged in specific tasks. Pries and Traver were asked by the
Committee on Modern Languages of the American Council on Education to
assess the word lists. Their report is consequently entitled ijxgliah
Word Lists; A Study of their Adaptability for Instruction, and remains
a classic of its kind. The thorough-going work of Bongers (Vocabulary
Control. 1947) relates to the wish to provide Dutch schools with a
3,000-word vocabulary for their four-year English course. The
•historians' therefore do not stand clinically apart from the movement:
in important ways they are part of it.
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A comment of Pries and Traver is apposite in any commentary upon
the vocabulary controllers; 'One cannot survey the building of word-
lists ... without appreciating the immense amount of work that has
attended the creation of these lists, as well as the wide practical
experience of those who have laboured upon them. It is with diffidence,
therefore, that we offer the following conclusions to which we have
come from this study' (87). The following is a resume of their
conclusions;
1 A restricted list of useful v/ords limited to useful meanings seems
not only valuable but necessary in the teaching of a foreign
language. In such lists, the status of the 'word' must be clearcut,
and figurative extensions should be adequately handled. People tend
to forget how fluid meaning is.
2 Word lists should be compiled primarily to obtain the symbols for
things and for qualities. In this respeot, Ogden's Basic English
is essentially sound, with its 600 ' things', some pioturable, some
qualities.
3 The separateness of 'operations' from the rest of the vocabulary
as in Basic is fundamentally important for foreign learners, and
verbs can be classed satisfactorily along with preposition-adverbs and
conjunctions for this purpose. The limitation of the number of such
operators in a first list seems also a sound approach, especially when
we consider how wide a range of meanings the common verbs have. The
' learning weight* of a list with verbs as vocabulary units is con¬
siderably greater than that of a list in which the verbs are reduced
to a minimum.
4 A limited list of words with a narrowed range of senses, along
with a basic grammar, is useful for the foreign learner, especially
for his productive work. Equally elearly, the list and grammar are
valuable for text simplification.
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5 Passing from such a limited vocabulary and basic grammar to an
understanding of Standard English is beset with problems, and at
this point other lists need to be added, influenced by quantitative
information about words and their senses. There should be two distinct
sides to such lists: the productive and the receptive, but what degree
of overlap is likely Pries and Traver did not know.
6 Despite the massive amount of work done, there are areas where
more research (guided by linguistic principles) is needed:
(a) colloquial English, however difficult to obtain (and counters
should go to the Sears Roebuck catalogue as willingly as to the
Classics).
(b) lists relating to diverse age levels and social situations.
(c) mora than anything else, quantitative and qualitative information
about patterns of derivation and compounding, extensions of mean¬
ing, shifts of meaning according to the grammatical function of a
word, and the relationship in English between form and function.
Bongers experimented in the early 1940s with the 3,000-word list
laid down by Palmer in the seoond IRET report of 1931. Working in
three Dutch schools, he set out to ascertain how many of these words
students in fact knew (in presumably at least one sense) at the time
of matriculation. He concluded that between 2,500 and 2,800 of them,
were known through current methods, and this strong correlation en¬
couraged him in the assumption (running counter to the Carnegie Report)
that a 3,000-word list was a reasonable goal, and that Palmer's was
the best of its kind.
When visiting Japan in 1934 he had been impressed by Palmer' a
claim that the second IEET list would cover 95,' of the words in any
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English texts of a general kind. The first 1,000 would cover 85$,
the second "1% and the third 3$. This gargantuan diminishing return on
effort reminds one of the Carnegie view that once past 2,500 we are in
a quagmire, but Bongers kept to 3,000, agreeing that anything larger
would be counter-productive. He checked the Palmer elaim by analysing
the first thousand running words of thirteen English works, and got the
following results:
Galsworthy, Swan Song 95.4$
Shaw Doctor's Dilemma 96.1$
Teazle Thurston, Sally Bishop 96.9$
Upton Sinclair, The Jun&le 95»1^
A. Bennet, The Card 95 • 2/2
Th. Dreiser, An American Tragedy 96.1$
A. Allardyce, Unwillingly to School 96.6$
Sinclair Lev,is, uodsworth 94.8$
H.A. Vachell, Culnney's Adventures 93.3$
H.G. Wells, Mr Bletsworthy on Rampole Island 94$
R. Kipling, The Bridge Builders 94.6$
J. Conrad, Typhoon 91.3$ The Lagoon 95«8$
The success of tiie Palmer list is impressive. Bongers however
wanted to improve on it by examining other lists, arranging their con¬
tents en Palmerian principles and standardizing their frequencies. It
was an immense undertaking, requiring massive aid. ingenious manipulation
of the lista (of Bongers, 140ff), resulting derivative lists being
labelled according to letter's of the alphabet. The lists examined
were Palmer's secoiid IRET, the i'slmer-ilomby 1,000-word English,
Fauoett-4aki, the Carnegie General List, Thorndike 1931» and Helen
Eaton's Comparative Frequency List for major European Languages (1934).
Both Bongers and the Fries and Traver approach indicate the incestuous-
neas of lists by the 1940s, but it is significant that Bongers ignores
Ogden in his work. After much re-arrangement, shifting, comparison
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and collation, rejection and re-aligmient, 3©ngers emerged with a
composite set of K, L ana M lists, for the first, second and third
thousand words of "English, The details of this tour de force can be
found in his general study.
Palmer claimed a coverage of 95#, and Bongers advanced this to
97.5?= for the KLM 3,000, broken down as 89.5?= for the first thousand,
5.6# for the second, and 2.4# for the third. A comparison with
Palmer's original claim and breakdown suggests that Bongers may Ixave
improved most on the first thousand, where it really matters. It
seems from one viewpoint a marginal increase for so much effort, but
from another it is considerable (if spread over lengthy* texts).
Bongers provides comparative tables to show the capacity of the six
lists to cope with various specimen texts. hone of the lists does
really badly, and this is one of the justifications for the whole
massive effort since 1900, but the KLM has the following showing, over
the first thousand running words of tan texts:
An article in The Times 96#
Grenfell, A Labrador Doctor 96.4#
Pearl Buck, The Good Earth 96.4#
James Hilton, Good-bye. Mr Chips 96.9#
Emily Bronte, 'lathering Heights 97.4#
Warwick Deeping, Old Pybus 97.4#
Shaw, The Intelligent woman' s Guide to Socialism 97.5#
Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities 98.6#
Anna Sewell, Black Beauty 98.8#
Eleanor Dooly, The Radium Woman 99%
Bongers considered that the marginal, improvement was worth the
effort, and in getting it pushed the collation of lists to its limits.
Assuming that his list suffers from aging in the same way as West's, it
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remains the piece de resistance of the raovemait in sheer tenacious
effort to reach maximum coverage.
life are now in a position to consider Bongers's own conclusions
about vocabulary control. He had a greater commitment to it than
Fries and Traver and realized that there was nothing specially new or
revolutionary in trying to get at the consaon words of a language in
order to teaoh them before the rare ones. He thought that word-counts
do determine frequency, but have no significance under a million running
words, and even then are only the raw material for subject!vists to
adjust. Indeed, he denied the reality of objective control, arguing
that the seleotion of the texts for counting is subjeotive. To handle
words in and after a count, the principles of Palmer were in his opinion
the best, and those of Ogden were irrelevant because Basic is not really
English. If 3,000 is an acceptable upper limit for school courses,
then the KLM list is the best provider, and analyses of the extent to
which any book conforms to that list dhould, in his view, be printed in
the preface, to help teachers assess the usefulness of the book to any
class.
The outstanding difference between Bongers and Fries and Traver
(both writing at about the same time) is in their attitudes to Ogden
and quantitative studies. The Americans rate Ogden highly and urge
further carefully defined quantitative wcrk. The Dutchman dismisses
Ogden and suspects quantitative work, except as raw material. Bongers
is relatively satisfied with Palmer's word theory, while Pries and Traver
survey Palmer but de not include his views in their conclusions. Un¬
like Bongers but in concurrence with the Carnegie members, Pries and
Traver want more research on many aspects of lexicology. While Bongers
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shows an awareness of the studies done by Fries and Traver in the 1940s,
the Americans on the other hand appear unaware that in the Netherlands
he was pushing the minimal-vocabulary concept to its practical limits.
t 3.8 Conclusion
If we can distinguish within lexicography two associated but distinct
traditions, glossary and vocabulary, then the work of the vocabulary-
controllers can be linked with both. Where necessary, for example,
they alphabetised like glossarists and in the end became dictionary-
makers in their own right. At the same time their interest in basic
vocabulary for educational purposes rather than hard and odd words puts
them on a par with the vocabularists, and, indeed, every time they pro¬
posed special lists beyond some primary list they were implying the
creation of topic headings. Given more enthusiasm and time, the move¬
ment might have emerged with ABC lists within topic schemes. Un¬
fortunately, however, the special lists were never compiled, either
quantitatively or subjectively.
The vocabulary-control movement arose out of an interest in how
and where we use words: in stenography, spelling, reading and language
learning generally. Inevitably this interest expressed itself, as
lexicography has always done, in terms of the written medium, and began
somewhat crudely (but probably unavoidably) with the counting of grapho-
logical tokens. Only in later assessments, when it was virtually too
late to start it all again, did it become apparent that a theory ©f
what to count and where to do the counting was a prime necessity.
Palmer and Ogden came nearest to a theory of words, but for most members
of the movement a rather incestuous juggling with lists appears to have
been preferable to going back to first principles.
The failures of listing to date do not necessarily mean that
listing should never under any circumstances be attempted again.
Mechanical aids undreamt of by the early listers now exist to take the
tedium out of the work, and to provide results more rapidly: spoken
language can be got at now through recording systems in a way unimagin¬
able even in the 1930s. Whatever work might be done in future however
should be linked with a model of the lexicon and cannot be seriously
undertaken until the following areas are adequately delineated:
1 sense differentiation (both homonymy and polysemy)
2 the relation of derived words to the forms from which they are derived
3 the relation of compounds to the forms from which they are compounded
4 the question of figurative extensions of meaning in any item
5 the relation of words one to the other in Palmer's 'constellations'
The3e are the crucial problem areas in lexicology. Beyond them
lie further problems of stylistic variation, diachronic change and
geographic differences, but a solution even in part to such questions
could help resuscitate a brave movement that failed for want of a clear
methodology.
We have seen that wordbooks of any kind tend to be culture-bound
and period-bound, and such expressions as 'limited' or 'dated'
pejoratively auggest that we can rise above such considerations in some
way. The efforts of West and Bongers suggest, however, as did those
of Murray and Roget, that lexicography can never escape period and
place, and that In fact we should accept such facts of life. Like
any other book, a wordbook is a fossil from a synclironic stratum that
recedes into the past. The very vaunted 'newness' of a new book is
the surest guarantee of its being dated a decade later. Adequate
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opportmity for revision seems therefore necessary in tomorrow* s word-
hooks, whatever the tradition they appear to derive from.
Whether objective or subjective or logical, the major lists serve
to highlight attitudes to language and aspects of language which are
growing more familiar as we proceed. Listers proved to be inter¬
ventionist like Chesterfield and Johnson, and conscious of deterior¬
ating standards, like the Stoics. At the same time, they undertook
their work with a brave new optimism and the almost evangelical belief
that they were offering a means of improving tomorrow's English. Even
the most objective, Thorndike, indicated that he expected certain
values not to change in the world, and chose the Bible and the Classics
as texts to count. However apparently disparate the approaches of
objectivist, subjeotivist and logician might be, and however acrimonious
they might be towards each other, what stands out in the end is the
marginal differences among lists, particularly between the two fore¬
most antagonists, West and Ogden. Civil war is always the fiercest,
and in this rather ill-starred movement is particularly to be
regretted.
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4 Linguistics, the Morpheme and the Word
4«1 Introduction
Popular thinking has always linked 'language' and 'words' more closely
than, say, 'language' and 'sentenoes'. And the more literate a
community, the more likely are its members to think of 'words* as im¬
portant and durable entities, things with white space before and after
them en the printed page, with their plaoe kept for them in dictionaries,
their fixed meanings and their special histories. We have seen that
scholars have generally set out to compile wordbooks and word-lists on
the assumption that we all know what words are. In a general sense
this seems to be so, but this does not mean that we oan just piok them
up and categorize them when we feel so inclined. The plight of the
word-counters demonstrates this very clearly.
Aware of such problems, modern linguistics has appeared to seek
release from the tyranny of words. It has turned to a variety of other
theoretical units to provide safer foundations for granroatical theory,
but it has not carried the mass of educated language-users with it.
Teachers and writers still distress linguists by assuming that the
primary aim ©f their discipline must be the sorting out of words. This
is not wholly surprising. The word has a venerable history in etymology
and philology, and, as I hope to show, it has also proved pretty in¬
destructible in modern linguistics.
4,2 The Three Ages of Etymology
The philosophers of ancient Greece were interested in man and his
relationship with nature. This interest prompted a study of language,
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and particularly an examination of its origins. Philosophers debated
whether language was a thing with eternal unchanging principles or
whether it was the product of conventions among men. This debate about
nature and convention (cf Dinneen, 1967:74ff; Lyons, 1968:4ff) led the
Stoics to the view that all human languages are in a slow state of
deoline from erstwhile perfection. A philosopher, so they thought,
should set himself the task ef tracing nouns and verbs back to their
original etyma or ' true farms'.
The Stoic period can bo called the first age of etymology, when
people looked back to a glorified past and saw change as decadence.
This view of things is by no means dead. It is possible for someone
surveying the European vernaculars to regard French and Italian as
the wreck of Latin, and for individuals to insist that an ancient
meaning is ' true' while a modern variant ' corrupt' • We have seen how
strong this view has been in lexicography. Linguists regularly warn
against just this kind of 'etymological fallacy'. Warburg (1968:
348ff) warns against the praotice of saying things like 'The proper
meaning of horrid's really "bristling" — from horridus. you know.'
Robertson and Cassidy (1954 (I971:91f)) draw attention to a manual of
'good* English which insists that dilapidated can only be used of
stone buildings, because it comes from Latin lapidem. * stone' • The
fact that Warburg and others feel obliged to name and point out this
•etymological fallacy' is proof of the tenacity of the Stoic view.
Linguists may disagree with the view that languages deteriorate
and that words decay, but it is not something which is easily proved
or disproved. For lexioology, the persistence of the attitude, the
willingness to think in such terms, may be the interesting thing, and
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not the eradication of the sin. Prom a god' s-eye view of English and
its vocabulary, one meaning of horrid is oertainly 'bristling1, even
if that meaning is out of tune with the late 20th century, and one
meaning of dilapidated links it with stones, although in our times
wooden huts, Cars and people may get into the same kind of state.
The fallacy lies less in the etymology than in the failure to see how
words extend and change themselves.
Stoio concern with the true nature of things passed via the Romans
into the melting pot of Classical and Judaeo-Christian thinking which
followed the decline of the Empire. Etymology entered its second
age with St Isidore of Seville (d. 636 AD), whose 20-volume work
called Etymologies is one of the early European encyclopaedias. Its
subject matter ranges from grammar and theology to farming and house¬
keeping. Isidore deferred to the Greeks, but his interest was not
essentially historical: the origin of a word could be reached as well
by inspired ' interpretation' as by rummaging in the history books.
He was interested in associations (through derivation of one word from
another, through similar sounds, through onomatopoeia, logical contraries
and the names of people and plaoes). Whether such associations were
objectively verifiable was not important.
Isidore's method of association (such as homo, 'man' vdth humo.
' from the soil', because God made man from the earth) was a homiletie
aide-memoire for students learning special vocabularies. Their
language teacher, Isidore, was using the aide-memoires to din the
words into their heads. Viewed in this light, even his egregious
derivation of cadaver ('corpse') from CAro DAta VERmibus ('flesh given
to the worms*) has some mnemonic value.
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His work cart be seen as a systematic version of what is nowadays
called 'folk etymology' — the ordinary thoughtful person* a interest
ir. and speculation about where a vord began, usually in an effort to
get at its meaning. This kind of distortion i3 said by purists to lie
at the root of, say, the current humble pie rather than the older
umble («= antrail) pie. Similarly, uproar might well be associated
rather with roar than the German aufruhr (' upsurge' ) from which it
came in the 16th-century translation of Luther Into English. Polk
etymology may be condemned as illiterate (or worse, quaint), but its
interest may lie leas in the need to condemn it and more in the need
to account for it as part of the sociology of language. Isidore has
his followers still.
He belonged to a oultural climate now largely gone. His universe
was Bible-centred, and the world of most present-day scholars Is not.
He believed that Adam and Eve spoke Hebrew in the Garden of Eden, and
suoh a belief would irnr.eciia.tely condition any inquiry into origina •—
as it continued to condition such inquiries up to the late 18th century.
His belief in the Pall of Man is sympathetic towards the Stoic idea of
language decline, and a literal acceptance of the Tower of Babel could
only reinforce such a belief. Isidore worked within the frame of
reference of his time, much as present-day scholars work within theirs,
and should not be pilloried for it. Etymology also should not be
pilloried for liaving him in its pedigree, any more than modem chemistry
would be called to account for the doings of the alchemists. His
view of tilings was still central to speculation about the origins of
words in the 18th and early 19th oenturiss and found expression at
that time in the influential theories of the English etymologist, James
Borne Tooke, and the American lexicographer Noah Webster.
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The third age of etymology came with 19th-century philology. When
scholars began (with Sir William Jones' s prompting in 1786) to oompare
Sanskrit with Latin and Lithuanian, the idea of the durability of words
despite tine and distance was added to the repertoire of etymology.
The metaphor under which the philologists worked was, like Roget' s,
suggestive of trees. It was a picture of language growth, containing
families and parents, roots and stems — what is sometimes called 'the
genealogical method of classification' (of Crystal 1971:152). An
Indo-European parent language was conceived as preceding daughter
languages like Sanskrit and Latin, which in turn were mothers to Hindi
end Italian etc. The Darwinian metaphor of the survival of the fittest
in a system of natural selection could easily be grafted onto the
original plant, with its concomitant idea of progress, and an element
quite contrary to the Stoics was introduced. This suggested that far
from deteriorating, languages were improving in the jostle of the
centuries, and today's word is better than its predecessor. Such a
view is not yet labelled an 'etymological fallacy', but it is just as
difficult of proof or disproof a3 the view that all languages decline
from previous excellence.
Edward Sapir (1921) tried to step aside from the issue of the
betterment or decadence of any language moving through time. He pre¬
ferred the metaphors of 'drift' and 'slope', arguing that when a
language changes it has a direction (neither good nor bad) and that
its 'users are largely unaware of the slope on which they gently move,
nevertheless, some idea of the slope and the drift can be got by
examining the hesitations native users have about the 'proper* use of
forms. In JUnneen's words (233), 'This drift is not haphazard, nor
the oonsequence of a lack of system, but is, rather, the stable
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dynamism of a developing, living use of language, a factor discussed
as analogy in the nineteenth century.•
The question of whether today is worse or better than yesterday
is a sociological one, relating to people's situations aid expectations
about life. It is worth discussion because such attitudes influence
language, but whatever achievements etymology may have chalked up,
they are independent of assessment on such grounds.
4.3 Skeats The Root of the Matter
Walter William Skeat is the central figure in the etymology of English
in the last century. He took the word as his primitive ooncept, but
as a means of limiting the field of observation (1882:7) and not be¬
cause he conceived of it in isolation. He considered it mistaken to
examine words in modern English without considering changes wrought in
them 'in consequence of their grammatical relation to each other in the
sentenoe.'
He emphasized the mixed origins of modem English vocabulary.
In his view, 'no other language was ever composed of such numerous and
such diverse elements', and he divided the originating areas into two:
1 the 'native' element (Anglo-Saxon and the related Scandinavian
dialects) as the primary source
2 Latin and its derivates as the secondary souroe.
His basic division stands virtually unquestioned today. The
native-foreign dichotomy serves as the basis far Marohand's study ©f
English word-formation (i960 and 1969)* and Skeat's view is recapitulated
by Crystal (1971:157) when he says: 'English may be Germanic in one
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sense, but is Romance in another, especially when we consider it from
the point of view of vocabulary.'
Skeat, then, proposed two distinct source areas, and implied that
a contrast still exists between them in the language, but did not
examine the contrast to see whether it reflected any distinctions in
use or attitude among the users. We have already seen that dictionary-
makers have been aware of this contrast for some 300 years.
In his theory of words, Skeat sees a series of historical pro¬
cesses ('consonant-shifting*, 'mutation of vowels', 'vowel insertion'
etc) operating an a 'root'. This quasi-botanical term is universally
accepted today in discussions of word-struoture etc., but we should not
forget that for the etymologists it is primarily time-linked. Skeat's
use was unequivocal: a root is 'the original monosyllabic element
which remains after the word has been stripped of everything of the
nature of prefixes and suffixes' (280). In his view, all voids of
Indo-European origin can be traced to roots, members of a set of ulti¬
mate monosyllables, and a comparison of the different Indo-European
languages enables the etymologist to determine, at least approximately,
the oldest form of the root. Such roots are either verbal or nominal
in function, the tern 'nominal' subsvaning both nouns and adjeotives.
He does not minimize the difficulties in detecting roots. In
his etymological dictionary (1882) he provides a number of appendices
to help the student in such work, including a list of the prefixes of
English, a statement about suffixes, and select lists of Latin and
Greek words of importance in forming English words. His Classical pre¬
disposition creates a lack of symmetry here, insofar as the Angle- Saxon
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source area is negleoted in favour of the Latin source area. Afore
asymmetrical than this, however, is his failure to list the suffixes
of English. He argues that 'the number of suffixes in modern English
is so great, end the form of several, especially in words derived
through the French from Latin, are so variable, that an attempt to
exhibit them all would tend to confusion' (630). Very little effort
has been made since Skeai's time to classify the suffixes of English as
a system of contrasting and functioning elements, and his pessimistic
statement about historical fuzziness in the state of English suffixes
may be partly responsible for blunting the investigation.
Skeat's historical bias should be noted. He condemns failure in
an etymologist to identify suffixes in terms of provenance rather than
current function. For example, he criticizes Haldemonr. (1865) for
spoiling a good account of English affixes by misdividlng such words as
logic and civio into log-ic and civ-io. 'The truth is' that because
civi-c derives from Latin ciuicus it must therefore be regarded as con¬
sisting of ciui-. the Latin declensional stem (that is, a root plus its
thematic or connecting vowel) and the suffix -cus. 'Of course, words
in -i-o are so numerous that -io has come to be regarded as a suffix at
the present day, so that we do not hesitate to form Volta-ic as an
adjective of Volta: but this is an English misuse, not Latin etymology'
(631). If such is his view of saffixation, then clearly his unwilling¬
ness to attempt listing suffixes is not pessimism with regard to current
systemic use of suffixation in English, but despair at disentangling
the fossil forms of ancient suffixes in the mass of present-day
vocabulary. And these are two very different things.
Skeat belonged to the third age of etymology, but a Stoic inclin¬
ation is clear enough in his remarks about -ic. He faults Haldemann
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for failing to apply Latin criteria to English, while accepting that
English functions as English and not Latin. Such functioning is for
him a decadent misuse of Latin. Truth lies in the past.
He is right of course about the Latin., and Haldemann i3 right
about the English. It might be better to sidestep an unnecessary
dispute and ask three questions about the suffix, for which very
different answers will be needed:
1 What was the use of -i-o in Classical Latin?
2 What is the use of -ie among current users of English?
3 What liistorioal conditions converted one into the other?
'The truth' would, than be different for different periods. If
someone chose to complain that the ancient Latin use wa« more beautiful
or pure or efficient, it would be because of a Stoic view of things;
if he argued that the modem use is more efficient, concise, scientific
etc., it would arise from a kind of Darwinian view; and if he speculated
about the data through insufficient information and came up with some
clever suppositions, he would be following St Isidore. Meanwhile, of
course, people would go en using -ic according to their lights as though
nothing -was happening in the oharmsd circle of the etymologists.
4.4 Historical Processes and Grammatical Processes
Skeat was interested in processes aoting upon roots and affixes over
long periods of time. Traditionally, grammarians in Europe have been
interested in process too, but of a rather different kind. Prom the
time of Dionysius Thrax, through Donatus and the Middle Ages and into
the 20th century, grammarians have been concerned to show how 'words'
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fit together in jigsaws of phrase, clause and sentence. The earliest
process models were the paradigms of Greek nouns, adjectives and verbs,
transferred in due course to Latin end to the later European vernaculars,,
A statement of grammatical process in a paradigm (as for example
the cases of nouns like rax, regis. rcgon etc., or the conjugation of
verbs like amo. amas. aunat) assumes a prior theoretical form from
which others depend. In nouns, this form is the nominative or 'naming1
case, and in verbs the first person singular present indicative active
is typically used. Other inflected forms are then presented as
dependent or posterior.
The desirability of such a process-orientated grammar is not under
discussion here. It suffices however to point out that such processes
have been used and widely disseminated in language-teaching. They are
clearly quite different from Ghent' c processes, but confusion has some¬
times arisen between them.
This confusion may relate to the use in both kinds of process of
the term 'root'. Skeat was interested in stripping away the accretions
of time to get at a primordial root; grammarians are interested in
' roots' and ' stems' to which various affixes usefully attach themselves
to provide inflections and derivations. Roots are then said to under¬
lie complex forms functioning in the living language.
Using the terminology of Ferdinand de Saussure (1916), we can say
that an etymologist is concerned with diachronio develepraaits (through
time), and the grammarian is concerned with synchronic occurrences (at
the time of use). To avoid confusion between kinds of process, we
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can keep the term 'root' with its botanioal overtones for diachronio
etymology, and adopt the term 'base' for synchronic grammar. This
term is not novel (cf Hill, 1958) and suggests a structural or
formational minimum on which controlled or predictable building takes
place. Given a root-arid-base distinction, four theoretical possi¬




+ - root only
- + base only
- neither
The possibilities can be realised. In the items manly and re-build.
for example, man and build are both root and base. In the examples
oonoeive and retain, however, the historical roots are -oeive and -tain.
while the synchronic bases for further accretion are the -whole items.
Thus, the complex inconceivable is synchronically analysable only as
' in-conceiv-able', but diachronically analysable as ' in-oon-ceiv-able'.
It follows from an adoption of the root-and-ba3e distinction that
if a base is not identical to a root, it must be larger: it must
'contain' the root. Some extra substance (phonic or graphic or both)
needs to be accounted for - but usually only by the etymologist, not the
grammarian or general linguist.
It also follows that a root may or may not have a meaning in
current English, but that a base must have a meaning. The meaning
will be nominal, adjectival or verbal, and the force of affixes can be
added to it. Put another way, this means that roots are bases from
yesterday's language, or from other languages. Today's bases could
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become tomorrow's roots, and an ingenious user might breathe life back
into one of yesterday's bases for a shorter or a longer time. There
is even the possibility that on some occasions in the 'same' word an
element may serve as a base, and on ethers be relegated to the status
of a root* A predilection for synchronic studies prevents a proper
consideration of such matters, just as much as a prejudice in favour
of diaohronic studies. We need binocular vision, as it were, to deal
best with these problems.
4.5 Lexical Word and Grammatical Word
Etymologists like Skeat had no problem over what constituted a 'word' •
It was something isalable from the stream of speech, with space on
each side of it on paper and classifiable as a traditional part of
speeoh. More importantly, the words of real interest were nominal or
verbal, and their ultimate 'true' forms were the roots. Henry Sweet,
in his New English Grammar (IB91) took a similar historical view of his
subject, but clarified the concept 'word' by distinguishing two
categories: 'full words' such as nouns, adjectives and verbs, and
•form words' such as the particles, conjunctions, pronouns etc.
This dichotomy has been followed consciously or of necessity by
the majority of grammarians since. Lyons (1968:435) makes a distinction
between 'lexical items' on the one hand, and 'grammatical items' on the
other, while among the Bloomfieldians, Bolinger (1968:56) distinguishes
'source morphemes' from 'system morphemes'. A dichotomy of 'content
words' and ' structure words' is corrmonplace, and the distinction can be
found elsewhere under various names.
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It 1ms been asked from time to time whether the form words can
rightly claim status as 'words1 at all, functioning as they do in much
the same way as prefixes, suffixes etc. This kind of thinking led
Vendryes (1923) to argue that in language there are only semantemes
(full, content or lexical material) and morphemes (processes acting on
semantemes), the distinction between a morpheme on its own (a particle
or a pronoun) and a morpheme of affixation or accentuation being purely
an illusion.
Sapir (1921:33) took a similar line. He considered that words as
such are language-specific, not language-universal. His training in
the classical European tradition was followed by work among the non-
literate Amerindian languages, which demanded a re-appraisal of all
traditional terms. His comparison of European and Amerindian language
structures however produced the conclusion that only two elements
operate in language: radical elements (= our roots and bases) and
grammatical elements (= everything else). Certain combinations
(including zero grammatical element) in a particular language will
constitute its 'words', and these combinations offer the user a unique
psychological reassurance. The words of that language cannot be 'out
into without a disturbance of meaning, one or other or both of the severed
parts remaining as a helpless waif on our hands' (35)• Sapir pro¬
posed certain simple formulas to cope with the language-specific word,
to which we shall return in chapter 5.
If we assume that English has its language-specific 'words', and
also that it is simpler to treat the observable form-cum-3tructural-
cum-grammatical elements as words of a kind because they are written
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with spaces between them, then it may be useful to keep "weet's con¬
trast. A taxonomy can be made for it:

















Having made this distinction, we can then (if we wish) discard
the form or structure or grammatical words in favour of concentrating
on the lexical words. This in effect is what Skeat, Sweet, Vcndryes
and Sapir are advocating. To their advocacy we can add the observation
of others (cf Robins, 1959; Lyons, 1968) that the lexical words belong
ta a large open-ended class, while the grammatical material, like the
affixes, belongs to a class of small closed classes (the pronoun system,
the particles of direction and location etc.). Lexicology is primarily
concerned with the study of this large, open-ended class, the traditional
•vocabulary' of the language, its 'lexis' or 'lexicon'. It turns its
attention to the grammatical class only when they liave something
valuable to offer in clarifying the nature and function of lexical
material.
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4.6 The Problem of the Morpheme
The inflectional paradigms which dominated the traditional description
of Greco-Latin grammar, and which have been used extensively in the
description of European languages, imply, as we have said, the priority
of certain forms. In the declension of nouns, far example, the
nominative case is taken as 'upright* and prior, while all the other
oases are 'oblique', regarded as falling away from the nominative.
The etymology of the term case (Latin, casus: ' fall' ) enshrines this
view, a convenient process model for nouns which passes 'roots' through
specific 'paradigms' (arbitrarily numbered in Latin grammar as first,
second declension and so on) to create a set of specific word-forms in
a pre-ordained order.
At the turn of the century Baudouin de Courtenay, a student of the
Slav languages, rejected this approach, and argued that in strictly
descriptive terms no one case has priority over any other. 'It must
not be said that a form of the word serves as the origin for all the
rest and becomes another form. The various forms of a word are not
formed from each other, but .merely co-exist. There naturally arises
between them a mental bond, so that they determine each other and invoke
each other through association' (in ZirmunskiJ, 1966:76f ).
De Courtenay disavowed both historical and grammatical processes
and concerned himself with establishing minimal 'atoms' of language.
He used the term phoneme (invented in the 1870s by the French phonetician
Dufriche Degpgenette) as the theoretical atom in phonological description,
and was one of the first to use the analogous term morpheme as a
grammatical atom.
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As mentioned above, Veudryes (1923* "but already in practice by
1914} used the same term morpheme as a process term, for a set of
grammatical changes affecting a basic semanteme (element of content).
De Courtenay* s use of morpheme is radically different and developed
its own following in Slsvist linguistics, a crucial definition of its
role being provided in the terminological glossary of the Prague Circle
(TCLP 4» 1931:321), where it is defined as: 'Unite morphologique non-
susceptible d'etre divisee en unites plus petites, c'est-a-dire une
partis de mot qui, dans toute une serie de mots, se presents avec la
A /
meme fonction formelle et qui n'est pas susceptible d'etre divisee en
parties plus petites possedant cette qualite.'
This morpheme is an element of language as an artifact, a finished
product, an arrangement and not a process. It is also not a Saussurean
linguistic sign, because it is established formally and distributionally
like a phoneme and is not linked with meaning or concepts. It is,
however, offered as 'part of a word, in a whole series of words', a
statement which echoes down the decades of structural linguistics.
The 'word' however is not defined in the ifague glossary. It is not
an element of the Prague theory, but rather a sop to general usage, a
casual explanatory device. As a result, however, of this casual
relation of raorpherne-to-word (the contained to the containing) certain
tensions were set up in non-process grammatical theory, tensions in¬
tensified by the continued use in l,lrenah linguistics of the term
•morpheme' in Vendryes* sense.
The work of the American linguist Sapir was, as we have seen,
process-orientated, and allowed for language-specific 'words' with
their own important psychological value. These words were made up,
like those of Vendiyea, of two distinct elements, radical elements arid
gramiaaticaL elements. bapir' a contemporary Leonard Blocmfield, however,
preferred the blavist view, especially in looking at Amer-indian
languages as artifacts without a recorded past. His interest in
behavtorist psychology al&o inclined him towards an external arrange¬
ment approach rather than a process approach which risked 'raontalist'
assumptions. /although educated in the process tradition, Bloomfield
rejected the word a3 a serious theoretical unit (allowing it some
status as a 'minimal free form* in such languages as English), and
concentrated on the morpheme. Per Dloomfield, however, the morpheme
is a Saussurean linguistic si^i, * a linguistic form which bears no
partial phonetic-semantic resemblance to any ether form' (1933a: l6l).
We are now by thi3 stage discussing three distinct uses of the
one term 'morpheme'.
Bloomfield mentions the semantic aspect of the morpheme, but was
not enthusiastic about developing itj in practice he followed ihrague,
being concerned with sound and form, and considering meaning the 'weak
point' in language study (LW). His morpheme is a bridge for
asymmetrical relations between sound and meaning: on the one side it
may consist of one or more phonemes, but on the other it can carry only
one ' sememe' • Insofar as his linguistics had a semantic side, meaning
was additive, a succession of sememes attached to clusters of phonemes,
each contributing its mite to the total meaning of any stretoh of
language. His central concern was to take any such stretch of
language and analyse it into its 'immediate constituents* (essentially,
its cohering lesser structures such as phrases and morpheme complexes)
and then into its ' ultimate constituents', the morphemes. A word of
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Iiinglish is a morpheme complex (which might consist in some instances
inherently disagreeable, a mass of irregularities appended t© the
grammar, so that 'features of selection (in word structure) minutely
and often whimsically limit the constituents that may be united in a
complex form' (207). Despite the whimsicality however, Bloomfield
accepted a ranking of construction within a complex form, inflections
being outermost, derivatives next and a kernel, root or base at the
centre. Bloomfield talks of such kernels as ' underlying forms', and
implies through his terminology that there is a process model somewhere
beyond his arrangement. It was probably salutary in the 1930s that
attention should so foroefully have been centred in American linguistics
on artifacts, end-products rather than formational processes, but
Bloomfield's approach had the drawback of being only partly committed
to a rigorous arrangement model.
This can be seen in certain inconsistencies in Ms classification
of iinglish words. The taxonomy which follows tries to oatch Bloomfield's
approach, for direct comparison with Sweet's as shown above (4.5):















The classification shows rather starkly how Bloomfield carried
over from his process heritage certain terms and concepts out of place
in his new behaviorist arrangement model. The taxonomy is not unlike
Sweet's, but ondt3 any dichotomy of 'form' as against 'full' words.
'Primary' and 'secondary' contrasts simple as against complex forms,
but the introduction of 'derived* into the description raises serious
problems. In the first instance, derived primary words such as
re/oeive indicate that Bloomfield wanted to tackle the problem of com¬
posites which cannot be analysed in synchronic terms. In the secondary
derived words, Bloomfield wanted to taokle grammatical growth of com¬
plex from simple. The two uses of 'derived' are process-related, the
first to etymology and the second to traditional grammar. They should
not have been confused, ;md oven if sharply distinguished, neither
should appear in a non-process classification.
Bloomfield had an extensive knowledge of language history (as
Professor of Germanic Philology at Chicago), and in dealing with the
vocabulary of English in a paper published in the same year as the above
material (1933b), he did not introduce morphemes at all. He accepted
the traditional dichotomy in English vocabulary as:
1 normal or native words
2 learned, or semi-foreign words
which is a notable development from Skeat. He noted that affixes of
one stream tended to relate to roots of the same stream, and by using
the terms 'normal' and 'learned' made a social contrast which Skeat did
not attempt. In this, he implicitly accepts the lexicographic tradition
which began by contrasting 'vulgar' and 'hard* words. He also indicated
that native users of English are not always entirely at home in using
the learned, semi-foreign stream. The foreign material is carried in
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the written rather than the spoken medium and is consequently open to
varied interpretation (as for stress in revocable or revocable) and
even aberrant formation (as in normalcy for normality). In this study
his observations are sharp, and it is worthwhile to contrast the paper
with his major work. In the paper, he discusses problems, such as suffix
replacement (in forming the noun vacuity from the adjective vacuous).
which were to prove insoluble through arrangement morphemics.
4.7 American Structuralism
Many linguists followed Bloomfield in attempting to create a rigorous
arrangement model of languages, based on the universal phoneme and
morpheme. In this, they extended the analogy between the two units to
the following proportion:
phone: allophone: phoneme :: morph: allomorph: morpheme
This extension, essentially achieved by Hellig Harris and Charles
Hockett, was considered a major breakthrough and begat many further
analogues in the -erne family. The first element in each set is actual
language data, an atomic particle that can be observed; the second is
also observable, but expresses variant atoms subsumed under the third,
the abstract or generic unit. Hence, any morpheme inventory, on the
analogy of the phoneme inventory, should state the generic morpheme
and the allomorphs which belong to or realize it.
Like anatomists dissecting bodies, the structuralists became con¬
cerned with cutting up language data. In describing for fieldworkers
the necessary procedures for analysing aboriginal languages, however,
the writers of manuals (such as Eugene Nida, Komhologv. 1949) found
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themselves reluctantly admitting prooess expressions into their model.
^Expressions like 'repl&cive morphemes* and * stem formatives' appear,
and Nida* s appeals to meaning as a last resort were fiercely criticized
as unscientific by Tragar (1951:27). Nida's is an impressive and
practical study, but at the very start he defined his subject as 'the
study of morphemes and their arrangements in farming words'. In a
footnote, he added: 'We are using "word* in this ahapter in the usual
traditional sense', a point echoing EYague. "tie neglected however te
define this traditional sense of word, and to incorporate it into his
theory, and in later pages took over intact Bloomfield's definition of
the morpheme.
Within the structuralist movement, the most cogent critics of
morphemic analysis ware Bolinger and dockett, the first concerned with
problems of meaning, the second with the struggle between arrangement
and process. Bolinger (1948 et seq) attacked the diaohronic legacy
implicit in Bloomfield in the segmentation of such words as away into
a + way, disease into diss + ease. He also condemned the atomization
of meaning into additive sememes, contending tliat meaning is cumulative
and more than just the sum of parts. Hockett (1954) was radical enough
to reinstate process entirely, but the assault wa3 not maintained. He
listed three models of description in linguistics, calling two of them
• item-and-arrangement' (IA) and ' item-and-process' (IP), while the
third was the traditional 'word-and-paradign' (WP). He did not discuss
WP and probably would have had little to say in its favour if he had,
but considered it a defect of his paper that he failed to discuss it.
It is significant however that he saw two models in terms of 'items'
(a safe, neutral term) and a third, somewhat pejoratively, in terms
of 'words'.
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The use of 'replacives' and other process terms in IA handbooks
suggested to Hoekett that structuralists were in fact 'removing the
keystone of the whole IA aroh', so that 'the model begins to collapse'
(394). So-called morphemic elements like replacives were not made up
of phonemic material and therefore should not be postulated. However,
Hockett saw the possibility that IA and IP could be complementary.
Turning to mathematics, he claimed that IA is equivalent to its
'relations* and IP to its 'operations*. A ternary relation like
2 + 3 = 5 presupposes a binary operation of 2 + 3» and so the same
facts are observable from two positions. Hockett did not however
suggest running the models side by side, one for structure and one for
formation, but rather tried to offer an IP which would replace IA.
In his process model, Hbckett offered to replaoe 'morpheme* with
'root'. This was not an easy or a happy deoision: 'The choice of
terminology is difficult here; I do not recommend continued use of
"root" and terms stenming from it. "Morpheme" would be preferable,
but is avoided here in order better to contrast the models' (396).
The transfer to root was however more loaded with problems than Hockett
supposed — because not all morphemes could be roots. Some would be
roots, but others, such as inflectional affixes, would be markers of
processes operating on roots. The egalitarianism of IA was replaced
by a binary approach reminiscent of Sapir, Vendryes and Sweet, one
class of morpheme being promoted, the other demoted. Effectively,
Hockett in2954 consigned the structuralists' morpheme to limbo, and
although lip service has been paid to it in many manuals since, its
definitions have been imprecise and often diffident.
In defining the morpheme in his manual, Dwight Bo linger (1968:53)
allows source morphemes (lexical) and system morphemes (grammatical),
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but to support his case needs the excommunicated word. He calls the
morpheme 'the semi-finished material from which words are made' (53),
material available as 'broken pieces that some inventive speaker manages
to re-fit*, 'fragments ©f all degrees of standardized efficiency and
junkyard irregularity... The only thing a morpheme is good for is to
be melted down and re-cast as a word.' After more than thirty years
of morphemics this is a pessimistic conclusion, and in coming to it
Bolinger does not entirely escape the illusion that somehow the
structuralists' morpheme can survive. But as with Hbckett, not all
morphemes can be melted down and re-cast as words. Plural morphemes,
for example, cannot. Such bits and pieces of necessary grammatical
demarcation need to be taken out of the argument altogether and should
not be equated with the bases to which they are attached.
The British linguist Bazell was one of the most trenchant critics
of the Bloomfieldian thesis. He rejected the analogy between phonology
and morphology as fundamentally 'absurd' (1949:4) and 'very misleading'
(1952:36). Allophones and alloraorphs are similar insofar as they are
contextually predictable, but on no other count, and three cardinal
objections can be made to their continued existence:
1 Allophones are 'motivated*, oreated by the phonological system.
A phonetician can predict them, and his results cannot be improved
on by a historian of the language. With allomorphs, however, there
can be no appeal to synchronic system. No morphologist would be willing
to explain why certain allomorphs (such as the plural endings of oxen
and dogs) occur in certain environments and not in reverse (that is,
"^oxes androgen). The explanation, whatever it is, is an outcome of
history and not conditioned by the nature of any medium. Unlike
allophones, allomorphs can be introduced by analogy into positions which
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they did not previously occupy, and so belong to the diachronic as
opposed to the synchronic axis of language.
2 Allophones are identified as members of the same phoneme through
their intrinsic characteristics, and belong to speech, whereas
allomorphs are recognised as members of the same morpheme by the functions
they serve and belong to the language as a grammatical system. They
are therefore not only distinct from allophones in terms of synchrony
and diachrony, but also in terms of parole and langue.
3 No Bloomfieldian theory allows the morpheme to overlap th3 word,
and yet the word is not contained in any theory. The distri-
butionally-established morpheme is therefore dependent on a unit which
can variously be established on all or any of phonological, grapho-
logical, distributional or semantic criteria.
Bazell does not however reject the morpheme. Like Lyons (1968:
183ff), he prefers to abstract it from the level of visible segmentation
of written language data and to regard it instead as a distributional
•factor* without shape. Contacts between such, factorial morphemes and
phonemic forms are indirect, mediated by allomorphs which he prefers to
call * formatives'. 'It is these processes or relations which the old-
fashioned paradigm was designed to bring out, and which modem
segmentation is designed to obscure'. The morph is detectable, but
the morpheme lies somewhere above or below or behind it, a peg on
which to hang indirect correlations of sound and meaning, in a process
model which bears a closer resemblance to the traditional word-and-
poradlgm approach than to either Bloomfield's IA or Hookett' s nev; IP.
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4.8 Chomsky and the Syntactio Machine
By the late fifties, the pre-oegupation of American structural linguistics
with arrangement models gave way to a new process model not directly
linked with Hookett's proposal. In it, syntax predaninates and
morphology is virtually by-passed. With Noam Chomsky's Syntactic
Structures (1957), American linguistics was turning away from sound and
form towards meaning. Such a turn is only implicit in the 1957 Chomsky,
however; the drive towards semantics took almost ten years of
experimentation and controversy to reveal itself.
Chomsky's transformational-generative syntax (TGS) is a direct
development of Bloomfield's immediate constituent analysis, through the
string-analysis work of Zellig Harris (1951), although superficially
it appears to reject much of Bloomfield. The anti-semantic spirit in
which Chomsky was trained co-exists uneasily, however, with two
additional areas in which he was interested:
1 pre-suppositions of a logical nature about what underlies certain
sentence forms, related by Chomsky himself to the 18th-century
Port Royal grammarians, and
2 a formalism or system of notation derived from the mathamatico-
logioal work of Carnap and Boole, who (like Bishop V<ilkins) were
interested in well-defined artificial systems handling meaning rather
than in ill-defined natural languages.
It is characteristic of Bloomfieldianism that it made no use of
pre-suppositions (which were mentalist) and was exclusively interested
in the raw data of natural languages. On the surface therefore the
Chomskyan approach appears to be revolutionary and oounter-Bloomfieldian.
Against this, however, must be placed the similarity between Cliomsky* s
tree diagrams and immediate-constituent branching analyses, and the
experimentation of Harris with transformational techniques, The
explicit effort of Chomsky to handle syntax without recourse to
semantics and latterly his concern to indicate that syntactic structure
is independent of semantics also suggest a Bloomfieldian origin.
For Chomsky and his successors, a gramuar is an automaton dealing
rath ideal states of language rather than natural languages plagued
with problems of individual misperformance. The grammar machine
explicates the class of well-formed sentences which make up any language
L (usually taken to be ISnglish), It assigns structural descriptions
to these sentences and is said in consequence to 'generate* them.
This approach, as a highly abstract exercise, can throw points of
granmatical interest into sharp relief and demands a high degree of
explicitness in the formulation of rules. Insights obtained in this
way oan, it is hoped, be checked against natural language phenomena, so
that a itiodel running in isolation is as valuable t© linguistics as to
any other science. Care, however, should always be taken to avoid
equating the automaton with natural language, of confusing the model
with a description of the real thing.
Being a mathematical construct operating in a closed universe, the
TGS model explicitly relates to ideal speaker-hearers of L, each one
possessing an identical competence to all the others. Anything not
defined by the rules is not part of the language and would instantly
be recognised as such by the postulated speaker-hearers. Any wrinkles
in the system, when related to natural language, can be put down t©
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1 the Interim state of the TGS maohine
2 its theoretical and abstraot nature, or
3 faulty performance on someone's part.
Suoh arguments in effect serve to shield the system against criticism,
and as Wilks puts it (1972:67): 'Chomsky has formulated the theory of
transformational grammar so as to rule out the possibility of dis-
oonfirmation'• It certainly appears that in emphasizing the egalitarian
competence of ideal speaker-hearers in an ideal, static universe defend¬
ers of the theory tend to assume that everyday speaker-hearers of English
are also egalitarians in a static universe, a point very difficult to
defend, and one v/hich such investigators as the Glettmans (1970) found
it impossible to substantiate.
The theory in due course went through several distinct stages,
the clearest contrast being between the 1957 and 1965 versions. In
1957, TGS was a syntactic machine with a 'phrase-structure component'
on which a 'transformational component' operated. Certain unspecified
basic counters were manipulated in noun and verb phrases to produoe a
set of kernel sentences, which could then be fed into a transformer to
get adaptations or 'transforms*: suoh variants as negative, inter¬
rogative, passive and other sentences. Baudouin de Courtenay would
have rejected such an approach as having the same priorities as the
paradigm: putting one type of sentenoe first, and then mechanically
deriving all the others from it. The 1957 model was, nonetheless, a
convenient way of describing sentence relationships in terms of a
kind of 'nominative' sentence, and Chomsky was engaged, by and large,
in making a Sentenoe-and-Paradigm model.
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By 1965* TGS had expanded into a central syntactic component with
two layers (a deep structure and a surface structure) in which the
earlier components were now seen as 'sub-components'. Planking this
construct were two additional full components, one far phonology and
the other for semantics, syntax taking on its traditional appearance as
a bridging system between sound and meaning. By asserting, however,
that these two new components served only to 'interpret' what goes on
in the syntactic component, Chomsky continued to assert the relative
autonomy of syntax. The phonological component could 'interpret' end-
products on the surface layer of the machine into sounds, while the
semantic component was considered to 'interpret' essential deep elements
of sentences in the machine into meanings. As an analogue of language,
this version suggests that the making of the bridge has priority over
the two areas which it is designed to link.
Such a machine, in either version, requires elemental counters to
be fed in at 3ome point, so that phrases can combine into sentences.
The primacy of the sentence in TGS is illusory, since it implicitly
depends on a scale of units below it (phrases and the constituents of
phrases, labelled according to their functions). The sentence is a
convenient point at which to set up diop, but as the machine becomes
more complex, so the sentence is given more and more absolute value.
Without material fed into the machine, however, no sentences could be
generated, but whether such material was to be 'words' or 'morphemes*
was not considered important in the early stages, when experimenters
were more concerned with functional labels such as N and V for noun and
verb rather than the sets of items for which these functional
abstractions stood. They were free, in consequence, to perpetuate
all the ambiguities of the past.
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When Katz and Postal (I964:6f) argued for deep-level symbols trans¬
formed into a surfaoe-level string, the term 'morpheme' was assigned to
the deep terminal symbols, and the term •formative' to the surface
terminal symbols. This approach is markedly similar to Bazell' s.
As with Bazell and Lyons, no semantic considerations need be invoked
for these symbols, and no pronunciation need be assigned to any of them.
They are transformed in elegant freedom from both meaning and sound.
In essence, nonetheless, whether at the surface or deep down (at one
or more than one level of deep structure) such symbols are all the
same: to call them 'morphemes' at one stage and 'formatives' at
another is tautologous, and the distinction was short-lived, though
never (to ny knowledge) openly disavowed. Latterly (1965: 6$ ),
Chomsky proposed instead that only 'lexical formatives' were available
for slotting into the machine at the deepest level, anything happening
to such lexical formatives after they had begun to move up the trans¬
formational ladder being indicated by process markers of one kind or
another. In this, the TGS model moves nearer Sapir, Vendryes and
Sweet.
Like the Prague Circle, Bloorafield and Nida, however, TGS proves
imprecise on 'words'. Katz and Postal did not provide a place in the
theory for any such term, but nevertheless brought illem in to explain
the transformational process. Thus, any surface structure generated
by their rules 'brackets' the terminal strings into 'non-overlapping
words', to get the 'actual strings of words of which sentences consist'.
In versions since 19&5, the lexical formatives are fed into the
sentence-generating machine from an inventory or list called the
'lexicon', which is a static totality. No discussion arises as to
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whether tliis inventory can be modelled as clusters or constellations of
formatives rather than just as a list, and it might not be too rash to
suggest that in this hazy concept of a lexicon we have the classic
preference of theorists for the glossary tradition: there is an
ultimately True List to be fed into a True Machine, like rounds on the
belt of an automatic gun.
The lexicon in the syntactic component is not, however, the only
list available in TGS. A matching list, called *a dictionary* exists
across in the semantic ('interpretive') component. In the lexicon, a
formative relates to certain syntactic features such as 'animate* and
'countable', in order to be assigned to its proper place in the deep
matrix of sentenoes. Identical semantic features occur however in the
dictionary, a condition which Veinreich (1971:314) 3ees as redundant.
Such redundancy in a machine whose prime purpose and justification is
economy of expression is a serious drawback. There is no a priori
reason why features should be assigned to an autonomous syntax rather
than a semantics, and certainly little to be gained by duplicating them.
In the olassio TGS theory of semantics (Katz and Fodor, 1963) it
is apparent that more than simple reduplication militates against the
two lists. The semantic 'dictionary' clashes sharply with the syntactic
'lexicon* in what can be listed as a member. The syntax allows minimal
chunks, presumably some kind of content item which vixen fed through and
'interpreted' by the phonological component will be a lexical base
(Sapir's radical element). Such is the 'lexical formative'. The
semantics however appears to a3.1ow for the traditional 'words' of
English, some of which (the example 'colorful') are lexical complexes,
not bases. Any complex such as color-fixl cannot however be matched
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feature for feature with anything in the lexicon, which presumably can
only list color (and perhaps full, raising all sorts of diachronic pro¬
blems for other items like beautiful, hopeful, careful, restful). In
the Chomskyan scheme, unless otherwise cast as a synchronic composite,
colorful must be a complex generated by the syntactic component from
more elemental material.
In effect, TGS has been raised on the same foundation of un¬
certainty about 'words' as the preceding Bloomfieldian tradition.
Whereas Bloorafield sought to escape their tyranny by referring to a
smaller unit, Chomsky avoided them by turning to a larger and very
traditional unit. Neither however succeeded in avoiding them.
4.9 Halliday: Word and Lexical Item
The Bloomfield-Chomsky tradition can be contrasted with a British
school deriving largely from J.R. Firth, and represented today by
Michael Halliday and John Sinclair. The major difference between
this school and the Amarioan structuralist-to-transformationalist
school is that it takes meaning as central to any theory of language
and proposes distinot 'levels' of grammar and lexis. Additionally,
Halliday's approach avoids over-dependence an any one grammatical unit






With the exception of the morpheme, this rank scale is traditional
and can be established an distributional criteria in the level of
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grammar, without appeal to semantics. Halliday's morpheme differs
from Bloomfield's in that it explicitly relates to 'word' as a
theoretical unit established distributionally, and is not made up of
phonemes, which are units on a completely separate level of language.
His morpheme, however, does share with Bloomfield's its egalitarianism,
embracing both bases and the markers operating on them. It is a unit
for grammatical analysis, but has the dubious capacity of being realized
entirely by phonic or graphic substance when a base (either bound or
free) but variously by such substances or through some other way of
signalling it (replacement, voicing etc) when not a base. It therefore
serves, as Bloomfield's morpheme does, to disguise process.
This is not always immediately apparent. Scott and Ms colleagues
(l970:7f) in their English grammar based on Halliday and Sinclair conceal
the problem (as many definers have done) by first describing the morpheme
in terms of discernible affixes, such as -er. -in." and -ed. This helps
to establish in the student's mind something 'smaller than' a word.
They then extend the term to include lexical bases, which may he hound
or free morphemes. This fits tidily into the Hallidayan view that any
unit on the rank scale can contain one or more of the units immediately
below it, hut is a clumsy device (conditioned probably by orthography)
in that it constantly demands the equation of essentially different
elements: bases and the variety of markers of process. After all, a
process marker such as an accent shift or vowel change can hardly be
described as a unit 'smaller than a word', and a zero morpheme (as in
the conversion of noun man to verb man) cannot be described as smaller
than anything. Xet it is offered morphemic status widely in works
based not only on American structuralism but also on Hallidayan theory
(cf Strang, 1962 and 1970, under index 'zero'} Marchand, 1969*359ff).
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Kalllday assigns no pre-eminent status In his theory to any ons
unit on the rank scale. He takes the view, however, that in
utilitarian terms the 'sentence' is an important unit for making
situational statements, while the 'word' is important for unking lexical
statements. In lexical statements, the word is to be related to
' lexical items', which need not however be words in the grammatical
sense. They are units ©r wholes which carry unique lexical inform¬
ation, We may call this a distinction between 'morphological words'
and 'lexical words', I prefer to keep the term 'word' for both the
grammatical form and the lexical unit because they are both
1 traditionally called 'words'
2 in the lexical instance 'word' is more committed than the neutral
' item',
I would argue that Ilalliday himself offers a good defence of such a
practice when he says (1961:267) that in his theory provision must be
made for delicacy of analysis. In a less delicate analysis, 'grammar'
and 'lexis' are separate entities} in a mare delicate analysis, they
begin to run together, and it is possible to regard lexis as simply a
very delicate grammar. If this is acceptable, then the term 'word'
which Halliday keeps for grammar can also be extended in delicate
analysis to lexis. My proviso would be like Halliday's, that when
using any terms one should qualify them sufficiently to indicate just
what one wants to say. There is no necessary one-to-one correspondence
between ' lexical item* and 'word' in Halliday, and there is no necessary
correspondence between 'morphological' word and 'lexical' word in my
terminology. For example, am. is and were remain grammatical/
morphological, while be may be either grairmatical/norphological or
lexical, depending on circumstances. Again, in an extreme case, the
expression never-sav-die-ism is a lexical word, consisting of elements
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which may be other kinds of words uad also lexical in their own right
on other occasions, with the exception of -ism. which is always a
process marker. Halliday' s theory allows for such rank-shifted
formations, however temporary they may be, and both his and my scheme
will allow adequately for their analysis.
4.10 Conclusion
This review of the development of etymology, philology and linguistics
shows that it is only comparatively reoently that students of language
have begun to worry about the legitimacy or otherwise of the •word' as
a tool for scholars. We have seen in traditional lexicography and in
the vocabulary-control movement a tendency to take the word for granted,
and, rather surprisingly, we have also found that even in modern schools
•f linguistics which overtly seek safer units to work with there has
still been a powerful inclination to continue taking the word for
granted, using it informally to buttress the formal use of such units
as the structuralists* morpheme.
Simultaneous with this ambiguous approach to words and morphemes
there has been a tendency in structuralism and transformationalism to
discuss the processes of word-formation in terras of 'roots' on the one
hand and some kind of markers of process (usually called 'formatives*)
on the other. Even where the structuralist morpheme has been the
dominant theoretical unit, this activity has continued. Such an
activity has been tied in with another traditional desire to separate
elements in a language's lexicon into words with a grammatical function
and those somehow more authentic words which have content value, as
with nouns and verbs.
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The terra morpheme, though not without its value in the initial
description or cutting-up of language data (such as in Nida's very
practical work) does not appear to be very useful in handling the
internal functional and formative problems of languages like English,
where a Sapirian approach seems to work better. Morphemes in such
languages inevitably divide into syntactic material on the one side, a
kind of demotion, and content material on the other, a kind of promotion,
while many so-called morphemes turn out to have no conceivable phonic
realizations whatsoever.
By assessing the role of the word and its competitors in both
traditional and modern linguistics we have cleared the ground, for a
fuller consideration of the uses to which the term 'word' can perhaps
be put in lexicology generally, and in English lexicology in particular.
Many sdholars have dealt explicitly or implicitly with the problem of
words - dictionary and thesaurus-compilers, language teachers, compilers
of word-lists, traiditional grammarians and present-day linguists - and
in their various ways have increased our understanding of the lexis of
English. They have, in the main, been in agreement about the nature
of the problem, often after years of gruelling work on wordbooks or
frequency lists or special languages. By and large they have shown
that we face five problems J
1 defining the term 'word' usefully and then considering how best to
define the senses of specific words
2 accurately stating a word's function in a flow of language
3 assessing the principles according to which word-formation (both
by derivation and by compounding) takes place in a language like
English
4 considering the relationship that a complex or compound word-form
may have with the base from which it has been formed
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5 considering the question of a word* s origin, especially in another
language, and its later function in its adopted language.
To handle these five problems we need a theoretical framework
within which we can come to terms with an element in language so use*
ful that for centuries we have used it without coming to a olearcut
decision about viiat it is.
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5 Towards a Theory of the iSnglish Word
5.1 Introduction
At the present time there is widespread academic interest in language#
Educationists are concerned with the place of language in their curri¬
cula, and computer and information scientists are interested in harness¬
ing human-language analogues far use in machine intelligence and in the
easy storage and retrieval of many kinds of information. Such an
interest requires, however, units of various ranks (of Iialliday, 1961:
251 and 269) with which people can work, and also a terminology within
which such units can be discussed# We have seen that to date linguis¬
tics does not adequately furnish either of these prerequisites for the
rank of the word, however well it may be doing so for the rank of the
sentence#
Since many of these interested people (mathematicians, information
scientists, librarians, educationists and the like) have the average
educated person1 s belief in •words* linguists must for their sake come
to terms with words, rather than continue to work exclusively with units
such as morphemes which only add another layer of suspect complexity to
the problems of understanding natural language.
Additionally, if we find a way to use the 'word* satisfactorily,
it will make it possible for us to live more contentedly with past
generations who did not question the fundamental nature of the materials
they used.
In this survey we have found that the term •word* covers, in
English as in other languages influenced by the Greco-Latin tradition,
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a whole cluster of concepts. In this chapter I propose to analyse
this cluster, and to move on from it towards a theory which is both
diachronic and synchronic, with implications for future work in lexi¬
cology.
5.2 A Typology of Words
Many scholars have referred to the multiple ambiguity of the term
'word'. Developing particularly points made by Lyons (l968:197f),
Lamb (1969 s 41) and Mathews (l970:108f), we can seek a typology which
may make the handling of such inherent ambiguities easier. These
ambiguities relate to various levels of language (such as phonology,
graphology, morphology and semantics) as well as to the problem of
counting words as types or tokens.
We can begin by making a clear division according to medium
(following Abercrombie 1967sIff): whether a word is written or spoken.
This division allows us the following:
1 the grthpgraphlc or aranhological word, the form spelt out on
paper, in writing or in print, and probably the most powerful
image of the 'word' that we have. This literate image can be regarded
as primary in shaping the ordinary person's view of words, as
illustrated by such questions as 'How do you spell that word?' Such
a word is the product of a number of arbitrary decisions made at
different times over thousands of years of struggling towards literacy:
an alphabet of a certain kind, running in a chosen direction, with
letters of a certain shape and size, with conventional spacing between
such letters or ways of joining (or not joining) letters, and inscribed
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by various means on various selected surfaces. This kind of word is
very much an artifact, and is also the recipient of powerful emotive
interest, as we see from time to time in arguments about the 'proper'
spelling of such items as colour or through.
2 the phonological word, the form which emerges in speech and is
heard clearly by the attuned listener, but not necessarily by
anyone else. The attuned listener usually means a fluent native adult,
but can in many cases mean an adult with the right technical,
professional or other knowledge and expectations so as to be able to
interpret the area within a flow of sound which constitutes a 'true'
word. We often assume the distinctness of phonological words in the
stream of speech, as though they were as distinct as graphological
words, forgetting that there are no consistent and unambiguous pauses
or boundaries in normal Bpeech, and that syllable boundaries do not
necessarily honour the grammatical boundaries between 'words'. We also
tend to forget that in highly literate societies (or, more particularly,
among highly literate individuals in any society) an ability to
appreciate phonological words is influenced by a separate but related
capacity to use and appreciate graphological words. Effectively, the
realisations of 'words' in the graphic and phonic mediums impinge
strongly on each other. Many people are not entirely comfortable with
a new word until they have seen it securely stated on paper, when they
can, as it were, photograph it for future reference. Others can use
phonological words very happily without being sure of how they are
realized in writing, or vice versa, can write words without being
completely sure about how they are pronounced. The impinging therefore,
although for most of us operating all the time, is not total. The
mediums are, ultimately, distinct from each other.
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It becomes clear from this that these two kinds of words are
realisations of some third thing, a kind of discarnate word that may
be incarnated in either form. We need a label for such a word, and one
which might fit the situation is:
3 the morphological word, which can be said to lie behind both the
graphological and the phonological word. Thus, such a word as
'big' has a spelt-out realization and a spoken realization, but is
independent of both. There is also nothing to stop a word having two
or more spelt-out realizations, as with 'theatre' and 'theater'; and
it is certainly true that words have as many spoken realizations as
there are variations in the dialectal and articulatory possibilities
of the language. To that extent the existence of apparently standard
ways of spelling and saying words adds to the illusion that words are
permanently standardized things. If, however, someone says that English
'theatre' and Spanish 'teatro' are effectively the same word, then we
are indicating that there is an inherent sense of flexibility or
fuzziness in our working concept of words, even if not in our more
dogmatic assertions about them. The morphological word is consequently
vrtiat we see as being realizable in a medium (including any other medium
besides speech and writing, such as flashing lights or drum heats).
Presumably this concept will cover all English words, hut a division
emerges here too, the same division that we noted in discussing Sweet
and Bloomfield: the dichotomy between 'content' words, and 'form' words.
Let us then propose:
4 the lexical word, which raises special problems, because lexical
words can be ,<md usually are realized variously by special
morphological words. Thus, d&, does, did and done are four distinct
morphological words, with various realizations in speech and in writing.
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Most of us would insist, however, that there is a sense in which they
are all the sane word, and we would call that word do. This is a
recognition of a core of content meaning lying behind the ways in which
a word is amended to fit into the syntactic flow. Such amendments, of
course, are done by process markers such as affixes, or, in the case
of common irregular verbs, by suppletion. Suppletion can often obscure
a relationship of this kind, as for example the young child or the
foreigner who does not see the link between 'go* and its special past-
tense form 'went'. Suppletion establishes for us, however, the need
for the lexical word, because clearly 'went' is not an autonomous word
in the same way that 'go' is. The lexical word is an abstraction of
some subtlety, and should not be confused with the lexicographic word.
because dictionaries are constrained by tradition to list 'did' as the
past of 'do' and 'went1 a3 the past of 'go' and so on. The lexical word,
however, can be taken as the prior condition in any paradigm, so that
lexical lies be>dnd dji, does, did and done, and lexical go. behind
go. goes, went and gone. It becomes a matter of personal preference,
however, whether one treats 'has gone' or 'has been going' or even 'has
been going to go' as single words, or clusters of morphological versions
of lexical words.
5 the /^rappa-hica! word, which belongs to the structure-creating system
of the language and serves to link things together. Such words
(adverbial and prepositional particles, determiners, pronouns, con¬
junctions etc), have a high frequency and have their own special
semantics, as for example the particles with their semantics of position
and direction, space and time. It is normally assumed that the sets of
such words are closed to new members, and such observers as Vendryes
and Sapir make us uncomfortably aware that they have a kinship with
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derivational affixes. The out in *throw out', for example, hae a
qualitative similarity to the £- in 'eject', and we tell children that
•ore- means 'before' and post- means 'after'. This suggests that
grammatical words have a kind of honorary membership of the class
'word' by virtue of the way in which a language is used, or perhaps
more cogently by virtue of the way in which we have chosen to think of
it, to write it down and so on. Certainly, all grammatical words
potentially have the capacity to behave like affixes, as in the 'he' of
he-man, and the 'yes' of ves-man. On occasion, they can also be
lexicalized, as in the famous 'But me no buts* and 'The ayes win; the
noes lose.' The borderline between the two categories is hazy and is
made hazier still when we find set phrases such as 'on condition that*
which can paraphrase 'if'. I£ is clearly a grammatical word, so what is
the status of condition in such a phrase? Many prepositional and other
phrases behave holistically in this way and underline the peculiar
semantic-syntactic fluidity of language, between the entirely lexical
and the entirely grammatical.
While the logical steps establishing these kinds of words are clear,
in practice it is not always necessary to follow them. Indeed, it is
remarkable to what extent in ordinary usage we can disentangle the nuances
without u3ing an overt theoretical device; but it is as well to have
such a means available to us, as the time is probably past when we could
afford the luxury of being vague about words. The problems of word-
counters such as Thorndike, Palmer, West and Bongers in the period from
1920 to 1950 make it clear that there is no point in starting to count
words until one knows what one wants to count, and we cannot know what
we can count until we have categories in a typology. This brings us to
at least two sub-categorie3 of lexical word:
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(a) the onomaotic word, which serves to name things, and may be as
simple as Smith or as complex as Smithsonian, as transparent as
Johnson or as opaque as Saskatchewan, as immediately relevant in
all its constituent parts as the Jhite house or as constitutionally
irrelevant as Shakespeare (who shook no spears). These names are
clearly lexical, in that they take possessive markers and the like,
but differ from other content words in that it makes little sense
to count their occurrence and to place them in frequency lists
although this has indeed been done,
(b) the multifaceted word, such as bear (vfhen apelt) and wind (when
pronounced), variously classed as a homonym, homophone and homograph,
and which raises special problems when one starts to count 'words'.
Again, early word-counters chose to count all occurrences of 'bear'
nS one word, whether relating to carrying things or to a big furry
animal, and some did or did not (according to their impulses)
include 'borne' as a variation of this word. With the typology
offered here, however, and with hindsight, we can in future avoid
such pitfalls.
The whole question of counting words however leads us on to a
difficult last categoryt
6 the statistical word, which may be any of the preceding, as long as
one rigorously sticks to one's initial choice. One can simply count
words on a page, and state how many there are. In this case one is simply
counting items with white space between them, regardless of what they
are, but presumably having taken a decision about how to treat hyphenated
words and such solid compounds as 'teapot' as opposed to other forms such
as 'coffee jug'. It becomes clear that even in this simple exercise a
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consistent set of rules is necessary. If we then wish to count only
instances of a 'particular word' on a page, then effectively we are
counting tokens of a recurring type, and can say that there are X
instances of the word X. We have to be careful, however, and must
decide whether we are oounting graphological words or morphological
words: Are 'does' and 'did' different words or do we count them as
tokens of the type 'do'? If we specify our plan and aini3, we can count
anything we like, and no one will be oonfused. Inevitably, hov?ever,
such problems as bear « carry and bear = animal will emerge to add
spice to the undertaking, and further 3ubtle rules will be incorporated
until what seemed to be a simple exercise becomes surprisingly complex,
especially if we become interested in shades of meaning, in words used
in a particular sense. Is 'fire' one word, or two, or three or four in
these sentences? -
(a) He lit the fire.
(b) They fired the house.
(c) He fired the gun.
(d) He fired the man.
(e) 'Fire!' he cried,
(f) Her dress caught fire.
(g) Her eyes flashed fire.
(h) They were afire with passion.
Here we enter into the issue of polysemy, multiplicity of meaning
which may at times appear to be simple homonymy of the bear type, but
which at others is, evidently, points along a continuum of understanding
which brings in all sorts of assumptions and bits of folk-etymology and
questions about whether or not part-of-speech differences, idiomatic
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and special accretions change the status of an item in a set.
Lexicology is justifiably concerned with all the aspects of word
typology just raised, and must seek to create a coherent picture of how
they operate. Coherence is not easy, however, in such a shifting
kaleidoscope of possibilities, which ultimately may be an attempt to
map a large part of the behaviour of the human brain.
Realizations in speech and writing and even other mediums, inter¬
actions between different mediums, frequency of occurrence of types and
tokens in texts, morphological adaptations in grammar, relationships
and fuzziness between lexical words and rsmmatical words, and between
grammatical words and affixes, and in the use of the 'same' word in
different context, the definition of words and their senses, the
derivation of later words from earlier words and the creating of
compounds - these are all grist to the lexicological mill, but a
typology such as is here proposed can help clarify the round so that
the mill can work more efficiently.
Such a typology, however imperfect, makes it clear that a serious
problem lies at the heart of any analysis of Knglish words. Having found
that the lexical word is, as it were, central to the discussion, we
recall the defects of morphemic analysis, that all morphemes were equal,
but some were more equal than others. Here again we have seen that
grammatical words are, in some sense on a par with affixes, in the
service they provide - as markers of grammatical process - for lexical
words. They are to be placed among Vendryes' morphemes, Sapir's
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grammatical elements. In consequence, within the lexical words, we must
look for yet another fundamental and possibly universal category which
is not a word as such, but is the irreducible content element, Vendryes'
semanteme and Sapir's radical element.
5.3 Horphology and Syntax
We have noted above, in discussing Skeat and Haldemann (above 4-*3 ) that
truth often depends on the questions asked. This maxim also applies in
discussing the traditional distinction made in grammar between 'syntax'
and 'morphology'. A common explanation (4f Lyons, 194) is that
morphology deals with the internal structure of words, and syntax with
the rules that combine words in sentences. Such an approach gives the
undefined and multiply ambiguous 'word' primaoy of place, and suggests
a dichotomy in grammar between larger organisation and smaller
organisation. It then poses the problems of where the boundary is to be
set up between the larger concerns of syntax and the smaller concerns
of morphology, or even as to which is 'more important'. It has, for
example, been argued that Bloomfield over-emphasized morphology while
Chomsky concentrated on syntax.
Lyons notes that 'etyaologically speaking' morphology is 'the
study of forms' and syntax the theory of 'putting together', adding
that in older books tho distinction is between form (morphology) and
function (syntax).
Otto Jespersen took a view of the two terms which adheres closely
to the older approach, and obviates the necessity for a larger-smaller
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competition between the two. He argues (1954*1) for an indissoluble
'grammar' approachable from the perspective of either form or meaning,
then approached from form, from the outside lo king in, it is
'morphology*? when approached from meaning, from the inside looking






Morphology is the observer's side of things, while syntax is the
creator's side. 'The same grammatical facts may be, and have to be,
viewed from both points of view, but the classification and arrangement
must be totally different according as the facts are scon from without
or within*. The dichotomy is a procedural devi.ee in dealing with two
ultimately inextricable aspects of grammar. A morphological question
about English might be: How do we use the element -en? The answers
might include the points that -en occurs in participial adjectives like
drunken, but not productively, and also more widely as an ince-itive-
caueative suffix in harden. coft,en. ori.rhten etc. A syntactic question
about English might be: How la causation expressed in verbs';' Among
the answers might be that three suffixes are used on different kinds of
bases, one suffix being -ise. another -ifv and a third -en. which is
added to a specific subset of originally Anglo-Saxon adjectives like





Looked at from this point of view, it is not unreasonable to say
that Bloomfield as an observer of Amerindian languages took a
morphological approach, and that Chomsky with his implicit bent towards
semantics h&3 taken a syntactic approach to language.
Bdward Saplr (1921), having an interest in the language-specific
rather than language-universal nature of the word, developed some
formulas for expressing the nature of words in different languages.
These formulas are morphological, based on two symbols connected with
the concatenating plus sign:
A + b
where A is a radical element and b is any adaptation which can be made
to it, a grammatical element. It is lo*rer-case because it is dependent
upon A. Its position after A is not however intended sequentially.
The b element is regarded as posterior in process terms to the A
element, but may be pre-posed, post-posed, in-fixed, or it may be a
sound-shift, an accent shift, a replacement or an abbreviation. It is
not a segment of any kind but a factor or marker contrasting a
posterior condition with a prior one, such as feet as against foot,
legs as against leg.
The b element has significance only in terms of the A element,
and to show this more clearly, Sapir bracketed b, to indicate this
incapacity to stand alone:
A + (b)
At this point we can recall the distinction between a historical
'root' and a contemporary 'base* (above, 4.4) Ideally, the term 'base'
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suggests a structural or formational minimum on which controlled or
predictable building takes place. A root, however, is ideally something
which no longer has such a function (or any attendant meaning) in the
modern language. Given a root-and-base distinction, three theoretical
possibilities emerge:
1 base and root identical, as in the man of manlv
2 root only, as in the -tain of retain
3 base only as in retain itself.
Since elements like -tain did have a meaning and function in times past,
we can say that roots are yesterday's bases, and that today's bases
could become tomorrow's roots. If we adopt these terms, then Sapir is
dealing in bases only, and the process markers which attach to these
bases,
Sapir considered the above formula adequate for English words,
where the Base A can stand alone as a word, but inadequate for Latin
where a base needs some marker to integrate it into the sentence. For
the Latin type hortus (hort-us) therefore he proposed:
(A) * (b)
The b element might be inflectional or derivational. Sapir took Latin
as characterized by the boundness of bases, and English as characterized
by the freeness of bases. A moment's reflection however reveals that
this is not so. The vernacular, largely Anglo-Saxon, vocabulary of
English is indeed characterized in the main by the capacity of bases
to stand alone, but the Latinate vocabulary is not so characterized.
Consider the three forms:
Vernacular womanly = woman + ly (base independent)
Latinate ^s- 1 normal = norm + al (base independent)
2 feminine * ferain + ine (base and suffix
interdependent)
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Latinate bases in English may or may not follow the Latin formula
(A) + (b). Both Sapir's formulas are relevant in current English,
and by using them we can make a descriptive statement about English
lexis which is not normally made! that a subset of lexical bases in
English does not possess the power to stand alone. Such bases have
traditionally been described in etymological terms as 'Latin and Greek
roots in English', but clearly they are synchronic bases as well.
Femin- has just a3 much nominal significance in current English i s
woman. We are faced at this point with clear indications that the
morphology of English is not monosystemic but is at least disystemic,
as indeed one would expect from a consideration of its history.
Linguists have tended to regard Sapir's formula A + (b) as the
formula for English words. When a word does not conform to that
formula it is labelled 'foreign' or 'serai-foreign*. Marchand, for
example, categorizes word-formation in English as 'words formed on a
native basis* and 'words formed on a foreign basis* (1969s5f)• In
Sweet and many later commentators the apparent foreignness of an
element often demanded an illogical classification in morphological
terms, obscuring rather than clarifying relationships. For example, in
the Vernacular compounds one-sided, two-sided and many-sided the
initial numbers are not classified as prefixes, but are numeral bases.
In the parallel Latinate words unilateral, bilateral and multilateral,
however, the initial elements unl-. bi- and multi- are widely
represented as prefixes, and not as base elements in Latinate compounds.
A double standard emerges in such cases because one etc can be used as
free words while uni- etc cannot. Orthography probably has something to
do with this tendency, in that a Latinate word tends to be printed
solid (unilateral as opposed to uni-lateral).
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The awkwardness of the double standard emerges in the treatment
often given to Greek-origin compounds in English. It is not unknown
for dictionaries and linguistics manuals to take elements like micro-
and label them prefixes (cf Marc'nand, 1960 (1969*175))» while labelling
elements like ohon(o)- prefixal or suffixal or root depending virtually
on where they appear in a word. Such words as micror>hone, monopoly.
phonology stand in danger of being analysed as consisting entirely of
prefixes and suffixes, with no base, rather than more usefully as
having two bases connected by the thematic or connecting vowel -o-,
while unilateral etc have a connecting vowel -i-.
The same analysts observing Latin or Greek would probably not label
uni-. mono- etc as prefixes in their languages of origin, but would
prefer to see them as bases. It is only when they appear in English
that they develop this unsatisfactory morphological opacity, a kind of
second-class citizenship.
It should be noted at this stage that Sapir's point about words
being language-specific cannot be set aside. If one wishes - as, say,
a lexicographer, word-counter, stenographer, language teacher or other
professional person - to deal in words as they are generally understood,
then such a typology as proposed in section 5.2 will prove useful. If,
however, one wishes to transcend the particular and to discuss possible
universale of language, or if one wants to describe more usefully the
forces at work in word-formation, then that typology is of secondary
consideration. Of primary value in such matters is the dichotomy of
language elements into 'bases* (elements with lexical meaning) and
'process markers* (elements of structural organization, with distinctive
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semantic and syntactic values). In English, some bases happen to be
'words' in terms of the typology, some do not. There is a difference
therefore in how we loosely describe the language in terms of
traditional attitudes and expectations, and in how its formative
processes can be more precisely described, in possible universal terms.
Thus, the item womanliness is an English word (attested for example in
the RHP), and can be handled via the typology, but for strict
linguistic analysis of its constituents we must go beyond its status
as a word to consider the relationship of a base 'woman' to the
accretions 'ly' and 'ness'. This distinction may not be immediately
dear, but it becomes clear in dealing with less transparent words
such as femininity. In discussing English we are not accustomed to
giving the base 'femin' the same status as the base 'woman'. Ultimately,
however, they have an identical status as what I propose to call
'lexical bases'. Whether a lexical base happens to be a free word or
not may be one of the less interesting things about it in morphological
terms. A typology of the English word can handle woman, womanly,
wpfflanltfigsg, feminine and femininity, but it cannot handle 'femin', a
relationship which is crucial inside polysystemic English, as well as
in relating English to other languages whose word typologies may be
somewhat different.
Additionally, it should be noted that certain Vernacular words in
English do not conform readily to Sapir's straightforward concatenating
formula. Words such as uncouth, mawkish, ruthless and bashful cannot be
said to have bases which are free words *couth. *nawk. *ruth and *bash.
Thus, although Sapir's statement is largely true for Vernacular English,
it is not entirely true, and this lack of absolute application is an
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argument for the ultimate importance of lexical bases in the study of
word-formation rather than simply 'words'. These examples, however,
also complicate the issue further because it is not easy to assign
clear meanings to the bases 'couth', 'mawk', 'ruth' and 'bash'. They
are lexical, but they are fuszy, and they do not stand in isolation as
autonomously as 'femin', whose meaning is clear. They need their
accretions to give them vigour, whereas 'femin* without any affix is
sfi^i., though not a free word, still the vehicle of a distinct concept.
Sapir does, nevertheless, provide a strong foundation on which to
build, and from it we can proceed to the suggestions of a present-day
etymologist to help raise an edifice on these foundations.
5.4 An Indo-European Word Formula
The formulas offered by Sapir in the 1920s are simple concatenations:
one symbol follows the other, but b is not to be seen as segraentally
subsequent to A, unless b is a suffix. Sapir'3 formula is not usable
for segmental analysis of a given word; it is rather a statement of
the forraational principle in the language.
The etymologist Ross has proposed a different formula, one which
can be used in post-mortem or surgical analysis of complex words much
as Bloomfield wanted to use morphemes. In a note on morphology (195S:
138f) he makes the following generalised formula for Indo-I uropean
lexical words:
(?) ? (/) (E)
/ ' r* <'
where the brackets indicate optional occurrence, the ? is any number
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of prefixes, the R is the root, the S is any number of suffixes, and
the E is an 'ending', an inflectional element. Thus, using the formula,
the Indo-European *dom-en-o-s or originating (hypothesized) form for
the Latin dominus is analysed structurally as:
R S S E^ 2
because there is no prefix, the root is dom. the suffixes are first
-en- then and an ending gives the masculine singular nominative.
Ross gives other examples from a spectrum of IE languages to show the
flexibility of the formula in handling not only hypothesized forms,
but complexes current in these languages:
R root alone, as in Latin («= gol)
R S root and one suffix, as in the Greek nhere (= carry!)
R E root and ending alone, as in the Latin oedem (*= foot,
accusative singular)
R S E root plus suffix plus ending, as in the Sanskrit
bfragfttt (■ Le carries)
Eor the Indo-European etymologist, any word form within the range
of this formula is a lexical word (with a morphological adaptation),
regardless of time or place. In a linguistics orientated towards
synchronic description, the success of etymology in charting the
patterns of IE words (together with the backdrop of evidence supporting
the above formula) has not been given the attention it deserves. If this
formula fits IE words for all times and places, then it fits present-day
English for its lexical and morphogical words. Only one conversion is
needed in the formula to give it a dual role: R for root can be changed
to B for base, and we have a distinction between the diachronic analysis
on the one hand, and the synchronic analysis on the other.
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Some illustrations show the advantage of such a dualism: The
item manlv is RS historically and B S synchronically-grammatically.
The item re-build is either P R or P B, but the item retain is either
P I or B, Historically, the noun retention is P R S for 're 4- tention',
but currently it is B S for 'retent + ion', appropriate allowances
being made for phono-graphological changes of the tain/tention type.
The Bloomfieldians allowed etymological analysis covert entry into
their synchronic-morphemic approach to the segmentation of words.
Bloomfield, for example, allowed awav to be 'a 4-way', and words like
disease were taken as 'dis 4- ease'. Bolinger urged that s ich items should
be treated as wholes, and that investigators be orepared for degrees
of wholeness, which sound like a contradiction in terms, until one
considers his example of 'bicycle' end then 'three-wheeled bicycle',
in which latter phrase the division *bi 4- cycle' is no longer strictly
applicable.
Jes^ersen also drew attention to this problem, particularly with
regard to the Latinate vocabulary of English. He argued that elements
like re- might or might not be productive prefixes in English, and when
they are not (as in retain) they should be denied prefixal status.
Our approach to this has been to provide a different analysis defending
on whether we want to think of the element historically or not. The
problem is not, however, clearcut, as this continuum effect shows:
receive « get, obtain etc (re- has no independent value,
and is not accented)
repeat = do, say again etc (re- has some kind of iterative
value, while -peat is opaque
and re- is not accented)
re-write = write again (re- is clearly iterative, and is
accented, and may or may not take
tonic stress, and is usually written
with a hyphen)
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There are clearly degrees of analysability and of wholeness, and
Bolinger's warning must be taken seriously, even if only to find some
analysis which will help us teach non-native users of English when to
stress an element and when not to. There is evidence to suggest, for
example, that accent (word stress) is still looked on to the relation¬
ship of historical root to affix, rather than linked with the relation¬
ship of current base to affix. Two-syllable Latinate verbs like retain
conceive have the accent on the second syllable, and tend to have
the vowel in the first syllable (the vestigial prefix) weakened to or
towards [^3 many forms of English today.
We need therefore to have some way of approaching bases which are
(in diachronic terms) composites of roots plus other roots or roots
plus the vestiges of affixes.
5.5 The Phenomenon of Holism
When I initially raised the issue of distinguishing between root and
base, the division between past and present wa3 presented as clearcut.
Even then, however, I left provision for occasions when the same item
in current English might for one usage be b; se plus additions of some
kind, and yet for another usage the same 'base' might be analysable as
a nonfunctioning root. This is actually a widespread and fundamental
fact in our use of words in English.
Let us take as an example the Latinate noun arraearance. For this
word we may propose at least two usages:
1 Kis appearance startled me; it was so sudden.
2 His appearance startled me; it was so unconventional.
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We can take the first to refer to a person's actions, and the
second to refer to his clothes and way of wearing them. In the first
sentence, it is possible to paraphrase appearance in some such words
as 'act of appearing*. This is then an action nominalization of the
verb appear, and so we can agree that appear is a base, and -ance a
suffix of current interest. In the second sentence we cannot satis¬
factorily do anything like this. Here we are discussing a state, not
an action, and are forced to give appearance some kind of gloss such
as 'clothes' or even 'get-up'. Many Letinate nominalizations and
compounds of Greek provenance work in the same way, having an analysable
and an unanalysable use, or a more analysable and less analysable use.
Thus, in the second situation, the whole word appearance functions as
a base. Additional evidence is provided by the fact that the first use
of appearance relates to further complexes such as non-appearance.
disappearance and re-appearance, but the second use cannot produce such
expressions.
This phenomenon can be called 'holism', where the sum of the
elements is more than or quite distinct from the parts. Holism, however,
is not a monolithic phenomenon: it has its nuances, its more-or-less
situations, its own typology. If, for example, one looks at the verb
appear, then etymologically we can analyse it as P R, to give ad. + near
(latin ad-parere. 'to oome forward into sight'). Now this definition
is quite definitely only of interest to etymologists, students of Latin
and word-enthusiasts, and a root -p(e)ar is not of much current value
to anybody. So appear is already in diachronic terms a holism, while its
derivative a -pearance may or may not be a holism in synchronic terms.
If we bring in Bolinger's three-wheeled bicycle, we get another short-
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term holism, but it is different from 'appearance = clothes'. Bicvcle
generally means something with two wheels, and tricycle is available
for the other phrase. But this does not deny legitimacy to Bolinger's
phrase. It is normal English.
It is possible, therefore, to make a four-fold provisional typology
of this holistic factor in English lexis:
1 phvloaonetio holism, where present-day opacity is great or total,
but an ancient or alien analysability can usually be got at.
Latinate examples are ppq<gay, rppQjye, hpyrtfl, dilapidated and religion.
Additionally, many onomastic words (place and personal names) fall into
this category: Egyqqpter* -folthgrBy feckenzie. --ivjp-psgn, Jpy York.
Saskatchewan and the like. Finally, terms which are analysable in
foreign languages (such as hatha vowa) have to be taken as holisns by
most people using English. For certain purposes, however, and in certain
situations (poetic licence, educational discourses and technical
explanations) even the most opaque, ancient or alien of holisms can be
resuscitated and rendered transparent. Thus, the word religion i3 often
referred to as having a 'binding' element United with the same element
I** ligament and ligature, but that in its case the binding is in a vow
of faith. We can also assume that folk etymologicul factors can work on
such forms, so that explanations are offered in order to make the
holisms mean something once again, even if such explanations do not
tally with the documented facts.
2 ontogenetic holism, where the opacity or transparency of a
particular word is entirely dependent on the knowledge of the
individual. A user may lack the necessary information to analyse a word,
as is the case with many users of such technical terms as henatectomv.
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cirrhosis or sclerotic. They swallow them whole. This variety is
important in educational terms, and reminds us of • i?,A pp Grove's
contention in the Language Bar (1950) that many people are not being
educated towards an ability to handle the hard words of English.
(For some attempts in this direction, see McArthur 1972c:50 and 33ff).
The implication here is that inside English there is for many people
a mass of holisins, left unanalysed through ignorance, not through
their lack of analysability. This failure could be due to many things,
including lack of interest, lack of contact with the discipline in
which the terms occur, or misfortune in not having been provided with
the key to the door. Additionally, the question of fuzziness arises
here, because with many users of the language analysability is more or
less a vague skill. A person may recognise that 'vasectomy1 is conn¬
ected with cutting something essential to male fertility, without
having a clear idea of vas-. ec- or -tomv or how they interrelate.
3 relative holism, where the analysability of a word is dependent
on context and usage, so that in one situation analysis is
possible and necessary, but in another it makes no sense. We had the
example of appearance: we can also consider geology in the phrase
'the geology of Wales' or philosophy in 'my philosophy of life'. Such
relativism does not mean that two senses of a word have split off
completely from each other. The success of the holism in 'the geology
of Wales' is largely dependent on the cognate meaning of p-eolog-v in
•geology is the study of the structure of the earth'.
4 rhetorical holism, where, for short-term purposes of comparison
or comment, sometimes funny or ironical or provocative but
usually entirely practical, a user may render a complex form more or
less holistic, that complex being normally quite analysable. We had
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three-wheeled bicvcle. hut we might also consider a prpwa >4a,gkbj.yc,
a green blackboard,. Kartian geo<rraphv or even Sottish Cfoeqflay Chposg.
Such short-term uses may of course become long-term uses, if no other
more compact means of describing something suggests itself.
The concept of holism allows one to cope with complex words that
are usually more than the sum of their parts, or other than their sum.
Greater delicacy in extending or subcategorizing the typology can also
bring in several special phenomena which have often given linguists
headaches :
1 In such words as 'butterfly* there is no way in which the parts
can be made to help explain the insect referred to. Such a word
is as it were the purest kind of holism; there is no advantage
to anyone - outside of poetic fantasy - in invoking either
'butter' or 'fly'. This might be called 'deceptive holism', an
invitation to folk etymologists to do their worst.
2 Words like 'ruthless' and 'cranberry' are holistic, but although
they are partly meaningless in modern English, they are also
both partly meaningful and perfectly meaningful as wholes:
•ruthless* operates like 'hopeless*, even though 'ruth* does
not operate like 'hope', and a 'cranberry' is obviously a berry.
The whole set of berry words is odd: strawberry, raspberry.
loganberry, elderberry etc. None of the first elements in the
compounds is a word in its own right in any sense relevant to
berries; the purpose of each first element is simply to point
up a difference among berries. There are many examples of such
*1
half-analysable holisms, suffixed as in 'reckless', prefixal
as in 'uncouth' or compounded as in 'cranberry'. People
occasionally play with them, as when they suggest that someone
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is feeling 'gruntled' rather than disgruntled, or looks 'couth'
rather than uncouth.
This leads us on to the peculiarities of pronunciation and
stress in certain kinds of holism, Take, for example:
receive, reception, receptive, receipt
deceive, deception, deceptive, deceit
conceive, conception, *conceptive ? conceit
perceive perception, perceptive, *perceit
This set is odd in many ways, but the process of analogy by which
it is formed shows that although meanings may be diverse, educated
people would have little difficulty a preciating the principle
involved in creating the set, and would have no trouble in
saying the two non-words created by the paradigm. We could in
etymological terms argue about whether or not the root 'ceive'
has the meaning 'take' (via Old French from Latin cohere 'to
take'), but in synchronic terms 'ceive* has little if any meaning
for most people. It still has a formative value, however. Among
other things, it relates to another root form 'cept' end a third
possible root form 'cei(p)t', and people appreciate the link.
It also takes the accent, as do 'cept' and 'cei(p)t' in all these
words. It may have little semantic meaning, but it has, as it
were, phonaesthetic meaning. Similarly with the roots in all
other two-syllable Latin verbs such as detain, explain, survive
and so on. Here we have an example of roots still having work to
do long after they have ceased to be formational bases. Comparably,
academic people can make a fair gue3s at pronouncing .Tonadotronic
or dioxvribonucleic. even if they do not know what they mean.
They are acquainted with the phonology, if not the semantics, of
such words.
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4 We also have the problem of whether and how to analyse certain
words. An encounter with the words 'slaver' or 'batter' in
isolation condemns the observer to confusion. Such words are
either holisms of the 'butterfly' type or they are fully
analysablet but without context we can do nothing with them. If,
however, we learn that saliva is involved and not ships, we can
decide that slaver is a holism; if we learn that b seball is
involved, we can see that batter i3 not holistic, although in
cooking situations it would be. If we reversed the technique
and introduced slaver only in the context of slavery and batter
only in the context of cooking, then the relationships with
mouth-watering and baseball would probably not occur to us at all.
In such cases we cannot handle the words without context, but in
other instances such as gather we would never propose an
analysaole 'one who gaths' or murder as 'one who murds', and so
we do not even think of treating gather and murder as holistic.
They are not. They are simply disyllabic, but their phonological
nature is analogous to other words, some of which are holisms
while others are analysable complexes, and we accentuate them all
in the same way. On this same principle one could guess that the
word womanize was created on a phonaesthetic analogy with humanize,
and not on the semantic paraphrasing 'humanize s to make human'
and so 'womanize s * to make woman' (except as a joke).
5 he also have the intriguing question of whether, ultimately, all
complex words are holistic in some degree. Perhaps, when initially
coined, they are simply the sum of their parts, but use in context
soon demands more than just the adding of two or three constituents
together. Suppose I invent a word of Greek provenance : nhonolatrv.
An informed person can suppose that it means 'the worship of
sound', and this is useful knowledge, but why and when and where
is sound worshipped, and in what way? If I supply such information
then that becomes part of the meaning of nhonolatrv. and the word
is now more than the sum of its parts. The same situation applies
throughout the vocabulary, so that, for example, backstreet can
be seen as meaning 'not a main street', hut in the collocation
'backstreet abortionist' all sorts of additional nuances come
into nlay.
6 Finally there is the possibility that, given an unique educational
experience, set of inclinations and particular needs and aims at
particular times, each user of a language is in a position such
that, more or less deliberately, he or she can approach a complex
word from an analytic or a holistic point of view. Thus, if one is
dealing with a word like classify in terms of rmrifv, simplify,
centralise, harden etc, then one analyses it appropriately as a
causative verb with a certain internal structure; but if one is
dealing with it in a set which also contains arrange, order, cl? so
codify and organize (three of which are non-complex words) then
one may treat it as a solid like arrant, order or class.
Instead of regarding analysability or transparency as being one
state in which complex words occur, and holism or opacity as being
another distinct state, one is drawn to conclude that these are
polarities, and that users of the language can choose (or be helped to
choose) which pole they want to be nearer to on a given occasion.
This typology of holism as it stands clearly needs three tools of
explication to help it work: paraphrase, gloss and contextualization.
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Suoh a set of distinguishing procedures must be provided before one
can confidently set about deciding the appropriate analysis for any
complex word-form or word-group. The series of workbooks for foreign
learners of English (KcArthur, 1972 onwards) was created on the
assumption that word formation and holism could be explained to learners
by means of paraphrase, gloss and contextualization.
One footnote to this phenomenon is worth mentioning. We have seen
at least one area with regard to which it is common: the vestigial
prefixes of Latin-in-English. It can happen in such cases that a
grammarian himself can contribute to the phenomenon. In the 1890s there
was some argument as to whether contemporary or co-temuorarv was to be
the accepted form of an adjective meaning 'occurring at the same time
as something else*. These words did not just appear on paper: they
had their individual pronunciations like today, and con- would have its
weakened vowel in most forms of standard spoken English, while co-
would have a full vowel and an accent. Henry Sweet threw his weight on
the side of contemporary, because it was nearer the Latin (1891),
contributing to the resulting comment of the Random House mictions,rv
in 196^ that co-temporary is 'archaic'. And yet the general evidence
suggests that co-temporary is formed on a productive analogy with
co-exist, co-partnership etc. Logically, Sweet should also have urged
St and *comoartnersliiD.
5.6 Derivational Paradigms
Sapir's word formulas deal with formation and Ross's with what lias been
formed. Neither adequately handles stages in formation or in stripping
outer elements away from inner elements. Neither adequately covers the
combinations of suffix addition, suffix exchange, accentuation alone,
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accentuation together with affixation etc in the intricacies of English
word-creation. Each says something useful about the principles involved*
but in nowhere near sufficient detail. A formula therefore can only
carry us so far, and what we must look for next in word-formation is a
device for controlled construction and interpretation.
The device traditionally offered for this kind of thing is the
paradigm, but it has been offered almost wholly for inflectional
morphology, not for derivational morphology. Robins (1959), however,
has considered the possibility of using the paradigm in order to depict
derivation, pleading that the internal stability, the uninterruptability
and the limited and regular extensibility of lexical words lend themselves
to such an approach.
Traditional paradigms show how a base from an open-ended set of
such bases relates to a closed set of inflections. 'Paradigms thus
represent interlocking systems of grammatical oppositions within
particular syntactic fields' (Robins, 124). The amo-amas type of
paradigm is familiar enough and must follow its logical progression
through to amamus and amantj derivational paradigms would be inherently
different, however, because they would deal not in actualities but in
potentialities - their full range need never be exploited. Such a
paradigm will show what can be done, but will not attest what actually
has been done. At the same time, however, the construction of such
paradigms will depend upon a judicious interpretation of what has been
done, what has occurred, and how we paraphrase or glos3 the resulting
complexes. Comparative research into potential paradigms of suffixation,
for example, is made possible through the existence of modern reverse
word lists.
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We can illustrate this point with reference to Newman (1935)•





Newman assumed that these gaps were true for English at that time.
How he attested this he does not say. In 1966, Webster's Third fills
one gap by citing vocalitv and for the present writer in 1975 aodalize
seems perfectly acceptable. The word bound, for example, is 'modalized'
in the sentence 'She's bound to go soon', meaning more or less 'She
au3t go soon', where must is a modal verb. Such fortuitous gaps cannot
therefore be regarded as absolute. They are not even interesting in
terms of a modal of suffixation, because if derivational paradigms are
worth postulating they stand as it were beyond time. The gaps are
interesting, however, as regards how and when and where and why we
choose to invoke the paradigm.
Entwhistle came close to such a view C1953) when he suggested that
languages hover between completeness and incompleteness in their
patterning, so that at any time one suffix, for example, may be dead
while others are active, and the active suffixes 'have the effect of
placing every word in a family which is partly realized and partly in
nosae'. Dictionaries in consequence list words with reputable authority
behind them, but cannot reach all the words in use or likely to come
into use. Lexicographers may hesitate to include all the conceivable
products of a guessable paradigm without attestation, or may act on
intuition rather than citation («f Kalkiel, 1963:263f), but inclusion
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or noil-inclusion in a dictionary bears little relation to whether
or not a word will be invoiced. Innovation occurs, and 'such successful
innovation calls into existence words which are in posse and therefore
in agreement with the genius of the language,., Those which exist in
nosae can be called into being to meet a temporary emergency'
(Entwhistle 76, 235 and 250).
This invocation or calling into being is what Bolinger calls a
word's 'moment in history' (1960s53), and whether that moment is a
flash or the start of a long and varied journey across centuries is an
etymologist's concern, but irrelevant in terms of the paradigms. In
other words, whether we talk about a nonce-word or an established word
has nothing to do with principles of word-formation. This is a factor
which has not been adequately considered by linguists,
*
In 1971 some preliminary work on programming derivational patterns
into a computer was undertaken at the University of Edinburgh ("obert
Boyer, Department of Artificial Intelligence, and Tom McArthur). The
computer was asked to state the whole family of words formable on a
given base, or any one member of such a family. This initial work
suggested that an automaton for forming words was of some theoretical
interest. Firstly, its products provided a challenge to the intuitions
of the native user of the language as to the Tightness or otherwise of
a formation. Secondly, this intuition could be checked against a
dictionary like the HEP or with other native users. Thirdly, the need
to program the computer accurately demanded great care in analysing
what was at work in such paradigms. Thus, creating a set of members of
a base type (such as all the bases entitled to the paradigm -al. alize.
alization) necessitated not only first-order rules of a morphological
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nature, they also demanded second-order spelling rules for properly
combining the elements of the derived word. This system worked tolerably
well for a number of paradigms of high productivity in the language,
such as that given above, and its program is available with various
printouts for examination and development.
Work with the computer and in creating vocabulary workbooks for
foreign learners of English suggests that productivitj' in derivational
paradigms is generally uneven, as Entwhistle proposed, but often much
more regular than one might expect. A comparison with the HEP and such
historically-ordered word lists as The Chronological English Dictionary
(Finkenstaedt, Leisi and Wolff, 1970) suggests that paradigms, like
individual words, have their moments in time? that is, at different
times different paradigms are fashionable, and for different
disciplines and activities different paradigms are necessary. Thus,
forms in medicine- such as -otomv. and -ectomv do not occur elsewhere,
while the form -ish extends to -ishness for colour adjectives
(reddislmess). but not for numbers when giving approximate times
(semuLsk but never -"SSZSBAaSQSSa) •
Potentiality remains the most arresting feature of derivational
paradigms. As Finkenstaedt puts it (l97?i15S)s 'As sentences that
have never been heard before are understood immediately because they
are possible sentences of a specific language, these words are under¬
stood because they can be interpreted according to an internalized
system. They are realizations of word-formation potentialities'.
Thus, if we propose the paradigm -ji, alize. alization. for certain
Latinate noun bases in English we have two factors to consider:
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formation on free word bases, and formation on bases which are not
free words -
1 free word bases
centre: central: centralize: centralization
form: formal: formalize: formalization
2 tesgs whj-gfc aye pot free wqytja
re-: real: realize: realization
leg-: legal: legalize: legalization
Region, like centre, is a word which can be fed into such a para¬
digm, with the output regionalization. For many people several decades
ago, this word would have been an unlovely and unnecessary addition to
the language. It has, however, come into regular use in Scotland in the
1970s as part of a re-organization of local government. Let us suppose,
however, that in another part of the world not region but area was an
administrative term. The adjective areal is attested in Webster's Third,
but no further along the paradigm. We might, however, see a bureaucratic
need for *arealize and *arealization. It might be argued cogently that
misanalysis as a-realize might militate against such a formation, and
prevent its coinage. That is possible, but we cannot categorically rule
it out for all time. Tomorrow's English cannot be legislated against.
Let us suppose that such paradigms as are suggested here and are
more fully described elsewhere (Chapter Six and also in McAxthur, 1972
et seq) become acceptable devices for use in discussing word-
derivation in English. We cannot, however, forget the principle of
holism, which occurs alongside all such activities. A derived word when
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newly minted nay well be no more than the sum of its parts, but if it
exists for any length of time it will acquire further nuances of meaning
unique to itself. Regionalisation in Scotland, for example, has very
special meanings which it does not have anywhere else in the English-
speaking world, because of the administrative structure of the country
at present. In addition to its standard paraphrase 'the process of
forming (something) into regions', it must have the additional gloss 'as
part of a two-tier level of local government in Scotland'. It is in
glosses like these that many processes of holism probably have their
beginning. If this is doubted, we can ask an Indian from Bombay what was
meant in the mid-1960s by a word which at that
time was seldom out of the local English-language newspapers, but which
stuns the user of English elsewhere when he meets it for the first time,
5.7 The Compounding of Words
A word-and-paradigm procedure can be used for describing and teaching
important areas in English lexis, much as it has been used in the past to
teach Latin and other languages, and much as Peter Matthews would like
to see it used in discussing the morphology and formational principles of
languages like Latin (Matthews, 1965a,b). The special link that paradigms
have with the Classical language makes them attractive for handling ileo-
Latin word-forms in English# but there is no inherent reason why they
cannot be extended to cover material of Vernacular Germanic provenance.
The principle beliind q.lpw1 • ff3.ffld.yt cloudiness and mist: misty: mistiness
is no different from that behind form: formal: formality or even, in
uniquely English circumstances, behind the 3et nose: nosy: nosinews as
opposed to nopp: pftsaj.,: nasality.
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Compounding is a different matter, however, in that in its
Germanic style it does not by and large lend itself to such patently
neat patterns of extensibility. Additionally, compounding as a lexical
and syntactic process has been obscured by some of the quirks of the
English orthopxaphic system, so that a comnound such • s teapot
(described by lexicographers as a 'solid compound' because of the way
it is written) is orthographically distinct from the compound coffee
lug:. No such distinction can or should be made in phonological terms as
regards the accentuation (or stressing) of the conroounds, or in semantic
terms as regards their paraphrasable meanings. Phonologically, the two
expressions have identical stress patterns and syntactically they can
both be parephrased in the formula 'an X for Y5, so that we have 'a pot
for tea' and 'a jug for coffee' respectively. Considerable work has now
been done on the syntactic and semantic analysis of compounds in English
(cf Lees, 1960; Karchand, 1969, the Gleitmans, 1970; Quirk et al 1973)
and some work has been done on its use in language teaching (cf KcArthur,
1972c; Marbe and KcArthur, 1975).
The typological distinction offered in section 5.2 has a
particular value in discussing compounds. Firstly, it enables us to
recognise the purely orthographic problems of compounding for what they
are: conventions which have grown up over the years rather than
indicators of syntactic or semantic relationships between the elements
constituting the compounds. Thus, we can see that a relationship exists
between blackberry nie and black current jam, where adjectives have a
special imoortance, and that there is another relationship between
strawberry .jam and orange marmalade, and that orthography is unimoortant
in all of them. Instead, phonological as well as syntactic and semantic
considerations apply here, and the formations! factors involved are of
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quite a different order from derivational paradigms.
These formational factors are nevertheless highly regular. Given
certain patterns or formulas such as the h of a Y. we can create, with
the right word elements, innumerable generic expressions such as the
Si4n of ft flpat = a gpatsfcift, the too pf ,a piQufl,ta.ift = a ppuptain, tPP>
and with the minor variation of the of Y we can get the erosion of
soil = spfl eyypAfla and the removal of furniture = fuyruj t^ye repoypj.
These formulas operate regardless of the structural content of the
elements manipulated. Thus, goatskin is made of two free bases, .-oat
and skin (which happen also to be monosyllabic), but furniture removal
is made up of an element furniture which is a special kind of holistic
noun relating to one meaning: of furnish, and removal, which is a noun
derived from remove.
That compounding is very different from derivation has been
accepted for generations, but precisely why has not always been clear.
Part of the reason for this is that, although different, the two pro¬
cesses have many common features, and tend to flow into each other.
Like many other phenomena, the dividing line between these two is fuzzy.
Consider the following:
1 We can recall for example 31oomfield's old maid^ah. which is based
on a compound old maid, and not on maid alone: "maidish is not a
standard word.
2 Holism affects both prooesses. Receive and butterfly are both
holisms, though the first was created derivationally and the
second by compounding,
3 Special compounding elements (or 'combining forms' as lexicographers
often call them) may show features often associated more with
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affixes than compounds. Hopeful can mean 'full of hope* and
breakable can mean 'able to be broken', and on this paraphrasing
basis they would appear to be elements in compounds, but their
equivalents in hopeless (never 'less hope') and visible (needing
translation as 'able to be seen') complicate matters and suggest
a derivational interpretation. Worse, the presence of -ful in
words like bashful and -less in words like ruthless and reckless
make the whole thing a bad joke unless some such device as holism
exists to account for them.
Two cardinal factors appear to operate in the process of compounding
in English. They do not, however, necessarily occur together, although
it is a satisfying fact that they often do co-exist. These factors are:
1 special stress, usually identifiable as the tonic placement
(cf Halliday, 1970; Marbe and McArthur, 1975), on the accentable
syllable of the first element in a two-element compound, such as
blackbird, household, car factory and so on. This feature is
not represented in the orthography but is for such compounds obligatory
in speech. Many foreigners find it difficult to acquire and to interpret
such special stress patterns.
2 a principle of a syntactic kind, conceived by some Chomskyans as
transformational. This is the principle of inversion (McArthur,
1972:5 and 33), illustrable as:
a pot for tea
a teapot
a teanot made of china
a china teapot
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Certain important use/s of grammatical words (articles, pre¬
positions etc) occur in paraphrasing such compounds, but it should be
noted that these are not - to use the Chomskyan phrase - 'transform¬
ationally recoverable' (cf the Gleitraans, 1970). The ability to make
such paraphrases was however established quite clearly by the Gleitmans
as part of the 'competence' of the native user of English, even though
the step-by-step creation of the compounds from a 'deep' paraphrase
cannot always be traced ('recovered', in Chomskyan terms).
There is one feature which derivatives and compounds share which
justifies their traditional close association, and that is their
internal structuring, unless of course they are holistic. Particularly
in careful speech, through stress and intonation, the native user can
detect an organisation within these composites which he can explain by
means of paraphrases, much as follows:
1 derivation
recodification = (re(((code)ify)cation))
= the process of codifying something again
a Savoy Hotel car park attendant
= (a ((Savoy Hotel)((car park) attendant)))
= an attendant in the car park of the Savoy Hotel
and
a Savoy hotel car park attendant
= (a (Savoy) (((hotel) (car park) attendant)))
=a an attendant in the car park of a hotel in Savoy
The complexity of compounded expressions in English, especially in
newspapers, magazines and technical journals, can come as a surprise to
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many when it is first disoussed with them, and is a source of
difficulty for foreign learners of the language. It is the same
principle of inner organization as animates derivational structures,
but differs in that it brings lexical words together in groups as novel
compact formations governed by special stress patterns and explicable
only by special paraphrasing techniques.
Compounding is also distinct from derivation in that it is, by and
large, much more concerned with the creation of names; it is a generic
labelling activity. As the Gleitmans observe (87)s 'A compound, by
being a compound, implies a name, some unitary character to the
relationship among the elements'. I have chosen to follow the Gleitmans
in keeping the non-specific term 'element' for each item which goes to
the making of a compound, largely because such elements may on occasion
be base words, but may also be derived words and indeed compounds in
themselves.
There is one area, however, in which compounding and derivation are
closely related, and that is in the less immediately obvious nature of
material of Greek provenance in English. Greek compounds have their
special stress patterns and a quality of internal cohesion that Germanic
compounds lack. They usually operate, however, on a comparable principle
of inversion, thus:
bi + o + logy
the noun biology, however, can be turned into another noun
biologist by losing -£ and adding ist (without a stress shift), or into
the study of life = logy be
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an adjective biological by losing -£ and adding -ical (with a stress
shift). This special Greek quality of being able to add derivationally
to a compound base often deceives us into forgetting that such bases are
indeed compounds, and not collections of peculiar prefixes and suffixes.
They are essentially very close to such formation as old-maidish.
In diachronic terms, a compound, whatever its degree of complex
internal ordering, whether of Vernacular or Latin or Greek provenance,
may be short-lived or long-lived. In newspapers, for example, headline
compounds as in EGG THEFT DENIED BY VILLAGE YOUTH have a fleeting
existence, whereas in technical language compounds such as 'internal
combustion engine' take on a permanent lexical quality, and add to the
meaning of the elements contributing to them. As with derivation, the
success or failure of a compound in establishing itself in the language
has no bearing on the principles of formation, but is of great interest
in studying processes of holism and the development of lexical words
through time,
5.8 Language, Lexis and Conceptual Universes
So far in this chapter the need to develop a typology of the English word
and some means of discussing analysability and holism have held us back
from the important basic question of semantics. Having proposed these
various aids to the identification of 'words', it is necessary now to
move on to a discussion of the vexed question of meaning. We can begin,
however, by looking away from English-language linguistics towards a
separate discipline: anthropology.
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During the 1960s, the cognitive anthropology movement crystallized
in the United States, in the work of Stephen Tyler, Etrold Coaklin,
Charles Frake and many others. It has been concerned primarily with
mapping the worldviews of different cultures, and belongs to a tradition
*
shared by Edward Sapir, Benjamin Lee Whorf and Claude Levi-Strauss. It
is not possible here to analyse the movement in detail, but essentially
it supports the 'weak* version of the hypothesis (often called the Sapir-
Whorf hypothesis) that different cultures live to some extent in
different conceptual universes, organizing reality in different ways.
To illustrate this, we may take an example offered by Stephen A Tyler
(1969*6), in a comparison between the culture of English-users and a
South Indian aboriginal people. This comparison immediately comes up
against the question of 'words'*
•For example ive distinguish between dew, fog, ice and snow, but the
Koyas of South India do not. They call all these marxcu. Even though they
can perceive the differences among them if asked to do so, these
differences are not significant to them. On the other hand, they recognize
and name at least seven different kinds of bamboo, six more than I am
accustomed to distinguish'.
The procedures adopted by these cognitive anthropologists have been
given various names: semantic analysis, componential analysis and ethno-
semantics. The first indicates a general interest in problems of meaning,
of how people organize their world and talk usefully about it, and
possibly why societies often fail to understand each other properly.
Componential analysis suggests that they are interested in actual
components or features of meaning, perhaps to set up a universal
inventory of such components, common to all mankind. This is reminiscent
of the aspirations in earlier times of Wilkins and Roget. Ethnosemantics
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re-emphasizes the interest in peoples and cultures, rather than an
interest in language for its own sake. Language is seen as both a means
of getting at world-views, and an essential part of the cultures
examined. Cognitive anthropologists ask questions, but are more interested
in establishing the kind of questions that a society has asked itself
than in simply getting answers to questions that our own world-view
conditions us to ask.
The anthropologists quickly found that in using language as a
gateway to separate universes they had a defective tool: the bilingual
dictionary. Ethnographers, Charles 0 Frake points out (l969'28ff), have
always spent time collecting labels for objects at which they have
pointed inquiringly. This kind of activity results in monograph statements
such as: 'Among the grasses (sigbet) whose grains (bunga nen) are used
for beads (bitekel) none is more prized than Job's tears (alias)1. He
oonsiders that the nmotivated reader might justifiably mutter, 'So what?'
But label-for-label the collecting continues till a bilingual register
is achieved, and something appears to have been added to the sum-total
of human knowledge. Harold C Conklin denies this, however (1969s41ff):
'While extant dictionaries and vocabularies do provide glosses and
definitional material, many of the nontrivial, and often essential,
semantic and contextual relationships obtaining among lexical items are
often neglected or handled in an imprecise and unsystematic manner'.
This is as true for the English side as for the side of the special
language, in Conklin's case Hanunoo, a language of the Philippines. He
points out that if a dictionary lists a Hanunoo plant name simply as
'(distinct) kind of plant', the syntax is covered, but no semantic
analysis is possible, 'Had I not modified this procedure, I would have
ended up with more than 2,000 lexical items (including several hundred
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referential synonyms) each labeled identically. While employing glosses
like "tea" and "tobacco" ... proved useful in labelling familiar objects,
the majority of those culturally significant Hanunoo designations
referred to entities which to me were quite unfamiliar... For the ethno¬
grapher, the semantic structure of such folk classification is of
paramount importance. Upon his analysis of it depends the accuracy of
many crucial statements about the oulture being described*.
The problem exists in reverse. To a Hanunoo inquirer looking at
English, standard dictionaries might not be entirely adequate in pro¬
viding clearcut semantic relationships among vegetable, plant, flower.
and seed, or tam;lp, radish, tomato. lqUUP3
pomegranate. Conklin considers that * problems of analysing and pre¬
senting such structures in a succinct fashion may be of interest even
to lexicographers who work only in relatively familiar cultural
surroundings *.
The cognitive anthropologists have discussed their problems in
terms of lexemes, lexical sets and lexical domains. A. lexeme is any
elementary unit whose meaning cannot be deduced from internal structure
comprising simpler parts (even where there is such a structure). It is
equivalent to our 'lexical word' as a base or as a holism. A lexical set
•consists of all the semantically contrastive lexemes which in a given,
culturally relevant context share exclusively one defining feature'
(Conklin, 46f), and therefore has something in common with Palmer's
•constellations'. The whole semantic range of such a set is its lexical
domain. ConKlin concedes that the initial establishing of domain
boundaries can be a serious problem, not simply within one language,
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but also when seeking to correlate two languages and their respective
domains.
Conklin and his colleagues have developed a set of logico-graphic
devices which depart wholly from the principle of linear presentation.
Conklin regrets that lexicographers have not explored the possibilities
in such an approach, although he notes 3ome tentative moves, 'Despite
encouraging signs, I realize that most dictionaries will continue to be
organized primarily as alphabetical indices' (56). The devices are
based on an assumption that certain contrasts are fundamental in
language and cultures the perception of similarities, differences,
inclusion of one thing within another, exclusion of one thing from a
group of others, possession of one or more common attribute among many
things and so on, Tyler takes the English word chair as an example, the
chunk of sound or lettering relating to objects with four legs, a seat
and a back. No two of these are alike, but we manage to subsume them all
under chair with reasonable success. Having done this, we also manage to
label other things in similar ways, and catch them all under the head
furniture. The devices serve to point up such fundamental relations. The
three presentations which follow have been adapted from those Tyler gives
(7ff), re-organized with English lexicography in mind:
1 TftS Taypippmy
A taxonooic presentation may be either tabular or branching, as in
these alternative presentations of furniture. The same relationships
of inclusion and contrast are shown in both devices. The taxonomy should
not be taken as accurate or comprehensive for furniture, but simply as





end tables dining tables
2 The?
The tabular arrangement of the paradigm has a venerable history in
classical grammar, and requires a simultaneous reading of information
along two axes, with 'lexemes' provided at suitable intersection points.
Whereas the underlying structure of paradigms is perfectly symmetrical,
lexical sets may not be structured symmetrically and so fortuitous gacs,
overlaps and nebulous borders have to be allowed for. The paradigm which











The markers SEX and AGE are each subdivided to provide special
differentiations in terms of which lexemes can be registered. As it
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stands, the paradigm does not indicate in what sense a geldin<r is
neuter, because it models 'being* and not 'becoming'. Prom the
linguistic point of view, the main problem is the status of the markers:
are they to be taken as just other words of the language, or as abstract
semantic features such as Roget attempted to perfect, or something of
both, as Roget's turned out? In this paradigm they are differentiated
from the lexemes which they register by means of distinct typefaces.
3 Binary Oppositions in a Tree Arrangement
This device provdes paths along which the user can travel, accepting or
rejecting a path according as it helps to show the presence or absence
of the features in which he is interested. In this case, a tree





dQXphjqtwn accpilegift rarmn9ul.ua involucre
PflMPfle Ple-nat^s
Thus, if a flower is not spurred, has no petals and no involucre, it is
a clematis. Additional information may be required to describe the
clematis more fully (with a picture perhaps), but cardinal points are
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demonstrated, and again we can use typeface distinctions to separate
the 'generated' plants from the mechanism which generates them by contrast.
Tyler concedes that these three devices do not exhaust the range of
cognitive orderings, representing if anything only a small portion of
cognition usable only where the number of properties involved are or can
be restricted. He considers that in more complex domains, properties have
a partial ordering (reminding us of Entwhistle's views of patterning in
language), characterized by discontinuous and partial combinations of
various features, some binarily opposed, some intersecting, some included,
some including and so on. He offers the devices, however, as a contribution
to the as yet unstatable range of possible orderings.
Robbins Burling (l969:419ff) accepts that ethnosemantics is a
salutary exercise in clearing the head of misconceptions about culture
and language, but it has suffered in his view from a plethora of pro¬
grammatic articles and a dearth of descriptions of whole systems or even
definable subsystems. Anong his criticisms, the most telling for lexi¬
cography is the problem of indeterminacy. He demonstrates his own problem
of organizing 'plants' into one system in English, and considers that a
multiplicity of orderings is possible. He presents the argument by out¬












Etc Etc spruce hemlock pine
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He accepts it as reasonable that English-users distinguish trees
from bushes and bushes from plants on the basis of size, then divide
plants into flowers, vegetables and weeds. With regard to the category
needled trees, however, he wonders how to place cedar, which is really
neither leafy nor needled — and should hemlock and snruce have a
special subcategory 'short needled trees' to distinguish them from nine
under 'long needled trees'. 'What is the essential "cognitive"
difference between hemlock and spruce? Is it gross size, type of needle,
form of bark or what? I do not know how to answer these questions, but
they are the type of question that must be answered before any single
semantic analysis can claim to represent the cognitive organization of
the people, or even claim to be much more than an exercise of the
analyst's imagination'•
Burling therefore counsels caution. There is an intrinsic
difference between making useful analyses and penetrating to some God's-
truth view of what goes on in people's minds, and the investigator is
too willing to believe that he is capturing the psychological facts
when all he is doing is 'tinkering with a rough set of operational
devices' (427). Burling considers that (determinacy will always be
lurking there, along with the possibility of other presentations,
equally sound. But as long as the absolute is not substituted for the
relative, no great harm can be done.
Dell Hymes (l969*428f) welcomes Burling's criticism as a valuable
corrective to simplistic over-enthusiasm. Scepticism in his view should
however be laced with humanity in handling any area where investigators
are trying to chart values, orientations, attitudes, beliefs or any
other notion which suggests something going on inside people. The
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implication is that one cannot hold back simply from fear of claiming
too much. The lexicologist can, however, stop with Burling while
appreciating hymes's point. He cannot assume the absolute determinability
of meaning. Whatever the end-results of ethnosemantics, however, the
lexicologist can thank the anthropologists for doubting the unidimensional
item-by-item approach of the glossary tradition.
5.9 Structural Semantics
During the 1960s, a logical view of structural semantics was developed
in Britain by John Lyons, at Cambridge and Edinburgh. The fullest
exposition appears in his Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics
(Cambridge, 1968:400ff). It is a logician's approach to semantic structure,
a logician who discards the perennial philosophical question of whether
there are such things as 'concepts' or 'ideas' behind words, Lyons also
steps aside from the linguists' argument about whether there is a set of
universal non-linguistic semantic features common to the organization of
all languages. He notes that there may one day be justification for the
assumption that such features exist, but 'such empirical evidence as
there is available at the present time would tend to refute, rather than
confirm, this hypothesis'.
The important factor to bear in mind, in Lyons's opinion, is that a
semantic analysis can be made without entering upon a discussion of
universal components or concepts, simply by treating the semantic com¬
ponents or features as other words of the language. If chair and stone
can be said to denote 'physical objects', then physical ob.iect is itself
an expression of English with definable relations. It need not be given,
as in Roget (as well as in Katz, 1966), the status of a non-linguistic
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conceptual or innate element. We can then say that semantics is
concerned among other things with the relations that hold between
chair and -physical ob.iect. stone and physical ob.iect. and then between
chair and stone. To get hierarchies we need not step outside language.
It is of some interest to note here that Yorick Wilks, for practical
purposes in considering text analysis by computer, came to the parallel
conclusion that, except when people point to things, 'meaning is always
other words' and to talk about 'the senses of words' is only a disguised
statement of that fact (1972:86).
Lyons is sympathetic towards the American cognitive anthropologists
such as Tyler. Referring to the analysis of kinship groups, colour,
flora and fauna, weights and measures and other areas by the techniques
outlined in the previous section, he notes that 'the results obtained
have conclusively demonstrated the value of the structural approach to
semantics, and have confirmed the pronouncements of such earlier scholars
as von Humboldt, de Saussure and Sapir to the effect that the vocabularies
of different languages (in certain fields at least) are non-isomorphic:
that there are semantic distinctions made in one language which are not
made in another; moreover, that particular fields may be categorized in
a totally different way by different languages' (429). To illustrate
this point he refers to Conklin's work with Ilanunoo, to the way in which
the speakers of that language distinguish colour on criteria of lightness.
darkness. wetness, dryness, and not, like English-users, with reference to
stock realia such as blood (for redness) and the sky (for blueness).
Lyons separates the grammatical from the lexical in 'words', and then
passes to what he considers a basic dichotomy in semantics: the
distinction between reference and sense. Reference has often been
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regarded as a primary concern of semantics (as for example in Ogden and
Richards, 1923). Lyons allows its importance for objects detectable
through experience and for extrapolations such as unicorns and atoms
which we agree to conceive of as existing (in some way or another). He
points out, however, that for such words as good and intelligent
referents are hard to find, and with other words like mountain and hill
the referential boundaries are indeterminate. Reference only covers a
relatively small number of words in any language, but sense covers all
possible words. Relations of sense may be syntagmatic (sequential) or
paradigmatic (contrastive) and they serve to place items in systemic
positions uniquely their own. The vocabulary of a language contains a
number of lexical systems whose semantic structure can be described in
q\
terms of sense relations alone, these relations holding between the \ '
lexical words themselves and not between their senses. Lyons offers six
such relations, refining in the process such traditional concepts as
'synonym', 'antonym' and 'inclusive term's
1 hvponvmy The condition of superordination and subordination, so
that tulio. daffodil and rose are (co-)hyponyms of flower.
Characteristically, the extension of the superordinate flower is greater
than that of any hyponym, while the subordinate (e.g. tulip) is
intensive and possessed of a greater concentration of attributes than
flower. Hyponyms contrast with each other and with their super¬
ordinate term ('hyperonym').
2 synonymy The condition of relative sameness, dependent on context,
which can be viewed as symmetrical hyponymy, where for contextual
reasons terms mutually imply one another, end tulip and flower do not
contrast but are synonymous. Synonymy is characterized by the inter-
changeability of terms.
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3 incompatibility The condition of contradictoriness, where, for
example, red will contradict green in terms of a sentence frame
like 'Mary was wearing a _____ hat'.
4 conver3eness The condition of opposites which reverse one another,
as in rob/steal, buy/sell, husband/wife, in such formulaic pro¬
positions as 'X is the husband of Y, therefore Y is the wife of X*.
5 complementarity The condition of opposites which complete one
another, as in the pair male/female. Characteristically, the
denial of one implies in most contexts the assertion of the other.
6 antonvrnv The condition of opposites which can be graded or implies
a scale, as in big/small in such formulations as 'If X is bigger
than Y, then Y must be smaller than X'.
Sense relations of this kind are never absolute, but are context-
governed. A structural organization aiming at presenting sets of words
in a useful way would need to indicate the contexts for which such set
relations hold true, and would need to take into account Lyons's notion
of context, which includes:
1 the spatio-temporal situation in which speaker and listener find
themselves
2 the actions they are performing at the time
3 any external events, actions, objects etc
4 the knowledge shared by the speaker and listener about what has
been said earlier
5 the tacit acceptance by the speaker and listener of all the relevant
conventions, beliefs, pre-suppositions in the speech-community.
Clearly, not all of this matters to the lexicologist, who must deal
with the broader issues under 5, but may require to frame idealized or
illustrative versions of 1 to 4 or look for citations. A distinction could
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be made between immediate context (1 to 4) and ba<?Iy.T0USa content
(5 and perhaps 4). It is background context that the cognitive anthro¬
pologists are interested in, and. lexicographers only look at immediate
contexts (usually on paper) when they indicate a change in word use.
One could say that lexical semantics, which deals with isolable words
and not continuous speech or writing, is concerned with the effects
that all contexts that have ever been have had on the words currently
available in a language.
In his review of Lyons (Journal of Linguistics 9*1, Feb 1973),
Ilaas emphasizes the logical foundations on which Lyons's structural
semantics is raised. He praises the precision of the formulations,
observing that if the outline does not yet present a structural semantics
of language, it is at least a sketch of a semantics of logical language,
or a true-or-false language of propositions reminiscent of Carnap in the
1930s, Hyponymy and the others are all defined by relations of implication
among various propositions containing the lexical words concerned. They
are restricted to truth-value relations, which Haas accepts as central,
but necessarily limited in respect to natural language. Truth-value (as
Mrs Piozzi pointed out in 1794) is not the only issue at stake in
semantics, and the scheme proposed leaves no room for metaphor, jokes,
idioms, slang, poetic language, paradox or levels of formality. Lyons
avowedly takes a 'cognitive' .as against an 'emotive' view of language,
and although he briefly touches on distinctions such as 'colloquial'
Anglo-Saxon and 'learned' Latinate, these are not developed. They have
of course diachronic implications, and Haas notes that Lyons*s position
'will be incapable of any easy connection with the all-obtrusive facts
of continuous semantic change'. Logic stands apart from flux. Lyons states
that semantic theory should indeed 'allow for' all the distinctions that
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Haas mentions (462), but Haas argues that to allow for then is not
enough: 'Semantic theory must account for them'.
Perhaps the most striking thing about the Lyons scheme, apart from
its logical basis, is absence of time. It treats language as a state of
fixed relations and implies that the semantics of English is a unity.
Historical evidence suggests, however, that there is a semantic layering
related to the multiple morphologies of English which have come together
over the centuries. Lyons's category 'synonym* may serve to help us
handle pairs like fatherly/paternal but cannot cope with father (a free
word) and natem- (a bound base). Finkenstaedt (1973'64)» in studying
the influence of men like Sir Thomas Browne on English vocabulary,
observes: 'Apparently the Elizabethans discovered the possibilities of
etymological dissociation in language: amatory and love, audition and
hearing. hearty welcome and cordial reception: these quasi-synonyms
offer new opportunities for semantic differentiation. Two terms for the
same denotatum: new connotations can arise, stylistic, poetic
possibilities are offered when the new word is liberated from the
restricted use in the language of science'. Lyons's system covers a
great deal, but it does not cover this phenomenon.
5.10 Parallelism in English Lexis
At various points in this survey we have discussed areas or streams
of lexical material in English which are of distinct provenance,
principally Vernacular and Neo-Lotin, and we have considered in historical
terms how they came into a contrastive relationship.
English lexis is not a homogeneous mass, but rather a composite of
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at least two masses, which appear said behave differently but which
share concepts. Thus, •woman' belongs in one mass, while 'femin*
belongs in another, both however referring to the same concept of a
particular class of human being. There is nothing new in asserting
this parallelism; various people at various times (as we have seen)
h..ve commented upon it, and even tried to make use of it. Vie have had
the ezamples of the older lexicographers actively developing the
parallelism; we have also seen how students of language such as Skeat,
Sweet, Bloomfield, Crystal and Marchand have recognised and described
the dichotomy. Additionally, writers such as Kogben (1964) have tried
to use this idea to facilitate the teaching of Continental languages
to the British and Americans. Hogben coined the phrase 'our hybrid
heritage* for the phenomenon, and considered that it was an asset not
adequately exploited. His purpose, however, was to show English-users
that in their Vernacular language they had parallels with the northern
European tongues, while in their Neo-Latin language they had an entree
into the Mediterranean tongues. As mentioned earlier also, Victor Grove
vehemently argued that this hybrid asset has largely been left
unexplained to the mass of English-users, so that many of us struggle
less than successfully with Latin-in-English.
While conceding the historical phenomenon, and often, like Crystal,
accepting the Vernacular-Latin dichotomy, linguists have on the whole
shied away from a consideration of the impact of this heterogeneous
circumstance on modern functioning English. We have noted this with
regard to Lyons*s structural semantics. Any attempt to account for
levels of formality, for example, would, in my own view, require an
assessment of Vernacular as against heo-Latin and an appreciation of
the nature of lexical bases, and would require a procedure of the kind
being proposed here.
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Hans Marchand (i960 raid revised, 1969), in his diachronic and
synchronic study of English word-formation, has made more effort than
most to come to terms formally with the hybrid heritage, and discusses
the lexicon (the total word-list of English) in relation to its members*
'foreignness* or *nativeness*, by which he means whether or not a word
is Neo-Latin in type or Anglo-Saxon in type. In his study of formational
principles he allows for a gradabllity of Neo-Latin material in English,
as in this table:
1 completely spermarium, pre-retina, panopticon
lieo-Latin
2 rvmve in gam
but Heo-Latln in
principle insecticide, spermaduct, pomiculture
3 Ngg-LaUfl
derivafrj-pn, ^
analvsable as nnglish scientist, anelectric
4 Leo-Latin in
elements, but
combined 03 dnm1.1.h notional, hyper-sensitive
Marchand*s gradation suggests a subtle shading out from Leo-Latin
proper into something which Earchand accepts as English. He implies that
what appears at first sight as a rigid dichotomy of words formed on a
native basis or on a foreign or Leo-Latin basis is a procedural convenience
rather than a genuine commitment to the ultimate separateness of languages.
He notes, for example, that his foreign basis relates not just to a
monolith called ileo-Latin, but to streams within Leo-Latin, which are Old
Latin and Old Greek: 'Neo-Latin comprises Greek patterns as well and has
frequently extended Old Greek patterns so that they are more rightly ITeo-
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Latin than Old Greek*• A moment's reflection, however, makes it clear
that Marchand is simply saying that Latin did in the past what English
lias been doing more recentlyt absorbing vocabulary from an external
source. If a pattern can become more rightly Loo-Latin than Old Greek,
then by the same reasoning a pattern can become more rightly Modern
English than Weo-Latin, This is to all intents and purposes what hns
happened in caeca 2, 3 ana 4 of Merchant's graduated list.
What he has pointed out more formally than most is that a whole
area of Old Greek vocabulary became Leo-Latin, and that in turn a whole
area of Neo-Latin must hove stood out in contrast against the 'native*
Latin element, while in turn the new material in nglish continues to
stand out in contrast against the older Vernacular material.
This is not an isolated phenomenon. The Lravidian languages of
Southern India have for centuries been affected by an in-pouring of
Sanskrit loxiGf in the Middle East, Persian has been similarly affected
by an in-pouring of Arabic lexis. Such parallel streams within these
langua es might be characterized simplistically as 'native* and 'foreign',
but observers from a distance would naturally ask* How do the two co¬
exist? What role docs each fulfil, if any? How in fact do they function
in relation to each other? The same questions should be asked of English,
Lexical invasion has been studied with increasing formalism by the
creolists (cf Hymes, 1371, in toto and 77ff)» where the term 'relexi-
fication' has been used to describe the wholesale replacement of one
lexis by another. This wholesale replacement relates specifically to the
grammatical systems used by sieves transplanted to various places from
Africa, but is not necessarily limited to such cases. There iB evidence
to suggest, for example, that Marathi in India is a creolization of
Sanskritic lexis onto a Dravidian grammatical system, with a wide
spectrum of variation similar to the spectrum of variation found in
Jamaican English.
If we substitute the idea of a wholesale relexification with the
idea of a partial invasion we have the cases of English, Persian and
most of the J)ravidian languages. In such cases the grammar largely
stays •native', along with one stream of vocabulary, used for general
purposes, while a second stream develops, usually with special
phonology and graphology, for religious, cultural and perhaps
scientific purposes. Loosely, then, one might talce the view that
academic English is a creole of Eeo-Latin. What does such a view entail?
Recapitulating Sapir, we can establish the broad formational
possibilities of English words as follows:
Vernacular A + (b)
Latinate A ♦ (b)
(A) + (b)
This view enables us to accept that the free word woman on the
Vernacular level or tier of English is matched by a non-free base
femin- on the Latinate tier, while the free Vernacular word shape is
matched by the free Latinate word form. Therefore the factor which
could bring such elements into alignment is not their status as free
words, but rather their status simply as bases.
One of the probable reasons why disystemic parallelism is not
readily accepted is the traditional way of viewing languages and the
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Interaction of one language upon another. Languages ere seen as co¬
existing but distinct entities, re follows:
Here Vernacular and Latin ere seen as distinct autonomous sources and
Modern English is a distinct offspring. If, however, we propose that
Vernacular and Latin can be taken as referring to something both inside




We have noted, however, that N00—Latin underwent a similar kind of
invasion from Greek at an earlier stage. We may say that a Greek stream
entered Heo-Latin and via Leo-Latin passed to English. Using the model,




Inasmuch as Greek reaches Modern English through Latin it is also Latin.
It would not surprise us to find, as Karchand makes clear, that Greek
and Latin word-forming patterns have an intimacy which they do not share
with the Vernacular. They have been together a lot longer. Suffixes of
Classical provenance and patterning freely inter-relate, but neither
inter-relates very freely (or with the same effects) with Vernacular
material. At the same time, however, the Greek stream has its
distinctive nature. It might be more proper to label 1Neo-Latin' as a








Can any evidence be provided at this stage to suggest that this
model has contrastive value, that it in any way reflects 'reality'?
It is inherently paradigmatic, and with minimal adaptation can serve
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where sensitive is a complex word-form (base -sens-) to which these
three prefixes can be added. The result expresses a paradigmatic
contrast between the prefixes in Modern English, not in any way
relntable to the directional or locative uses of these elements in
their languages of origin. The contrast is specific to Modern English.
An attempt to paraphrase or gloss the new complexes helps to point to
the functional differences inherent in the three tiers or streams of
vocabulary:
V over-sensitive: too sensitive (in terms of some emotive
statement)
L suoer-sen3itive: very or supremely sensitive (in terms of
some technical or cultural capacity, and
approved of for that reason)
G hyper-sensitive: too sensitive, excessively sensitive (in
terms of some medical or psychiatric
statement, as part of a diagnosis)
Taking three bases alone, rather than prefixes, similar functional
contrasts emerge:
V woman as in woraan-hater, womanly, womanish
L femin- feminine, feminism, effeminate
G gynec- gynecoid, gynecology
where, somewhat impressionistically but nonetheless significantly, we
can say that the V is 'emotive', the L more 'cultural-academic', and the
G more 'objective-precise-clinical*. All, however, relate to a single
concept which is best expressed as WOMAN, a lexical base (or 'lexeme',
following Lyons, Lamb, Matthews and Tyler), or possibly what a Chomskyan
might see as the underlying form of a super lexical formative with three
quite distinct phonological realizations.
It is important at this stage to emphasize that any argument for
the polysystemic nature of English lexis should be seen in functional
terms rather than in purely etymological terms, although the two flow
into each other. There is a danger that, because such terms as 'neo-
Latin' have historical connotations, it will be thought that only strict
etymological criteria can be employed in deciding what in modern English
belongs in one area rather than another. We are attempting to get at
popular usage, and people are notoriously not etymologists. The diachronic
and synchronic dimensions of this theory are important, but only insofar
as they are taken together.
Some examples may serve to clarify this point. Firstly, let U3 take
the question of etymological purity. Most primers of language history
tell the reader that such words as 'beef' are not Anglo-Saxon but are in
fact of French provenance, of particular significance in Norman times.
Of course this is so, but what is of interest today is the tendency for
people to use words like 'beef' and other originally foreign words as
though they were Anglo-Saxon. If a word-forming computer took 'beef' as
a base for feeding into derivational paradigms and labelled it Latinate,
it would seek to add any one of a number of Latinate suffixes to it, to
form an adjective, and we would get:
beef: either *beefal or *beefic or *beefous
ci
21#.
The language does not work that way. Instead, we need to fit these
words into a paradigm that is of Anglo-Saxon (or better 1Vernacular*)
provenance :
beef: beefy: beefiness
These derivative words, however, have special meanings. For a child
'beefy' can mean 'like beef', as in 'a beefy taste', but for adults the
primary interest is probably in a set along with fat, obese and so on.
Similarly, nosy is different from nasal, as mouthy is distinct from oral
and bu^al.
We are discussing contrasts which exist in functional terms, and
should take note of them just as we should take note of the opposite
phenomenon, when words of distinctive Vernacular style are attached to
Neo-Latin systems:
slenderize (to make slender)
kiddology (the 'science' of how to kid people)
These formations also have very special values, coined for commercial
or for facetious purposes.
It is also of interest to note that words functioning on the Greek
level need not necessarily be of Greek provenance, although they appear
to need a similar morphology and a certain mystique. Sanskrit words, for
example, and terms employed in certain sciences, become Neo-Latinized















Wyominglte (a mineral t geology)
Finno-Ugric (a language family : philology)
pasteurisation (a process first undertaken by Louis Pasteur :
medical science)
macsdamization (a process first undertaken by John KoAdaa :
civil engineering)
One can at this point, recall the practice in traditional grannar-
books for schools of listing 'Common Latin Roots', with brief trans¬
lations in everyda English, with a few examples of how such roots
appear in everyday words. Cometimes these would be 'Common Latin and
Greek Hoots', and they would be listed in alphabetical order, usually
printed in italics. The theory offered here allows for a rather
different treatment that is nonetheless sufficiently like the
traditional practice to be recognisable and unable. To this end, I have
developed a list of parallel bases ('triples' as they were called in
the McArthur-Boyer computer program) intended to cover the commoner
elements in the three areas that contribute so much to English lexis.
Such a list is a convenient artifact, an abstract from the natural
language and. as such comparable in kind to Ogden's Basic English list.
Informal experimentation with both native-users and foreign-learners of
English over four years suggests thrt a list of such triples is taken by
many people as a challenge as \*ell as a reference tool. Once the
principle is understood, it leads to morphological and semantic
discussions which can encourage an interest in lexis and servers to co¬
ordinate the items of knowledge which many people have about the words










Use of the list with a dictionary or in discussion can raise and help
settle questions about the relationship of ear-ache to otitis, aural to
fiXalt terrain to ■:eo-ohvoicn. eatable to edible to voracious. oha^Qpytp
and anthropophagy end even sarcophagus. Whatever its pedagogic side,
however, it is possible that more formal tests can be made on people's
attitudes to the 'low-, middle- and high-brow' words of English and
further work can and should be done on the implications of this poly-





5.11 Models of English Lexis
The 19th century bequeathed to the 20th the idea of the complete
dictionary list, and has produced such monumental attempts at compre¬
hensiveness as Webster's Third International Dictionary which has earned
from Uriel Weinreioh (19L4J30) the scathing comment that it is 'an
anecdotal dictionary on a dinosauric scale'. In this he refers
pejoratively to the endless line of thumbnail word-sketches that go to
make up such a book.
Separately, Yakov Kalkiel (1973;26) has warned linguists to be
careful. Linguistic elegance may be possible in syntax, but it may never
be possible in lexicology, 'because lexicology and lexicography are
inherently ponderous*
This very ponderouenecs will lead in the not too far distant future
to the word-archive as opposed to the wordbook. The ultimate dictionary
is now being seen as a place rather than as a set of volumes (cf Sledd
1972:135; Tx-raddell 1973:218; Chapman 1973:310,. The vision is enticing;
Isidore and J0hnson and all the other drudges down the centuries would
probably have approved, but some questions have to be asked before the
dinosauric activity is simply transferred lock, stock and barrel from
page to databank.
There is one thing lexicographers of all kinds have agreed on: in
compiling wordbooks, the apparent shapelessness has to be taken out of
the lexicon. Of the two methods available for doing this - alphabetizing
and the making of conceptual schemes — the former has been greatly
preferred, because it is easier. Its efficiency is remarkable, but at a
price.
The roman alphabet, like every other writing system, is an arbitrary
achievement, concocted over long ages of tinkering. Its unmotivated
nature is easily demonstrable, just by considering the different inter¬
pretation of the symbol J made by the users of English, French, Spanish
and German respectively. One cannot express the alphabet as sound unless
one knows the correlating code for a language, and for a language like
English that correlating code is complex (cf Allbrow on English spelling:
1970). Consider in English alone the child's problem with *g' in girl.
sia, regime. tough, through and ghost.
If the alphabet were to vanish overnight in some one-sided cataclysm,
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the lexis of English would be essentially undiminished, although
dictionaries among other printed things would suffer. Such is the hold,
however, of alphabetization for sound and for classification that it
takes an effort to appreciate this point at the psychological level,
where it matters. The ABC and words seem to belong together, although
intellectually we can claim to see through the illusion.
There is nothing absolute in the connection between the 26 pigeon¬
holes and lexicography. Our current alphabet could just as easily have
been (or become) 22 or 36 letters (or any other number) although the
outcry against change would be great and we would feel uncomfortable
with any loss or any addition. The widespread dubious response to
Pitman's Initial Teaching Alphabet supports this statement. The roraan
alphabet, being arbitrary, could function just as well if arranged from
2 to A or with S first? but more important than a given order is the
fact of ordering. The alphabet as a classifier is uni-dimensional. It
reduces everything which it classifies to a line and limits the
possibility of clusters or groups. It imposes linearity where linearity
is not natural.
The simplest consequence of this fact can be seen in such words as
animal and zoo. They belong together, they occur together in the kind of
constellation of words that Palmer discussed - and yet in every
dictionary they appear an alphabet apart. Such a comment may seem
laboured and trivial, but it is crucial to lexicography. The compiler,
in putting animal under A and zoo under 2, is as it were repeating an
ancient mantra: 'Lexis is a line, lexi3 is a line...' Some proof of
the fundamentality of this mantra or diktat can be found in Lgusta's
1'ianual of Lexicography. throughout which alphabetic ordering is an axiom,
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the sine qua non of the craft.
The similarity between people's attitudes to wordbooks and sacred
scriptures has already been touched on. It might not therefore be out
of place to illustrate the alphabet diktat through a religious metaphor.
In order to make a certain point to their followers, various prophets
and apostles have said: 'God is our Father'. Psychoanalysts have
discussed the relationship between a human father figure and the pro¬
jection of a divine father figure, and so the social potency of the
metaphor can be accepted. It depends on a straight Aristotelian pro¬
portion:
God : Mankind :: a father : his children
Such an analogy allows us to think certain thin s about the supreme
deity, otherwise inaccessible; but at the same time, by accepting this
metaphor and no other we impose certain restrictions on our conception
of God. People of the Judae©-Christian tradition recoil at an outright
'God is our Mother', and wald boggle at 'God is our Uncle'. Many Hindus
however assert the second metaphor, and in some remote society the
third may well have been invoked. In Europe, however, the sheer weight
of tradition supports the Father-metaphor.
Much the same applies to lexis-as-line. The scholar like the
prophet wants to catch his elusive subject. The writing system suggests
alphabetization just as the family system suggested 'father* to the
prophet. In accepting the alphabet the compiler achieves muoh, but pays
the price of a similar restriction. He limits our and his capacity to
see the lexis as anything other than a line, just as it is hard for God
to be anything other than Our Father which art in Heaven. A theologian
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talking about God-as-Father may know (intellectually) that he is
dealing in metaphor for didactic purposes. The mass of adherents are
not accustomed to subtleties, however, and psychologically for them
God ig, their Father. Quite a few theologians may also settle for the
device as having so much of 'truth' in it as to be effectively the
truth. In the same way, a lexicographer studying the lexis may know
that it isn't a line, but may also consider that there is so much to be
gained from proceeding as if it were that he declines to question
further. He may well aver that, for tidiness, it ought to be a line,
and begin to think of his own list as a feeble reflection of some
Platonic 'True List' always just beyond mortal grasp.
Lexicography can be compared to science as well p.s religion. In
science development is less by smooth accumulation of 'facts' as by
sudden upheavals of theory (cf Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific
Revolution. 1962), One of the more spectacular revolutions has been the
switch from Ptolemy's geocentric to Copernious's heliocentric universe.
There is a certain sense in which the Ptolemaic view of the universe is
'true'. From the individual standpoint there is nothing unreasonable in
proposing that the earth is the centre of the universe and flat, that the
sun revolves round it, that it is much larger than the sun and so on.
Certain practical activities like navigation work veiy well on such
assumptions, and so does the everyday human mind. Most educated people
are Copernican in their intellectual commitment, but Ptolemaic in their
day-to-day commitments. They behave as though the world were flat and
central to the universe, although they know it isn't 'really'. We might
say that intellectually they are Copernieans and psychologically they
are Ptolemaics.
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The analogy is useful for dictionaries. Because of the alphabet
we are conditioned to think of the lexis/lexicon as a list stretching
more or less without end, capable of insertions and expansions but
little more. Raving this convenient 'Ptolemaic1 view, we can still see
as Palmer saw that words belong in 'constellations', a term which
suggests multi-dimensional groupings. We can detect structure of a
multi-dimensional kind, but we cannot express it. We can only express
linearity, because technologically we are not 'Gopernicans'. The
Copernican structured view of the lexicon is encouraged by the whole
drift of linguistics since Ferdinand de Saussure (1916), but linguists
discussing 'the lexicon' behave generally as though it were a list, a
line of items to be slotted into the sentence-making machine. If this
is so with linguists, it is also the case with ordinary laymen, who
expect glossaries. Even scholar's who appreciate structure finally
produce glossaries.
The model of lexis-a3-line has, however, been challenged. James
Hurray, third editor of the NED, challenged it as a way of looking at
any language. The words in which he expressed the alternative are
vividly metaphoric, and appear in the 'general explanations' to vol. I
of the NED in 1888. I have divided the original continuous paragraph
into eight new paragraphs in order to highlight the various points made:
'The Vocabulary of a widely-diffused and highly-cultivated
living language is not a fixed quantity circumscribed by definite
limits,
•That vast aggregate of words and phrases which constitutes
the Vocabulary of English-speaking men presents, to the mind that
endeavours to grasp it as a definite whole, the aspect of one of
those nebulous masses familiar to the astronomer, in which a clear
and unmistakable nucleus shades off on all sides, through zones
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of decreasing brightness, to a dim marginal film that seems to
end nowhere, but to lose itself imperceptibly in the surrounding
darkness.
'In its constitution it may be compared to one of those
natural groups of the zoologist or botanist, wherein typical species
forming the characteristic nucleus of the order are linked on every
side to other species, in which the typical character is less and
less distinctly apparent, till it fades away in an outer fringe of
aberrant forms, which merge imperceptibly in various surrounding
orders, and whose own position is ambiguous and uncertain.
'For the convenience of classification, the naturalist may
draw the line, which bounds a class or order, outside or inside of
a particular form, but Kature has drawn it nowhere.
'So the English Vocabulary contains a nucleus or central mass
of many thousand words whose "Anglicity" is unquestioned; some of
them are only literary, some of them only colloquial, the great
majority at once literary and colloquial - they are the Common
Words of the language.
'But they are linked on every side with other words which are
less and less entitled to this appellation, and which pertain ever
more and more to the domain of local dialect, of the slang and
cant of "sets" and classes, of the peculiar technicalities of
trades and processes, of the scientific terminology common to all
civilized nations, of the actual languages of other lands and
peoples.
'And there is absolutely no dividing line in any directions
the circle of the English language has a vfell-defined centre but
no discernible circumference.
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'Yet practical utility has some bounds, and a Dictionary has
definite limits: the lexicographer must, like the naturalist,
"draw the line somewhere", in each diverging direction'.











He also suggested that the domain of common words widens out
differently for different people, not in an even circle, but each in
the direction of his own experience through reading, business, residence
and the like.
Finkenstaedt (et al, 1973*54) notes that 'there are not very many
"models" available for the description of the system of words in general
or the system of a particular language. The ingenious diagram devised by
Sir James Murray for the OSD ... is unsurpassed in its simple and yet
comprehensive structure. It is an almost purely synchronic model ...
The depiction of vocabulary as a closed circle (with the implicit
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assumption that it is an expanding circle) is of limited value only.
A clear terminological distinction should be drawn between a vocabulary...
i.e. the lexical items of a defined corpus (a text, the words of a poet,
a dictionary) and the lexicon ... i.e. the totality of words available
to a given person or at a given time. The lexicon cannot of course be
defined numerically like the vocabulary but statements about the
quantitative relationship between a given vocabulary and the corres¬
ponding lexicon can be made'.
He considers that a statistical analysis by computer of the
vocabulary in the Sorter, 0?ford Enfflj-sh Djgttgwy indicates the
relative success of the 50ED in reflecting the lexicon of English
accurately. He is correct in assessing Murray's diagram as synchronic
c_
or static, but Murray did not intend it to be taken in this way* In
print he adds the diachronic axis as follows: 'The living vocabulary
is no more permanent in its constitution than definite in its extent.
It is not today what it was a century ago, still less what it will be
a century hence. Its constituent elements ore in a state of slow but
incessant dissolution and renovation'» Hurray drew a handy diagram to
show what the vocabulary of English was like: he did not propose to
act on it, and proceeded to compile a list of mammoth proportions.
Taken to its logical conclusions, Murray's diagram is much more than
a Circle Model: it is a Galaxy Model, with word-particles in shifting
swirls, individuals fading out, replaced by others caught by gravity or
generated from the stuff of language, some particles in a slow or rapid
journey from perimeter to centre, from centre to perimeter, the whole
never still, always indistinct.
Finkenstaedt offers an alternative to the circle as a model (l59f)»
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a parabolic growth model to take account of the time dimension and to
catch the idea of potential words at every moment during the develop¬
ment. The following diagram is a simplification of the Parabola Model,
a kind of sideways view of Hurray's circle.
'The speaker can be imagined on a point on the x-axis outside the
parabol^ ••• The size of the lexicon cannot be described in a finite
number, but comparative calculations on the basis of vocabulary and
potentiality should be possible for particular languages at a given
time'. Points on the x axis may indicate either dates or guessed-at
quantities of words* The time dimension is crucial in the Parabola
Model because a language pre-exists and outlasts the individual reflect¬
ing on its constituents and potential. 'As a point of reference the
lifetime of a speaker is too short,' and the individual is not very good
at saying what he does or what he can do with the lexicon, in judging
wellformedness in words, usage or appropriateness. 'Thus the lexicon has
to be investigated with the help of a chronologically ordered vocabulary.
It is in this that Finkenstaedt and his colleagues make a major novel
contribution, a rather different kind of linear dictionary: A Chrono¬
logical English Dictionary (1970), computer-compiled with words
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entered in terms of Bolinger's moment in history (as far as the
evidence can be relied on).
Murray and Finkenstaedt have attempted to be Copernican in theory,
even if neither of them could in practice escape the alphabetic list.
Pinkenstaedt assumes that we can largely reconstruct the lexicon over
time. We cannot. V.e can only didj among the fossils of the past, and
only in the written part of the language. Additionally, in the state of
our knowledge at the moment of how the mind works and of how we handle
'words* in neuro-physiological terms, it is not yet possible to offer
convincing models of the multi-dimensional inter-relationships of
lexical material. Each individual mind has its own system, and we lack
the information to help us generalize about what is common to the minds
of all EngLish-users everywhere.
One suspects, however, that little progress will be made towards a
consensus model of the lexicon that has some psychological validity if
we do not come to terms with the nebulosity implicit in both Murray's
and Finkenstaedt's views of the lexicon. It reminds us of Entwhistle's
comments on the incompleteness of language patterns, of the doubts of
the critics of cognitive anthropology, and appears in more recent
linguistics with Lakoff's remarks about 'fuzzy sets' (1973s144)s 'As
any lexicographer knows, natural language concepts are fuzzy; the
boundaries are not clearcut'. Absolute models are impossible; we can
aim only at better or worse versions.
If that is so, then instead of uncritically continuing to make ABC
lists, we should be considering the possibility, not so much of
supplanting them, but of supplementing them. Alphabetic lists may be
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the best device for certain purposes, while a circle or cluster model
may be better for other purposes. Lexicography should widen its
horizons to a range of options available to a compiler, and devices
such as those suggested in thi3 chapter have their place in the search
for multi-dimensional representations of the relationships among words.
5.12 Conclusion
In half a nillenium of lexicographic work the amount of labour put into
the elucidation of English words has been immense. As a social and
commercial programme the work still continues, and is comparable to any
other major undertaking in the sciences, the arts or in politics. Of
the educational side of lexicography, Raven McDavid has said (1973s5)
that since the Renascence at least 'the need to provide information
about language for the uninformed and socially insecure underlies all
subsequent lexicography'. His wording suggests a kind of scholarly
paternalism, but the ambitions of such scholars have been surprisingly
democratic, and can be seen as part of the process of universalizing
literacy and knowledge.
Yet, as we have seen, the process has been remarkably unself-
conscious. Uriel Weinreich says of it (l962*26): 'The indifference
which lexicography displays towards its own methodology i3 astonishing.
Perhaps lexicographers are complacent because their product "works".
But it is legitimate to ask in what way it works except that dictionaries
sell'. Thomas I'inkenstaedt (1973*20) adds: 'The existence of the OLD,
Webster's Third International and other great dictionaries is usually
taken so much for granted that not much thought seems to have been spent
on investigations of their structure or their backgrounds Dictionaries
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are there to be used and not to be analysed. There are few substantial
reviews of the "big" dictionaries and there are not very many studies
of individual dictionaries or the history of dictionaries in general'.
The present study is a move towards an adequate reply to these
cogent observations. It can serve as a stepping-stone towards a fuller
study of lexicography, and also of lexicology, a somewhat overshadowed
area in linguistics at large and in the linguistics of the English
language in particular. Of the inter-relationship of these two activities
Zgusta (1973?14) says that 'whereas lexicology concentrates more on
general properties and features (of the lexicon) that can be viewed as
systematic, lexicography typically has the ... individuality of each
lexical unit in the focus of its interest'. This is an interesting
proposition! an -ology for the generalities and an -ogrsphy for the
minutiae, but only if it allows for a difference in kind between the
two, as well as the possibility of overlap. Lexicography possesses
elements which make it an art, while lexicology is a branch of
linguistics and as such is a social science, part of whose job is surely
to review lexicography.
Lexicographers are now faced with the possibility that the next
great store of lexical data will he a computer complex and not a set of
volumes on a shelf. We move towards the era of the Dictionary as a
Place. They can therefore no longer afford the luxury of benign neglect
towards the theoretical side of their craft. Otherwise, they could find
themselves starting on their 'Archives' without .mowing what it is they
want to put on file, much as the word-counters started their work.
Similarly, there is a good case for linguists to continue developing a
theory of language which accepts within individual languages those
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psychologically satisfying bits and pieces that everybody knows are
'words',
In the latter stages of this survey an attempt has been made to
create the typologies and techniques necessary to begin handling English
words. Firstly, following Lyons, Lamb, Matthews and others, a basic
disambiguating typology has been offered for the term 'word' itself, with
regard to orthography, phonology, morphology, lexis, grammar and
statistics. Next, a distinction has been made between morphology and
syntax which, follovring Jespersen, avoids the pitfalls of assuming that
there is a smaller-larger relationship between the two. Given that they
are distinct vie\«3 of the same phenomena, we can take a morphological
'external' view of the language in which an analysis of segments and
processes can be undertaken. For such an analysis we need certain pre¬
requisites, and for these I have drawn heavily on the proposals of
Vendryes in Europe and Sapir in North America, proposing a distinction
between 'lexical bases* (the semantemes of Vendryes; the radical elements
of Sapir) and 'process markers' operating upon them (the morohemes of
Vendryes; the grammatical elements of Sapir). We can adopt the formulas
process in word-formation, and also develop the ideas of Entwhistle and
Robins in order to explore the possibilities of paradigms for the
derivation of words. A full demonstration of the possibilities inherent
in such an approach is given in Chapter Six. I have also outlined ways in
which the ideas of Lees and the Gleitmans can be developed in order to
analyse patterns for the compounding of words.
At this point we move from 'external' and morphological, to 'internal'
and syntactic, to a consideration of why people create new word-formations,
of Sapir and of Ross the etymologist for handling concaternation and
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and how they use words generally. Both derivation and compounding can he
'explained' syntactically and for general semantic purposes by means of
paraphrases and glosses, expressing the special relationships among their
elements, their bases and their process markers. Where the relationships
are transparent, 'bases' can be discerned functioning in current English;
where they are opaque, historical analysis and functional comparisons can
reveal the existence of 'roots' and 'holisms', and these latter have their
own typology. Holisms can be seen to have a relationship with the past of
the language, with earlier times when they were still analysable. They
demonstrate cogently the need in lexicological analysis to combine
symchronic with diachronic views of the dat-g being studied, much as
Marchand has done. At the same time, however, we have seen that holistic
usage also co-occurs with analysable usage in the on-going language.
The provisional set of typologies and techniques offered here are,
consequently, a synthesis and development of a number of past statements
by a variety of linguistic scholars. It is an eclectic approach, belonging
to no specific school or movement in linguistics, but is offered as an
entree into a problem - the nature of lexis - which is central to the
study of natural language.
The approach demonstrates that the lexical aspect of language is
extremely complex, without, however, retreating from it in despair. It
also stresses the feats of creativity involved in the use of lexical bases
and the markers which operate upon them. Its synohronic-diachronic
element, a kind of binocular vision, allows us to combine knowledge of
the past with analysis of the present - and may even allow certain
cautious guesses at future lexical possibilities. It also makes possible
a study of the functions and relationships of the various streams -
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Vernacular, Latin and Greek - that dominate the lexis of the English
language. Many have felt, like Grove and Hogben, that we have not paid
adequate attention to the 'hybrid heritage' of English, and in this
chapter I have proposed certain provisional descriptions of and solutions
to thiB problem.
In no analysis of a language's lexis, however, can the significance
of the conceptual universe inhabited by its speakers be left out. In
making this statement it may be said that I have adopted a weak Sapir-
Vfhorf position, claiming that language and our sense of reality - our
worldview - are intimately interwoven. Cognitive anthropologists such
as Tyler, together with the structural semantics of Lyons, have been
introduced to indicate certain lines of investigation developing in this
area, but also the wealth of work still to be done: in analysing the
intricate systems of relationships obtaining among the lexical bases of
any language, or, in particular, among the jostling 'words' of English,
Murray's and Finkenstaedt's models, though still pre-theoretical, serve
to emphasize the complexity of the task ahead.
It is proposed finally that past traditions provide an excellent
foundation on which to build a future understanding of English lexis, its
place within the language, and the place of lexis in language generally.
Mutual co-operation among lexicographers and linguists in the next few
decades will no doubt help set the stage for the next half-millenium of
harmless drudgery.
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6 Some Derivational Paradigms for Suffixation in English
In,trod,uc?t49h
This chapter differs from the preceding chapters in that it is not a
discussion or argument developed stage by stage, but rather presents
a model of part of the English language. The model is an attempt not
only to chart out an area which has not been systemically handled
before, but also to demonstrate how certain principles and techniques
proposed in chapter 5 can be used in clarifying relationships at
work in a specific complex area of word formation and word use.
The principles are: that the words of English can be described
in terms of 'lexical bases' and 'process markers' acting upon these
bases, whether or not such bases are 'free' words; and that a root-
and-base distinction and the concept of holism can be usefully applied
to situations where some words a 'pear less than amenable to systemic
treatment, because of some kind of semantic opacity, than others which
are similar to them. The techniques are the derivational paradigm, and
a system of paraphrasing for the meanings of words that are formed by
inserting bases in paradigms, and of glossing for related words which
are now holistic but at some earlier stage in the language were
probably formed via such paradigms,
Suffixation has been chosen because of its inherent complexity,
but it is only one of a number of areas of lexical interest that might
have been chosen for the purpose of demonstrating the principles and
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techniques. Other such areas are prefixation, compounding and the
internal patterning of phrasal verbs. Although these are not discussed
here, reference may be made to McArthur (l972a,b,c), KcArthur and
Atkins (1974), and Marbe and McArthur (1975) for indications of how
such other areas can be handled.
The model is still only an interim statement, but it is relatively
detailed, though not exhaustive either in coverage or in the preciseness
of its detail. Nevertheless, it is offered as a means of replacing the
standard lists of 'suffixes' in such works as Marchand (1960/69) and
Quirk and Greenbaum (1973) with something more expressive of the
multiplicity of forms available in the language.
The layout and ordering of the material is arbitrary, but, it is
hoped, provides a framework within which a range of statements can be
made about lexical and morphological organisation that might not
otherwise be compactly made at all. The model consists of 15 paradigms
which are described variously as:
1 of Vernacular or Keo-Latin provenance, developing the proposals
in Chapter 5 on the di- or trisystemic nature of English lexis
2 stating whether a paradigm is based on nouns (denominal) on
adjectives (deadjectival) or on verbs (deverbal), following
Marchand's and Quirk's terminology,
Within each paradigm there are six divisions of information:
1 a statement of the type of base(s) which can exploit the paradigm
2 where necessary, a statement of the derivatives that can also
wholly or partly exploit the paradigm
3 a diagrammatic presentation of the paradigm itself
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4 listed examples of word-complexes created in the paradigm
5 a set of definitive paraphrases showing how complexes created
in the paradigm can be interpreted
6 a set of notes which add qualifications to the general utility
of the paradigm where necessary, or additional comments about
sub-paradigms and anomalies, and which help to allow for the
'fuzziness' of natural language.
The model as it is presently arranged does not incorporate directly
into the paradigms information on stress- or accent-shift in derivatives.
■Many points connected with this important matter are, however, added in
the notes to the paradigms. It is an interesting point that suffixes
of Vernacular provenance never cause stress- or occent-shift, whereas,
although many suffixes of Keo-Latin 6q_ cause it, they do not all do so,
and do not all operate in the same way. Information on this matter has
been left out of the paradigms because they are already considered
complex anough for presentation at this stage, but not because it is
impossible to add that information. The table below is one method of
listing the shifting of stress or accent. It does not, however, attempt
to show the adaptation of vowel quality which usually accompanies such
shifts, because this work is not primarily phonological. More
information on vowel-quality adaptations is available in K&rbe and
McAxthur (1975). In the list below the numbers of the paradigms in which
the various suffixes can be found are given in brackets after each
suffix or suffix-cluster, but it should be noted that most of the
suffixes in the fourth Column are not at present incorporated into the
model, because of their relatively low level of productivity, and the
same principle applies to the suffix -ate in the first column.
stress jfaUiiy;*
240.
1 two syllables 2 one syllable 3 on the first 4 on tha only
earlier than syllable of syUabfe 9Jf
the suffix tifte suffix the suffix the suffix
itself
-al (5,7,9,10,12) -an (6) -acious (8) -ee
-ar (5) -ian (6,10) -acity (8) -eer (1)
-ate -ial (5) -ation (7,12,13) -esque
-ine (8) -eal (5) -atory (12) -ese
-ize, -ise -ual (5) -ition (7) -ess
(5,6,10,13)
-oid (11) -ic (9,12,14,15) -ution (7) -ette
-ous (a) -ical (9) -atic (9)
-ics (10) -etic (9)
-id (8) -Icious (3)
-ify (12) -istic (14,15)
-ile (8) -mental (5)
-ion (7) -ental (5)
-ity (5,7,8,9)
NOTE Where there is only one syllable before a suffix listed in
the first column, stress falls on the preceding syllable: 'legal,
'solar, 'feline, 'cuboid etc, except for verbs in -ate, where the
stress falls on the suffix itself: ola'cate. e'ouate etc.
The source data used for the analysis leading to this set of
paradigms was collated from:
1 The Normal and Reverse English -ora hist (1963), compiled
under the direction of A F Brown, the University of
Pennsylvania.
2 Jespersen, Onions, Marcband and Skeat, as listed in the
bibliography.
241.
3 three editions each of the Sunday Times. Time jtftg&gjBt
and The Ccots: an in early 1970.
4 The Random House Dictionary (RHD) 1966 which lists
derivatives extensively and clearly.
Abbreviations and symbols used ares
noun + add
.a adjective convert to
X verb - is equivalent to
T tonic placement • • • and others of the same type
not attested in personal
experience or in the RED
2A-2-
Paradigm 1 basic deverbal pattern (Anglo-Saxon proreinnce)
BASE TYPES
1 Those simple regular verbs, mihly aomayliable and Anglo-Saxon
In provenance, for which the paraphrases vnyrk meaningfully:
Plan, v/alk. dance, .lump...
2 Comparable irregular verbs whose past-participial forms aupplete
the regular form in tei:
m±> MsM* je3S»»»
3 Comparable mainly diayllnbio holistio verbs of Latin provenance:
receive. retain, respect, control...
collect, direct, lnspeot. qpnuuet. act...
DgRIVLD 2XftaS
Forms such as:
1 afa&SBMSU blacfcen. freshen, brighten... (Paradigm 2)
2 classify, simplify, purify, rectify... (Paradigm 12)
3 fertilise, centralize, sterilize, humanize... (Paradigm 13)
4- &g&U» SgffiAftlfcfl* JaS&ft&If £SE2plate... (Paradigm 7)































1 -s-or. six subtypes:
1*1 an occupational sgontive noun relating to simple tenses of a
base verb:
She danoes as an occupation. a She is a dancer#
transitive verba (l)
(object noun retained in e. compound formation, with tonic
placement (T) on the first element of the compound)
T
lie makes glass as an occupation. = He is a glass-maker.
.feaa^livjs}.vech§ (2)
(object noun deleted as understood, unless special contrast is
required)
He drives car<vVahiolea. = He is a driver.
lie drives buses, not trucks. » lie is a bus-driver, not a truck-
driver.
(NOTE the aingularisation of buses to bus and trucks to truck)
1.2 a habitual agent ive noun relating tc the simple tenses of a base
verb, often with an intensifier:
j^^rqnsitive verbs
She worries (terribly). = Ghe is a (terrible) worrier,
trqqsitive verbs
(object noun retained in a compounding formation, with tonic
placement on the first elemant of the confound)
T
He makes trouble (constantly), a He's a (constant) trouble¬
maker#
T T T T
1.3 an occasional agantive noun, relating to the continuous tenses
of an intransitive base verb, with a case-related eccnound
corresponding to a proposit ion-and-noun phrase:
He isv'.ill be helping tonight. ~ He is a helper tonight.
f
They are helping in/at the concert. » They are concert-helpers.
1.4 a usually generic instmwntal noun, relating to the staple tenses
of transitive base verbs, with the object noun deleted as under¬
stood, unless special contrast is required:
The device strains liquids. « The device is a strainer.
T
The device strains soups. * The device is a soup-strainer.
1.5 a cf«apoutK.l occupational agentiva noun, relating to the simple
teases of intransitive base verbs, case-related and corres¬
ponding to a prgposition-and-noun phrase:
He works a factory. - He is a factory-wrkar.
lie lectures in a university. = He is a university lecturer.
She works -yith a needle. » She is a needle-v.orkor.
1.6 a generic or instruromtal agsntive noun, relating to the simple
tensea of intransitive and transitive (compounding) base verbs:
he/It is a person/animal/disease/machinc that kills.
c He/It is a killer.
He/It is a person etc that consumes (a lot of/too ranch) time.
5?
= lie/It is a ttao-consxaaer.
2 +insr, as a gerund (verbal noun), two subtypes:
2.1 either generic, relating to the simple tenses, or occasional,
relating to the continuous tenses, of a base verb:
ftrtmMM-rs, yvSut
(boils (generally),
homo-thing ( a The action is (called) boiling,
(is boiling (now).
transitive var^a (l)
(object noun retained in a compounding formation, with tonic
placement on the first element of the compound)
(makes glass (generally), T
He ( a His action is glass-making.
(is making glass (now).
Z45.
transitive verbs (2)
(object noun deleted as understood, unless Especial contrast is
required)
They distil (liquids/whisky). * Their business is distilling,
T T




2.2 as first element In a compound with a purposive pattern, usually
generic, relating to the simple tenses of a base verb, with
tonic placement on the first element of the compound:
T
It is a pool for swimming in. = It is a swimming pool.
T
It is powder for baking with. = It is baking powder.
T
It is an apple for eating. = It is an eating apple.
It is a factory for malting glass.
T
u It is a factory fbr glass-making.
T
It is a glass-making factory.
3 +ina as a present participle, three subtypes:
3.1 occasional, relating to the continuous tenses of a base verb:
It is an object which is moving (now). = It is a moving object.
3.2 occasional, relating to the continuous tenses, or generic,
relating to the simple tenses of intransitive base verbs, com¬
pounded with adverbs:
(is moving fast (now).
The vehicle ( = It is a fast-moving vehicle,
(moves fast (generally).
3.3 occupational-generic, relating to the simple tenses of a base
verb:
AaSaaiUtdlaei saati
(retaining the direct object with tonic placemmt on the first
element of the compound)
T
The girl dances as an occupation. = She is a dancing girl.
T
The machine adds (by definition). = It is an adding machine.
2.4k,
transitive verba
(deleting the direct object as understood, unless special
contrast is required)
T
The coaiadttee plans policies# » 1 It is a planning comaittae.
f
2 It is a policy-planning
committee#
4 +ed as a past participle, four subtypes:
4*1 simple perfective, relating to the perfect tenses and the
staple tenses as expressing result:
The food has been cooked, and is now cooked# « It Is cooked food#
4# 2 perfective, compounded with an adverb, with tonic placement on
the accented syllable of the adverb:
The man have been trained well, and are now well-trained# «
T
They are well-trained men.
The men have been trained badly, and are now badly trained# =
T
Thay are badly-trained men#
4.3 perfective, compounded with a case-related noun corresponding
to a prepositim-snd-acwx phrase, with tonic placement on the
accented syllable of the noun:
T
The mountain is covered with snow# * It is a snow-covered
mountain#
T
The firm is based London. = It is a London-based firm#
T
The work is controlled by the government. = It is government-
controlled work.
4#4 perfective, compounded with the reflexive self-, relating to
the perfect tenses and the simple tenses as expressing result:
He has educated himself, and is now self-educated#




The Latinate bolisams using this paradigm are of two kinds: (1) those
which take an agentivo spelt *er. and are Base Type *1 in Paradigm 7
and (?.) those which take an agantive spelt -tor, and are Base Type 21
in Paradigu 7. In most accents of standard English the pronunciation
is the same for both:
(1) yecaiyer, controller, SHE22E£S£«.
(2) jffltpytqr, collector, directs...
A similar division applies to derived verbs:
(1) pkMXW* jsSs&yjgs*"
(2) dictatox'. regulator, incubator, percolator...
2 Occasionally, such an OTthographic difference can be used contract¬
ive3y:
dictator (= an autocrat)
dictate
dictator (= one who dictates messages)
Gontrastivo pronunciation of the 'e' and the 'o' in these words can
occur to make the distinction clear in speech. Additionally,
holistic forms can emphasize the vowel quality in the -vex or -+or.





3.1 Idioruatization ia common with regular formations in ♦art
lie drinks a lot. » He is a heavy drinker.
She spends a lot. = She is a big spender.
He thinks a lot. « lie is a deep thinker.
3.2 two minor deverbal patterns ore worth noting:
(1) generic, usually for fruit:
You (can) eat this apple. « It is on eater.
(2) generic for kinds of transport, especially trains:
You (can) dine in this carriage. « The carriage is a diner.
2A$.
3.3 A listable t (or subset) of +gt agentives are either deverbal
or denoiainali
= lie is a farmer.
lie farms as an occupation.,
he runs a farm#
iie golfs as a hobby.,
He plays golf #
They ship goods as a busiixsss.
■Om transport «ooclB to ships BhipporB.
as a business.
iie is a golfer,
i
j
A sraall number of forms such a3 cricketer and footballer are,
however, denominal only#
3.4 A generic noun, usually compounded, with nunbers ana describing
vehicles, objects or persons, can be formed with -tor;
The vehicle weighs three tons# = It i3 a throe-tonncr.
The truck has six wheels. = It is a sax-wheeler.
The man is six feet tall. = He is a six-footer.
3.c? Additionally, for +er there is a place-name pattern, mainly for




















3.7 Similar to +cr is +oor, forming nouns denorainally, when the
base noun (lT*has two or three syllables, and (2) relates to
a mechanical object, or a social-coaraercial activity.
m.
Such words are also usable as verbs with social meanings (to,
ongiaeey. to electioneer etc) sand take a noun in +ing:
m1
auction i auctioneer : aucticneorliifi
election : electicaiotar i eloothoneeriUift
J.8 There is a mildly productive but small set of words, usually
oi' Greek provenance, which take +ist instead of +ecr:
MB 1 typist s M£m « ty^ng : typefl
&S3& - £225M '• - sasSttm 1
3.9 ivela'ued to this is a set of players of musical instruments:
violin J violinist (but of violin-player)
SSUB • 2£iiist (but of ccllo-plsy^r)
piano : islandst (but «f piano-player)
pcycusqdpfl : Rercua^ipnl^t (but cf SSSBSSSp
Cpeeial Patterns for +od
The past pecrticiple i3 paralleled by a denomdnal adjective, relating
to a special correlation of ixave and be:
gjaaflji
The man has a beard. = The man ia bearded. He is a bearded man.
The hill haa woods on it. = The hill is wooded. It is a wooded hill.
The doctor lias (plenty of) experience. » The doctor is experienced.
He is an experienced doctor.
ooiapounded
The man has a red beard, a The man is red-bearded.
He is a red-bearded man.
The house has a flat roof# = The house Is flat-roofed.
It is a flat-roofed house.
2-5o.#
Paradi/in 2 basic deadjcotival pattern (/oiglo-Saxon provenance)
BASS TXFB
Those annosyllabic adjectives, generally of Anglo-Paxon provenance, for
■which the paraphrases vork meaningfully:
m£9&» har^, white, black...
WMM




& +igl a -mess
(similative) (stative)
(approximative)















1 *le. an informal hypocorl3tic noun, expressing a pea-son's opinion,
usually about the nature of scsaeons or something, two subtypes:
1.1 animate
She is, in ny opinion, a sweet person. = She' a a sweetie,
lie is a bad person in that story. » lie* a a baddie.
1.2 inanimate
It is an old film, compared T* <-
to othars. ° " iB
2 -moss. a atative noun:
Redness is the state (or condition) of being red.
Roddishness is the state (or condition) of being reddish.
3 +igii» a similatlve and approximative adjective, two subtypes:
3.1 simple
The glass is sort of green. = The glass is greenish.
The stone is fairly round. = The stone is roundish.
3.2 o,ogg)oun& (for oolour ofljootivaB only)
The oolour is blue tending
towards greenA>lue containing The colour is greenish-blue,
green/blue with some green = It is a greenish-blue colour,
in it.
The cloth is white with some
_ The cloth is yellowish-white,
yellow in it. = It is a yellowish-white cloth.
4 -tm, an inceptive and/or causative verb (for phonological restrictions,
see Note 1):
4.1 inceptive
The sky became/grew dark. = T»*3 sky darkened.
The conditions became/grew worse. = The conditions worsened.
4.2 causative
He made the mixture weak(or). » He wakened the mixture.
j)
She made the soup thick(er). « She thickened the soup.
2J52..
NOTES
1 The inceptive-causative verb in ■*©& cannot be formed on bases
of the following kinds:
1.1 disyllabic: yellow, hollow..,
1.2 ending in a spoken vowel: low, blue...
1.3 ending in a nasal, and often a nasal plus stop consonant:
aim. green, blunt...
1.4 ending in an '[l") or [r] : little, sour...
1.5 ending in t cf3 * gaoofo...
2 Two common adjectives ending in a nasal convert to their noun
derivative ending in before adding 4en:
•\SS& ^ length: lengthen
Jiisa&s -> sfesosSbi
Additionally, one common adjective ending in a spoken vowel converts
in a comparable way to :
Ml -» height: heighten
3 A listable and long-established set of adjectives ending in
unacceptable sounds take the +<g£ as a prefix m* or jgp:





5 litre© irregular forms have both prefix aid suffix:
enliven « to make (something) more lively
enlighten a to make (someone) see the light (-understand)
embolden a to make (someone) bold(er)
6 The -ren system does not appear to be productive in modem dngliah,
and -where it is not permitted pixatologically, an unchanged adjective
converts to a verb:
The clouds became/grew thin. = The clouds thinned.











7 Adverbial particles are often added to varbB associated with this
paradL&o, whether +en or not:
He loads his cm as tough as possible. = lie toughened his mm ijp.
3hs made the room really bright with flowers. = She brightened
the room up with flowers.
He made the paint (much) thinner. » He thinned down the paint.
Be a bit calmer, please. = Calm torn. please.
2.54*
railing 3 basic animate deaaondnnl pattern (/.agio-Saxon provenance)
Those simple nouns, of .'Jiglo—Saxon end Preroh provenance, referring to
people, for Tshich the paraphrases work meaningfully:
PARADIGM







































1 -{-hood, a siative noun, usually with temporal force:
fatherhood = the state of being a father
manhood e the state of being a roan; the time when & man
2 +§SB&» a stative noun, usually suggesting either (1) collectivity,
orT2) an area of control:
stardom » the collective state of all stars in the world of
entertainment
kingdom » the area of control of a king
3 -t ahlp. a stative noun, usually with functional force:
kingship s the state and function of being a king
4 +3i> a sdmLlative adjective usually suggesting appreciation:
He is like a man, and I approve of this. = He is manly.
The old man is like a saint, in my opinion. = He is saintly.
5 -t-lineas. a stative noun:
Manliness is die state (or condition) of being a man.
a simil&tiv© adjective usually suggesting depreciation:
The man is/bchaves like a fool. = The man is foolish. He is
a foolish man.
He behaves like a slave. = tie is slavish. He is a slavish fellow.
The man behaves like a woman, end _ The man is womanish. He
I don't approve of this. = is a womanish fellow.
7 +ishness. a stative noun:
^olishneas is the state (or condition) of being foolish.
KOTSS
1 The suffixes n-hood. *dcm and -tahip are not highly productive in
modern English, and t end to be mutually exclusive.
2 For -tbood there are two common countable nouns which are collective
and not temporals
a * all the 'brothers/sisters* of a
particular kind (usually in a
religion or social movement)
1.56.
3 For -;sh±g there is a listable set baaed, on derived nouns in »qr.
•jbsamplos:
leaderable = the state of being a leader; the ability of a
leader
readership = the oolloctivity of all the readers of a
particular magazine etc
4 For ship. there is a Xintable set of occupational names,
dsanplesj
a lectureship = the oecnpatiwyposit ion of being a lecturer
a readership = the occupation/po3ition of being a reader
(in a British undveraity)
5 Related to the preceding ia a anail set in -aliio with the impli-
cation of a aubsdciy paid for a purpose. Examples:
a aoiiolarship = a sum of money granted for purposes of study
a studentship » a aum of money to support a person v/hile a
student
6 For +Iy there is a listable set of adjectives formed on nouns which
are not persons. Common members of this net are:
heaven: heavenly; earth: eartniy/uro ?rthly
woylj; vprldly time: timely
deaths , dead: gea.sjly
love: lovely cost: costly
. 2SSBE3X
7 For -frlsh. a poaseaaive element con be found in paraplirasea
(of Paradi/?a 4, Roto 4):
lie had an owlish expression. * lie had six expression like a::.
owl's (expression).
8 The compound element -fIikc can sometimes be included as a neutral
terra between -tly and -*-ish. but does not fbrm a stative noun in
»§n« manliness (appreciative)
2SO* raanliiee (neutral)
ana? maimidi: mannlahneas (deprociative)
9 For -i-iai-giess. common words convert to an uncountable instance of
the state:
Foolishnesses are instances of being foolish.
151 ,
Paradigm 4 basio inanimate denominal pattern (Anglo-axon provenance)
BASIS TXPaS
1 Those single nouns of mainly Anglo-Saxon provenance, mainly mono¬
syllabic, referring to objects and physical situations, for which
the paraphrases work meaningfully:
sand, stone, mud, dirt, ruat. cheese...
2 Comparable disyllabic holisms of any provenance, especially in +«gr:
paper, powder, sugar, water.*.
sugar, cabbage, carrot, vinegar...
PARADIGM








1 +x» three subtypes:
1.1 an attributive adjective implying Iiave or with:
The water mud in it. = The water is muddy. It is muddy
water.
Via baaoh Has.Sana on It.) Th* beach la sacdy. It ia a
The beach ia covered with< ~ sandy beach,
sand. \
1.2 an attributive adjective inplying *a lot of1:
There is a lot of wind today. » It i3 windy today. It is a
vrincty day.
1*3 a aiiailatiVQ adjective:
The liquid ia like oil, « The liquid is oily. It is an oily
liquid.
The? figure was like a shadow, <x The figure was shadowy* It
was a shadowy figure,
2 -tineas, a stative noun:
Oiliness is Hie state (or condition) of being oily,
Surminess ia the state (or condition) of boing sunny,
HPTBB
1 The suffix +£ is generally colloquial and informal, and is particularly
well used in domestic language and with children:
It tastes sort of cabbagy, = It tastes a bit like cabbage.
It has a ehocolaty taste, = It tastes rather like chocolate.
The dress had a velvety feeling, = The dress felt like velvet.
It's a cottony sort of material, = The material is like cotton,
2 Additionally, there is a strong tendency towards emotive self-
expression in the use of adjectives farmed with +£:
I don't like that man's oily manner,
what a lovely milky complexion she has,
lie flashed her a toothy smile,
3 In descriptions of colour, +£ has a colloquial use similar to +isk
in Paradigm 2:
Kresfqy » sort of green
greeny-blue = blue with some green in it/blue tending towards
green
4 With some animal nouns, usually monosyllabic, +£ is used for com¬
parison, and suggests possession (cf Paradigm 3, lote 7 )*
He has a beard like a goat's (beard), = He has a goaty beard.
She has a manner like a cat's (manner), * She has a catty manner,




Paradigm 5 tlsncrainal In. -tal (Heo-Latin provenance)
wmjsm
1 Those generally mm^llehic nouns of Latin provenance fear whxoh the
paraphrases work meaningfully:
£8m» 3SSB> centre...
2 Comparable bound nominal bases of Latin provenance:
£S£T» igg-, vit-, n£rt-...
3 Comparable hollsras of Latin provenance:
Sa&S£» nation, accident, incident...
4 Comparable forms requiring specific ^apho-phonclogical adaptations,
as in:
IB: tojet, habit... (adding -£-)
larynx. pharynx (—jc -£S§ai)
vestige (adding -i-)
5 Comparable free words and nominal bases containing a lateral [ 1 j ,
usually converting +al to +££ (See Uotes 2 to 5)i
5.1 freo words: lobe, pole, scale, consul...
5*2 bound bases: lun-. aol». stell-. regui-...
6 Nouns with vestigial inflectional endings for the Latin nominative
singular (masculine, feminine or neuter), tmich is dropped:
radius (radi-)» oontinuum (oontinu-)
7 Cctapsrable nouns ending in which in orthography becomes
connecting -4-*!
.OdRIVSD TYPES (less likely to exploit tho paradign fully)
1 Nouns ending in -noe and -nt, becoming -ntial:
substance, eirc'.amtance. existeme...
president, resident.
2 ISauns and nominal bases ending in:
2.1 "M*)* 1°i£p> cyltic...
aa&ar
mathematics, ethics, statistics...
2.2 ~?M s) ^w^pqia...
2.3 -or,(.l>) foctfttay, fiiotor-
2.4 -ion selection, Inflection, direction...





































1 *al. a relational, attributive and/or sintllative adjootive:
The medicine is obtained from herbs. = The medicine is herbal.
It is herbal medicine.
The colour belongs to nature. « The colour is natural. It is
a natural colour.
2 *allam. see Paradigm 14?
Structuralism is any academic movement which seeks a structural
description or explanation of any phenomena.
Paternalism is the acaderdc name for a social attitude in which
someone behaves in a paternal way towards others, who are sub¬
ordinate in so;ae way.
3 *ality. a stative noun, often formal or academic/technical:
Sexuality is the state (or condition) of being sexual/lmving
sexual attraction.
formality is the state (or condition) of being normal.
Popularity is the state (or condition) of being popular.
4 -alnosa. an informal stative noun:
ffermaJbiesa is the state (or condition) of being normal.
Naturalness is the state (or condition) of being natural.
5 -faliae. sae l aradiga 13:
lie made the situation normal (again), = He normalized the
situation.
Thsy made the system central. « They centralized the system.
He made the place alive again. = He re-vitalized the place.




exterior: external ifltfflfep.: internal
superior: supernal *- eterior: eternal
ulterior: *- ulteraal inferior/inferno: infernal
Z6JU
2 Ths lateral rule allows a contrast for academe and technical purposes
between tar anl -tal. as yet only adnixaaUy exploited;
linear (especially in geom&txy)
lineal (especially in genealogy)
. (ww holistic)
tartar <
faniilial (in sociology; relating to the family)
3 The lateral rule relates particularly in current Chglish to endings




4 The lateral rule also applies to endings In -ule. where (l) it is a







5 There appear to be two sets of exceptions to the lateral rule;












6 Ptvatfb&l nouna in ■;&! (such as renew: renewal: hare no connection
with this paradign. ™ 'lee Paradigm 7, Hoto 3#
7 !hmnaliaations (hamn and non-human) -see common with derivatives
in adjectival +alf by deletion of an understood noun:
human
He is one of our regular customera/visitors. » He is one of our
regulars.
He is a soldier with a regular engagement# He is a regular
soldier# * lie is a regular.
They are people from the provinces. They are provincial
people, n Thqy are provincials.
noty»huaaa
She is taking her final examinations. = Che is taking her finals.
He Iiad a medical check-up last week, « He liad a medical last week.
8 Derivations in +allty are generally less formal than parallel
derivations in +icity (Dee Paradigm 9)$ and -livity (See Paradigm 7)#
and maoy words of this type are in. more general use than these others.
Compere normality and mjoraa^tr with specificity and conductivity.
9 ^oras in alit.v can also have a countable us®, as an instance of
their uncountable state:
Formalities aro instances of formality.
Irregularities are instances of irregularity.
Z&4-,
Paradigm 6 donominal in -van (Neo-Latin provenance)
BASS TYPES
1 Those place-names as listed below, for which the paraphrases work
meaningfully:
1 rinding in simple -a,:
Cuba. Alaska. Africa. Asia...
2 Snding in -la:
India. Rumania. Indonesia, Arabia...
3 landing in with an orthographic change to -1- and an accent
shift one syllable towards the suffix:
1,t,aly> Sicily, Burgundy, Hunryqy...
4 Ending in a consonant and adding +ian:
Byaail, Iran, .pypt. Ecuador...
5 A listable set of special forms with various spoken-vowel endings,
converting in various irregular ways to -tan. Examples:
Canada: Canadian Peru: Peruvian .lexioo: -lexican























1 tan, a relational adjective far place-names:
Tiie man is from America. = The man is American.
The plant belongs to India. = The plant is Indian. It is an
2 nanism, ace Paradigm 14 for use as a stative systemic noun, and
Paradign 15 for use as a type noun:
Native
Indian!am is the cultural attitude which elevates everything
Indian/is the political belief -which places India first.
An Indianisa is a linguistic or aultural peculiarity of
India/the Indians.
3 wanness, a stative noun:
Canadianness is the state (or oondition) of being Canadian.
4 -tanize. see Paradign 13:
He made the Service Indian. = He Indianised the Service.
motes
1 There are two noun bases which nd^it be assumed to take -+al but
take +an:
hunt-: human urb-: urban
Indian plant.
2 This set has a non-productive parallel in -tone:
human: humane (using the paradigm)
urban: urbane (not using the paradigm)
3 Only this set has a stative noun in canity, accent on -an-:
humane/humane: humanity urbane: urbanity
4 Human also has a unique derivational system:
human: humanity: humanitarian: humanitarian!an
5 A productive academic use of an exists, but does not normally
exploit the paradigm:
"loux: Niouan Aztec: Aztecan
6 The form may be added to personal surnames, usually those with
two syllables, and may exploit the paradigm The addition of the
3uffix attracts the accent one syllable towards the suffix and may
change the vowel quality in the accented syllable:
Bacon: Baconian Johnson: Johnsonian
Newton: Newtonian Adier: Adlerian
^eud: aaaflim &B&: Jumian
7 There arc three (or four) place-names in +% which form their
adjective by deletion and/or adaptation:
'JeWWff- ^xtnaa SjUOUBCf SMSM
Normandy: Norman (Brittany: Breton)
X (a ( .
raradigro ? dovasrb&l in -rioti/ive (Lao-Latin px*ov<aiance)
IMSfi T3TP3S
1 Those preponderantly disyllabic holistio verbs of Latin provenance
for which the paraphrases v®rk meaningfully (See also Paradign l):
select, inspect, reflect, predict, act...
2 Such verbs for ivhioh special grapho-ptonological adaptations
are necessary:
receivs (recepb-), evade (evas-). divide (divis-). erode feros-)
declare (deolarat-). compare (coraparat-). add (addit-)...
DMHV12) TIPS (less likely to exploit the paralign fully)
Di- and trisyllabic verba in -rate:
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1 ^ actional noun, nhich can be expressed actively or passively:
Collection is the action, business, process etc of collecting
or being collected.
Inspection in the; action, business, tcccess etc of inspecting
or being inspected.
Investigation is the action, business, process etc of investi¬
gating or being investigated.
2 -fional. see Paradiga 5» a relational, sia&lative and/or attributive
adjective:
The procedure relates to selection. = The procedure is selectional.
It is selectional procedure.
3 -jive, a purposive adjective:
The purpose of the procedure is selection/to select. =
The procedure is selective. It is selective procedure.
4 -tiviam. see Paradigm 14, a systemic stative noun:
Negativism is the state (or condition) of being negative,
defined as a social attitude.
5 +ivity. a formal stative noun:
Selectivity is the state (or condition) of being selective.
6 •riveness. an informal stative noun:
Select!veness is the state (or condition) of being selective.
7 for other forms of the verb see Paradigm 1.
2,4<U
NOTES
In the terminology of grammar, ive can be added, also with a
purposive force, to nouns:
statiye = for the purpose of expressing a stats (or condition)
purposive u for the purpose of expressing a purpose
2 The major graph©-phonological adaptations of bases for the addition









































































purify: purification (See Paradigm 12)
pasteurize: pasteurizatlon (See
Paradigm 13)
3 There are three alternative suffixes to +ion for nominalization
from Latinate verbs. They are:
3.1 rBMit. formed typically on bases of from one to three syllables,
but ending in sounds unsuitable for adaptation as above to +lon.












3.2 -:al. formed typically on bases "uhioh have two syllables but
cannot relate to -fion. and/or relate to aots of will, planning,
the law etc;
betray: betrayal acquit: acquittal
refuse; refusal remove: removal
renew: renewal arrive: arrival
3.3 -,ura. a very few special words and bases:
depart: departure fail: failure
enclose: enclosure forfeit: forfeiture
msk"- i^qtiire J&gt-t ^iotiffe




4 There are possibilities of meaningful contrast between forms in
-iion and. the others, occasionally exploited:
induction (in tliinking)
jeflasai
induoenmt (eg bribing, incentives)
<
5 The actional noun in -,icn etc often has a resultatlve or instantial
use:
Collections are instances of or the results of collection.
Recoveries are instances of or the results of recovery.
Z7! .
Paradigm 8 restricted denominals (Keo-Latin provenance)
BASE TYP3S
1 Listable sets, as exemplified below, of bound nominal bases of Latin
provenanoe whose meaning can often be expressed by glosses
(= relexification into free words of English):
1*1 rigid, lucid. Placid, torpid...
1.2 t-lle fertile, mobile. sterile, fragile...
*•3 +*£©, canine, ferine, aquiline, masculine...
2 A listable set of noma and bound bases in +oua:
2.1 nouns: pomp, bulb, nerve, fibre, nebul(a)...
2.2 other nominal bases: vise-, curi-. dubi-, vacu-...
PARADIGM


















Dld'IMTTVE GLOSSES AMD PARAPHRASES
1 4id. 4ile. tiqe. +OU3, a relational, attributive and/or similative
adjective, often explicable by gloss rather than paraphrase, and
therefore tending to be holistic:
Ho thinks clearly. = Ha is a lucid thinker.
The material does not bend, a It is rigid material.
lou can grow things easily in this soil. = It is fertile soil.
This kind of home is built to move, = It is a mobile home.
The animal has a manner rather like a cat's. » It has a feline
manner.
These teeth are like a dog's. » These are canine teeth.
That man is full of his own importance. = He is a pompous fellow.
The affect is like a cloud. » The effect is nebulous.
2 fity. a stative noun, formal and often academic/technical:
Lucidity is the state (or condition) of being luoid, formally
stated.
Viscosity is the state (or conditiaq) of being viscous, technically
described.
3 ■t-ness. an informal stative noun:
Luoidness is the state (or condition) of being lucid.
Viscousness is the state (or condition) of being viscous.
HOTEL
1 The bulk of the adjectives exploiting this paradign are holisms and
therefore analysis of their elements is an analysis of root and
suffix rather than base and suffix. Analysis ranges along a
continuum from the useless to the useful:
useless
placid = * inclined to please
viscous s= * relating to mistletoe, birdlime
slightly more useful
fertile enable to bear, yield
lucid =* giving off light
mSA
mobile = able to move
saline a relating to or containing salt
idflhly useful
feminine » like or relating to a woman (farain-)
pompous » full of pomp
2.-73*
2 The forms -iity and -mess appear to be in competition, the formal
+ity being less popular:
nervous: nervousness but not v nervosity
bulbous: bulbouaness but not bulbosity
However, certain long-established forms favour the -t-ity. with the
suggestion of a difference in meaning between +ity and +ness:
<ouriosity 1 the state of being curious2 the inclination to be curious■curiousnesa strangeness
3 There is a 11stable set of bases which take lous via a connecting
element -aci- and exploit the paradigm as follows:
.tan-: tenaoi-: tenacious: tenacity: tenaoionsneaa
vor-: voraoi-: voracious: voracity: voraciousness
Z74>#
Pamdim 9 danoadml in -lo (Noo-Latin provenance)
BASE TYFS
1 Those 3imple noma of Greok provenance, mainly disyllabic, for
which the paraphrases work meaningfully:
angel. notaad. icon, cycle, tone...
2 Comparable holistic nouns of Greek provenance:
£*2!3»
3 Comparable single or holistic nouns of Greek proveranee ending in
-A& and -y, where these are dropped:
3.1 simple: mania, phobia, irory, la,story, harmony...
3.2 holistic: sHortr/. category, symmetry ■. ■
if Comparable bound bases of Latin or Greek provenance:
ciy-. publ-. ^rsph-. ethn-, dioact-, gastr-...
5 Listable nouns or nominal bases of Greek provenance ending in
-m(a) and taking ~(a)t- as a connecting element:
5.1 -mas dppfaix9 qhariyaft, aroma...
5.2 -a: axiom, idiom, system, phlegm. emblem...
5.3 comparable bases: chroia-. praam-...
6 Listable nouns and nominal bases farming in -e(u)tic:
6.1 -?tic: phon-, athl-, aesth-...
6.2 -eutic: therapy, pharmacy...
IMttVGD (less likely to exploit the paradige fully)
1 Derived on a ifeo-Latin, especially Greek, basis:
dyslexia, lypartroply, aphnaiq...
2 Derived in relation to a form compounded on Deo-Latin, especially






















































1 +ic, attracting the accent to the syllable immediately preceding
it, a relational, simiiative or attributive adjective, usually
suggesting a specialised qualify:
ihe movement relates to cycles/
The movement is like a cycle/ = The aoveaant is
The movement has the attributes of a cycle* cyclic.
The people have the attributes of The people are nomadic,
nomads. 25 They are nomadic people.
His life is like a nomad's life. = His life is nanadle.
It is a nomadic life.
The work has the attributes of a » The work is systematic.
aysten/The work is like a system. It is systematic work.
2 basically identical with <le. but usually suggesting a
generalized quality, often in contrast with +ic (See Note 11 )i
The movement relates in a general DBflT to cycles/ = The movement is
is in a general sense like a cycle/han, in cyclical. It
general terms, the attributes of a cycle. is a cyclical
movement.
3 •*-jolty, attracting the accent to the -ic- element, a formal or
academic/technical atative nouns
Tonicity is the state (or condition) of being tonio (as
defined in phonetics).
Historicity is the state (or condition) of being historic
(as understood by historians).
4 -ncnens. an informal stative noum
Toxicnoss is the state (or condition) of being toxic, understood
in a non-technical sense.
B0T1S
1 The accent shift associated with +ic is very regular:
* atom a* tomio
5athlete a* thletie
but there are four com; coax except ions:
•Catholic, *Arabic, a' rithmetic, 'politics
2 Nouns of Latin and Creek provenance with vestigial inflectional
endings for trie nominative singular, especially masculine -us and
-ea. and including proper names, drop the ending and take 4 jo. but
do not usually exploit the paradigms
citrus (cltr-) nucleus (nucle-)
(StiBttr) doorates (Spoilt-)
3 Type, group and place names, regardless of provaiance, and usually
for purposes of academic or technical terminology take +ic, but also
do not exploit the paradigm (See also Note 14) s
3.1 by simple addition: Iceland. Lapland. Sanskrit. Czech...
3.2 by dropping a final -a especially if of Sanskrit provenance:
Buddha. Veda, karma, yoga...
4 Personal surnames and group names ending in a nasal and pre¬
ponderantly disyllabic in form, and usually for academic purposes
can take n-ic. and do not exploit the paradigm:
■iron, -alton, Teuton, Titan, Carman...
z~n.
5 Compounds of Creek provenance or type generally form their
adjectives aa described here, with these exceptions?
5*1 -graphy forms have a clearcut ric/ical distinction, as above:
photography: photographic: photographies!
5*2 -logy forms take only -ical:
sodo/?/: * zoolo^c: zoological
5.3 -cracy forms take only +io:
deraocraoy; democratic: * democratical
6 A listable set of long-established words ending in -a reject the rule
that the -a must be dropped, and take the accent on the -a, with a




NOTE prosaic is now a holian, only historically linked with





Rosge: Bon^o (= Byzantine)
/ram: Aramaic
Chaldea: Chaldaic (contrasting with Chaldean)
JuAea: Judaic (contrasting with Judean)




9 »lth medico-pathological nouns, there is competition (and potential











In some long-established terms, however, +iao is the norm, whether
adjectival or nominal:
cardiac, aiasoniao
■I i»Ty«ri»>Ti3 III■y '»»
10 There are listable sets of nouns, usually compound, of Greek
provenance or type, with special grapho-phonological changes in
derivation# These do not, however, normally exploit the paradigm
10-1 -22. ellipse: elliptic: elliptical
aaj£2» septic
10.2 -MSL SS&kttW SB^egttq
catalepsy: cataleptic
10.3 -aia ^2222^- ^y?peptic
QuR^ai^: eupeptic
10.4 -sib syllepsis: synaptic
catiyysi,?: q^thortic
10.5 -asds otio osmosis: osmotic
neurosis: neurotic
10.6 -itla itic a^hyitis: artlyitio
fopqtitis: hepatitis
10.7 -ite Ceidjte: Tenitic
m&2} ifoaltic
U ;J.tiiouth it is difficult in some instances to find glosses which
indicate that contrastive -ic and -ical are in a relationship of

















12 Occasional use is made of -tic, added for academic purposes to
adjectival bases in the suffixes ->al (-far) and -fan, to make
*double adjectives', usually relational:
Vo-'lum: velar: velaric (= of the velar type)
voice: vocal: vooalic (= of the vwel type)
Rome: Ecma^: Romanic (= of the Roman type)
13 -fiayq is occasionally added to -tic for a systemic stative noun:
Ssoterlcism is the attitude of life which favours being
esoteric.
34 The academic use of +ie with type, group and place names contrasts







15 A special -tonic variant seem to be gaining popularity for two
reasons!






15*2 to add £a*apbo-p]-*Dnologic:il bulk to a form that would other¬
wise be unusable!
bi-s ]^S (not^WAo)
pai-t psionlo (not < paiio)
zei •
Paradigm 10 nordnalizinr In +ic£s) (Keo-I - tin provenance)
BASE TYPE
Those bound nominal bases of Greek and Latin provenance for which the
paraphrases work meaningfully, and for which -tic (see Paradigm 9) is
the typioiil adjectival suffix:
i2S£k-» SSSSSr*
DERIYEP TYPE (less likely to exploit the paradigm fully)
Bound derivatives in -ist- of both Greek and Latin provenance:








































1 +ics a noun expressing an abstract type or qyotam:
Graphics is (1) that aspect of engineering which concerns
the actual drawing (= graph-) of plans (2) that branch of
mathematics which is concerned with calculating by means of
diagrams.
Ceramics is that branch of art which is concerned with fired
pottery (= ceraa-).
Statistics is that branch of science/mathematics which deals
with the manipulation of numerical data (= statist-),
2 -.-iclgtAician (See also Note 2) a personal noun:
He studies physics, a He is a physicist.
He studies genetics, = Ha is a geneticist.
He studies statistics, « He is a statistician.
Be studies mathematics, = He is a mathematician,
3 ijC and -> leal, a relaclonal, or attributive adjective (See
Paradigm 9, Note 11):
The information relates to 'The information is semantic.
semantiOB,/The information has » It is semantic information,
the attributes of semantics.
The work relates to politics, « The wcrk is political.
It is political work,
4 -t-lulze. see Paradign 3.3,
lb male the problem political, * He politicised the problem.
NOTES
1. This paradign is restricted to academic usage, and is seldom if
ever fully exploited.
'-arallfiE;. 15 1





2 In the personal noun additions -fist and -flan there is usually com¬
petition, not contrast, depending apparently on ease of pro¬
nunciation:
genetic^; geneticist not *genetician
statistic^: statistician not ^tatisticist
Regular formation is not predictable for words that might exploit
the paradign in future. Additionally, preference i'or simpler terms
(even if these are ambiguous) militates against the full use of this
paradigm:
^liy.uiqt.j.cs: Unguist not usually linguistician
^lipfflisticist
The incidence of physicist and physician suggests, however, that
contrastive possibilities are latent in the pair.
3 Similarly, for this paradigm the contrasts or preferences between
-fie and +ical are not as sharp as in Paradigm 9. The suffix -tic.
is however, a back-formation (+ics -> ic) and when a countable noun
occurs in -tic the adjective in *Jaa is preferred:
ethics: an ethic: ethical
statistic^: ft statistic: statistical
polemics: a polemic: polemioal
4 There is a listable set of long-established uncountable nouns in





5 There is also a listable set of countable nouns in -tic (human and
non-human) which does not use the paradigm but is cognate:
5*1 human: a critic: critical: criticize: criticism
5.2 non-human: a topic: topical: topicalize
6 Per forms in -tian there is a possible extension, seldom exploited,
to a statlve noun in ■»ship:
musician: musicianship (= the state or condition of being
a musician)
2*4.
Paradigm 11 denominal in +oid (Neo-Latin provenance)
BASE TYPE
X Those bound nominal bases of Greek provenance for ishich the
paraphrases \vox*k meaningfully:
anthrop-. pithee-, aster-, 11th-...
2 Comparable but infrequent nouns of Greek provenance:
°!&2»
3 Comparable nouns of Greek provenance with & vestigial Latin
inflectional nominative ending, which must be deleted:
rhojte (rhomb-), trapezium (trapes-)...
4 Specific academic type and group names, regardless of provenance:
maESLi* Caucasus (Caucus.-), Iie^o (iie/y-), Australia (Austral-)...
mmm








1 -told, a simLlative adjective:
The object is like a cube. = The object is cuboid.
The beast is man-like. = The beast is anthropoid.
(anthrop- « man)
The object in scientific terms is » The objeot is lithoid.
like a stone/stone-like.
2 +oidism. a systemic stative noun:
Menoidism is a medical condition of the adenoid tissue.
NOTES
1 There is a regular conversion for -Hold adjectives into countable
nouns:
An anthropoid creature is an anthropoid#
A lithoid object is a lithoid.
2 This nomdnalising conversion has an adjective in +al. which does
not, however, normal3y exploit the +al paradigm:
anthropoid: anthropoidal
adenoid adenoidal
3 Additionally, the nominal convoroion in the plural can be used
for medical descriptions:
adenoids = enlargement of glandular (adan-) tissue at the
back of the nose
haemorrhoids a piles
Par&dl'gB 12 danondn&l and dendjeotival tlfy (Neo-Latin provanarse)
BASE TYPES
1 Those mainly monosyllabic single nouns and adjectives of Latin or
Greek provenance for which the paraphrases work meaningfully:
1.1 nouns: class. note, vacso. code, person...
1.2 adjectives: simple, pure, false. null, diverse, intense...
2 Comparable nouns with a vestigial nominative singular (mainly
neuter, Latin or Creak), which must be deleted:
calcium (calc-). stratum (stmt-), amaoniuci (ammoni-).
electron (electr-J...
3 Comparable nouns ending in a written which must be deleted (or
assumed into -tify as -i-):
(bgaut-), C^SE-), n^EOUEX fercur-)...
4 Any oonjjarabie noun or adjective where an ortho-phonological
adaptation (usually in vowel quality) takes place:
4.1 nouns: type (tvn-). metre (metr-). mode (mod-).
sign (sign-), saint (sanot-). fr-uit (fruct-).
peace (pao-)...
4.2 adjectives: vile (vil-). clear (olar-)...
3 Comparable .bound bases:
5.1 nouns: potr~. vitr-. do-, oss-. yam-...

























1 -<i£k three kinds of verb, often with relexification:
1.1 an intransitive inceptive verb:
The forest turned into stone. = Tim forest petrified.
1.2 an intransitive factitive verb:
lie makes verses. = He versifies.
1.3 a transitive causative verb:
lie made the water pure. * lie purified the water.
She made her thoughts cleor(er). = She clarified her thoughts.
They made the microbe (appear) big. » They magnified the
microbe.
He arranged the material ia(to) = He classified the material,
classes.
They transformed the substance = They vitrified the substance,
into glass.
They treated the substance with = They zincified the substance,
sine.
2 ^Ifioation. with an accent on -cat-, two kinds of noun:
2.1 an actional or resultativs now:
(action) (purifying something.
Purification is the ( ) of (
(result) (making something pure.
(action) (clarifying something.
Clorifioation is the ( ) of (
(result) (making something clear.
i$s.
( ) of (





2.2 an optional countable type noun for instances cr results of
an action:
A fortification is an instance of fortification.
Clarifications are instances of clarification.
A classification is tlie result of classification.
3 +oattonal. with an accent cm -oat-, a relational adjective:
The rite relates to purification. «= The rite is purificational.
It is a purificational rite.
4 +cator>;. with an accent on -cat-, a purposive adjective:
The rite is for the purpose of _ The rite is purificatory.
1 There is a listable sot of long-established aiid ooiiKon^y occurring
derivatives in +HX which do not oonfbrm to the paraphrase options.
Thoy are best accounted for with saxd-paraphrases and glosses:
1.1
He p>5vecv/ahowed something to be true. = lie verified it.
He made something lees dense. = He rarefied it#
He delineated something clearly. = He specified it.
lie adapted something. * Ho modified it.
He torturedAilled someone (on a cross). = He crucified him.
He made the sound louder. = He amplified it.
He expressed the thing in exact amounts. » He quantified it.
The experience humiliated us. = We were mortified.
Tie wa3 suitable for the job. » He qualified.
1.2 glosses
X inform! him. « I notified, him.
lie limited it. = lie cpalified it.
2 Two minor patterns for fify appear to be currently non¬
productive:

















3 A non-productive listable set of forms derived from bound bases of
Latin provenance takes a causative written as +efy. indistinguish¬
able in speech from +ify. Such forms tend to have an adjective
in -t-id (dee Paradigm 3). iisamples:
turn- (swollen) » tumid = tumefy
jdngu- (fat) = £ingi\id = .B&S&S&
putx— (decay) = putrid = putrefy
4 This pattern seems to have been replaced by +idify. Compare
liquefy and solidify, humidify.
5 ibrms in -tefy take their stative noun in Refaction:
liquefy: liquefaction
putrefy: putrefaction
6 They also have an additional instrumental and type noun in
-»efaolent. with sari optional ad jectival use:
A liquefacient is anything which causes liquid to form,
and has a liquefacient purpose.
zio.
7 This use has extended separately into medioal terminology as a
causative instrisnsntal confounding element:
an abortifacient = an agent which causes aborticn
8 A similar instrumental noun can occur in the +ify system for
similar academic/technical purposes:
cle§£: clarify-: a clqrlficant
9 There is a 11stable subset of adjectives in ilfic of two types:
9.1 forming on a verb in +lfy
horrify: horrifio
teprify: tepyifio
9.2 having no comparable verb and probably best analysed as a
compounding element ->fic (=making, causing):
* scientify: scientific





Paradigm 13 donotainal and doadjeetival 4 las (Neo-iattn provenance)
EASE DE
1 Those mainly disyllabic often holistic nouns of Latin and Greek
provenance for which all or any of the paraphrases work meaningfully:
atom, item. hybrid, symbol.,,
2 Comparable nouns with a vestigial inflectional ending of any kind,
vhioh must be deleted. (See dote 5)t
iSaaafla (£aaa&-)» j&Agsa (ti3sr)» ginaw Csaate-)»
gfiS&Si (gggftO, £&£fiBt (spltom-)...
3 Comparable nouns ending in -y, which must be deleted (or assumed
as -i- into +ig£):
subsidy (subsid-). sodomy (sodom-). deputy (deput-)...
4 Comparable bound bases:
feain.-. pulver—. oauter-. ostrac-...
5 Personal surnames, mainly disyllabic and regardless of provenance:
i-leamer. Stalin, Hilton. Bawdier. Pacadam..,
6 Group and type names, mainly disyllabic and regardless of provenance:
Creole. Hellene. Hindu. Islam. Talmud...
DERIVED TYPES
Adjeotivos and nouns derivable from words with the following suffixes,
whether functional or parts of holiaaa:
1 -;-al brutal, vandal...
2 +SU human. African...
3 4ar regular. popular...
4 +g£JL nalitayy...
5 4OT tender. Bowdler...
13 4ionaj regional, national...






















1 «i£ae* four kinds of verb:
1.1 an intransitive inceptive verbs
The spirit became material. = It materialized.
The liquid turned into atoms. » It atomized.
(c droplets)
1.2 an intransitive performative verb:
lie served as a deputy. = He deputized.
1.3 en intransitive factitive verb:
He mads sermons. « He sermonized.
1.4 a transitive causative verb:
He made their marriage regular. » He regularized their marriage.
He formed the men into a union. «= lie unionized the men.
He treated the material with sulphur. = He sulphurised the material.
Be treated the play as Bowdler did,
by removing the supposedly indecent t= He bowdlerized the play,
elements.
293.
2 -laation. with an accent on -sat-. two kinds of noun:
2.1 an actional or reaultative noun:
[action) (atomizing something.
Atomization is the ( ) of I
result) (turning something into atoma.
action) (centralising something.*< - >
Centralisation is the ( ) of (
v Vresult) (making something (more) central.
2.2 an optional countable type noun for instances or results of
an action:
(instances )
Organisations are ( ) of organisation.
(the result;
1 The spellings size and -»lse are both cannon. The first is
preferred in the United States and by certain British publishers
(for example, Oxford University Press), but -tiae is considered
British in the United States.
2 The suffix +ify tends to be used with monosyllabic bases, while
•»jge is used with disyllabic bases. The result in both cases is
a trisyllabic derivative with the same rhythm and stress:
'purity 1 organize
3 Although tradition is strong in restricting both +ify and -viae to
bases of Loo-Latin provenance, they are both used casually with
bases of Anglo-Saxon provenance or type which have some kind of






4 Casual coinages may or may not follow the paraphrases closely or
at all:
4.1 following the paraphrases speechify = to make speeches
4.2 not following the paraphrases womanize » to seek sex with
many women
5 The inflectional ending -urn (Latin neuter nominative) does not
follow the deletion rule when preceded by a vowel:
b&rlUBU bariuoilBd




6 Although most forms taking +ion can form a relational adjective in
clonal, this paradigm does not, except fori
92ESE&3& S8m&S&mi SQs9^55l^El^
7 ooe Paradi|?a 14 Jfote 2 for the correlation of forms in -tiae to
forms in -flam.
2^5.
Paradigm 14 uerwaalnal i-iata. uncountable (l.'oo^Latiia provenance)
BASE TYK-IS
1 Those nouns, sample or holistic, of Greek or Latin provenance for
which the paraphrases work sesningfully;
simple: oubo. sex...
holistic: atom. awg®e, alarm, defeat...
2 Comparable bound bases:
£SSM-» £j^ssr» ^UaaSr* 3&Sr» ostrac-...
3 Personal surnames, regardless of provenance:
-fe* £&&&» .-arwin. Calvin...
4 Group and type names, regardless of provenance:
£&&££• Hellene, liir^u...
5 Auy of the preceding shore (l) a Latin or Greek nominative inflection,
or (2) tiie vowels written as -& ^ "Vy are deleted:
5.1 Parolssuj (narcias-). Thomas (fhom-)...
5.2 Luddha (hudcih-). iiasi (Nft*-), academy (academ-)...
rERTVED TKPS3
Ncuns derivable from words with the following suffixes, whether
functional or parts of holisms:




5 +iafi Prussian, Ifidio^...
6 +iq critic, eclectic...





12 -fional ilmotional. regional...
13 +lt.(.s) pnti-comity<»#•
14 -»ive progressive, negative...
15 -t-mental fundamental«#»
P/RATffCK










1 si am. a atative qyntoi.dc noun, expressing & kind of state, system,
theory, belief, movement, tendency or phenomenon as understood in
academic, scientific, political, religious or similar terms:
/.torsiam is the scientific theory in which atoms are regarded
as the smallest particles of physical existence,
Darwinism is the scientific theory which was propounded by
Darwin and which proposed the evolution of all life from a
caramon source.
Feminism is the social (and political) movement in which
women (= ferain-) seek at least equal rights with men,
Catholicism is the religious system which is practised by
Catholics and which la ciiaracterized by belief in Christ as
the Sen of God, the holy Trinity and certain dogmas,
2 ->l3t» both a nouii and an adjective:
2.1 a human type noun:
lie accepts Darwinian, )
) s He is a Darwinist,
He is a follower of Darwin,;
She indulges in escapism. « She is an escapist,
2.2 a relational adjective:
These ideas relate to Darwinism, as These ideas are Darwinist,
They are Darwinist ideas.
This principle pertains to feminism. = The principle is feminist.





3 -fistic, a relational and similative adjective used when a clear
distinction is needed between the human type and the adjective, and
sometimes suggesting the disapproval of the speaker:
(humanism.
These ideas relate to ( s These ideas are humanistic.
(humanists. They are humanistic ideas.
His schemes are similar to communism. = His schemes are communistic.
They arc coniaunistic schemes.
NOTES
1 'Than 4ism is added to a polysyllabic base, the accent generally falls
two syllables before the suffix:
humanism, dogmatism, communiam...
A listable set does not follow this rule and also does not form an
adjective in -fistic. Examples:
defeat = defeatism = defeatist = v defeatistic
escape = escapiaa = escapist = "escapistio
alarm = alarm!am a alarmist = " alarm!stic
2 Although there is a close correlation between the base types of
i-ize and -flam, there is not a one-to-one correlation:
2.1 The existence of itemize does not imply * itemiam.
2.2 The existence of Buddhism does not imply * Buddhize.
3 Although there is a dose correlation between -»iam and -fist, there
is not a one-to-one correlation:
3.1 The existence of cyclist and violinist (See i'aradign 1, Notes
2.9 and 2.10) does not imply cyclism and violinists.
3.2 The existence of organism and organist does not imply that
ttey are markers of the same paradigm.
4 With group names (religious and geographical) -»ist is not normal
invoked:
Hindu = Ilinduisga =* Hinduist
uaker = Quakerism = " uakerist
Qbrmon = Mbrmoniam » y Qforraonist
5 There are medico-pathological terms in +ism for which the paradig®
does not operate:
adenoidism, gigantism, teratiam. ..
MS,
The suffix h-xuu cam bo attaoiisd casually to rsnk*shlfted plxusoa
and sentences, especially if thqy are idiociatic:
6.1 phrases ma-too-iam
6.2 sentence; never-sav-dle-iam
The paradiga is not usually exploit®! by such farnations.
The noun and adjective in -*ist can contrast with +ian and *ite
when attached to personal surnames. In such sots, -»lat is
neutral, while the others are appreciative an! depreciative:
< Darwinian (appreciative)Darwinist (neutral)Darwlnita (depreciative)
2.^9.
raradb-sa 15 uajioudntal +igm, countable (L<t*>-L*tln provenance)
BASH TYPES
X i'nose bound nominal bases, usually holistic, and disyllabic, of
Greek cxr Latin provenance, for which the paraphrases work meaningfully:
eunhem-. anachron-. terat-. atav-. soleo-...
2 Personal surnames, usually disyllabic, regardless of provenance:
iBafiBBE* Johnspn, Kipling. Ivalaprop...
3 Such other parsons1 eurnanec which, because they are monosyllabic,
add +ian to gain bulk:
-* Mm* -* Mma£seL-»»
4 Place-related adjectives in;
4*1 -an- Cuban...
4.2 -lan- Canadian. Indian...
4.3 -ish- British, Irish...
4.4 -ic- (1) from ^iah British ■* Critic-...
(2) +ic proper Gallio...
PARAHEQM















1 H-ism, an abstract type noun, expressing a kind of device,
peculiarity, eccentricity, fault, aberration or similar phenomenon
relating to literary, stylistic, linguistic, grammatical, dramatic,
cultural, pathological or similar subjects:
3e>q.
euphemism is a linjaistic usvioo in vfaish one ' speaks wall*
(= 2r) or obliquely of aeriou3 or taboo events, ouch as
death*
An anachronism is a literary device in which something occurs
in p. context whore it is 'out of its proper time' (= anaohron-).
A teratiam is a biological aberration in which a r>ouster
(terat-0 is formed, or is the monster itself*
An Irishism ic an Irish linguistic usage or cultural
attitude.
2 viatic, a relational or attributive adjective J
The clock in the play 'Julius Caesar' is anachronistic.
His remarks about his father* s death wore euphemistic.
floras
1 floraetimes a type human noun in -»ist occurs:
A euphetrdst is cnc who indulges in euphemisms.
2 -viatic is not usually invoked for forms based on surnames and
place-names:
M§h; l&sk&w ^Ix&stoSia
Kipliiy.: Kjplinfiism: "* Kiplinalstic
3 Although countability marks this paradigm as distinct from
Poradlgn 14# there i3 a connection between the two:
ISujhemiams are instances of euphemism.
Indian!ams may be exampleb of Indianism,
4 A parallel use of ~oae occurs with surnames, place-names and
institutions to give type nouns suggesting especially the language,
style and ideas of a group:
Journalese is the style of journalists.
Officialese is the language of officials.
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